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"Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work out." -John Wooden
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Prof. Sapna Desai

It's indeed a matter of pride and privilege to launch the twelfth issue of ABHISARG – the 
annual college magazine published by the Vanita Vishram Women's College of 
Commerce, managed by Vanita Vishram, Surat. As set forth by the great visionary Dr. 
A.P.J Abdul Kalam, to emerge with flying colours and achieve success in all walks of life 
students need the wings charged with ignited minds and the hearts charged with spirit of 
zeal and devotion. So, we at VVWCC strive hard not only to pursue academic excellence 
but also to motivate our students to be lifelong learners and critical thinkers of an ever 
changing global society. 

The magazine is an attempt to nourish the seedlings of creative writings and expression 
which is the most sublime aspect of the holistic development of the young minds. It is a 
chronicle recording the activities and achievements of the students and staff as well as it 
serves as a guide informing the future generation of students about the traditions built up in 
the college. I wish to acknowledge my heartfelt thanks to every individual who has been 
instrumental in presenting this edition of 'Abhisarg'. My special thanks to our Principal Dr. 
A.V.Agarwal whose enthusiasm and dedication has been so infectious and her 
uncompromising standards are so inspiring that we at the editorial board also worked with 
passion!

We hope that this humble piece of literature gives you a glimpse of the VVWCC world 
leaving you with pleasant memories. 

Ms. Sweety Goyal  

B.Com. Part–III

Ms. Karishma Kuperkar
B.Com. Part–II

Editorial…

Art Gallery

"If you are not willing to risk the usual you will have to settle for the ordinary." -Jim Rohn
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Vision

“s>Ak„„ti AÒi) priS(±t”
(An enlightened woman is a source of infinite strength)

Mission
“To encompass the vision and empower women by refinement of thoughts, 

enlightenment of knowledge through education to face the competitive world”

Motto

“To ensure that women get diverse opportunities through quality education”

"All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney

VANITA VISHRAM WOMEN'S COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
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Excellence and achievements in academics have been the hallmark of Vanita Vishram 
Women's College of Commerce. We are proud to announce that our college result of 
B.Com Part-III (Semesters V & VI) Examination for the academic year 2014-15 of 
S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai was 95.42% which far surpassed the University 
result of 76.72%. Thus the College has once again achieved an outstanding result in the 
S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai and reaffirmed its mark in the world of 
academics.

Ms. Riya Bafna

Ms. Sonali Virani 

It's a matter of immense pleasure to state that two of our students Ms. Sonali Virani and 
Ms. Shaziyabano Saiyed have secured a remarkable position in the whole S.N.D.T. 
Women’s University by scoring highest marks (519/600) in the subject of Specialization- 
Financial Accounting & Auditing (I to VI) out of 2285 students who appeared in B.Com 
Part-III University Examination, 2014-15. 'Late Mr. Jayant K.Ranade Prize' has been 
conferred upon them for securing highest marks by Smt. Vasudha Kamat - Hon'ble Vice 
Chancellor, S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai.

 

th17  Rank in India
th4  Rank in Surat

th th Ms. Riya Bafna, a student of B.Com. Part II has secured 17  Rank in India and 4  Rank in 
Surat in CS (Foundation) Examination of ICSI-June, 2015 which is an unprecedented 
accomplishment to applaud. 

The institution as a whole congratulates the achievers on their outstandingly successful 
performance and acknowledges their fortitude and perseverance involved to get there.

S.N.D.T. Women's University Toppers 2014-15

Topper in CS (Foundation ) Examination of ICSI-June 2015

Ms. Shaziyabano Saiyed

Highest Marks in Financial Accounting & Auditing Paper (I to VI)

PLEASANT ANNOUNCEMENT

"Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm." -Winston Churchill
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I am delighted to share my feelings at the launch of the twelfth issue of our college annual magazine 
'ABHISARG' – The creative world of VVWCC. The magazine endeavors to reflect the values and 
the quality of the institution itself.  It is an intimate, timely and honest portrait of the college - its 
people, its programs, its history, its challenges, its resources and its mission. Through the platform 
of the magazine, I would like to greet the entire VVWCC family. 

Charles Malik once said "The fastest way to change society is to mobilize the women of the 
world." So believing in the strength and power of every woman, VWWCC was established in the 
year 1998 to build a strong conceptual foundation for girl students in Commerce Education and to 
equip them with the confidence and strength to face the challenges in life. In today's world, our 

Vision of  bears relevance and inspires us to carry out our responsibilities as 

educators, philosophers and guides to contribute to build a better society.

This year the college passed through a transition phase of  switching affiliation from S.N.D.T. 
Women's University, Mumbai to Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat to comply with the 
mandate received from the Govt. of  Gujarat. But VVWCC continues to maintain its standards of 
excellence. I am happy to state that, the college has surpassed the Veer Narmad South Gujarat 
University result of  41% by attaining 76% in F.Y.B.Com Sem. - I University exam held in Dec.- 
2015. Not only this, this year too the result of our Final year has remained incredible as always. The 
academic year 2014-15 witnessed the results of B.Com. Part- III (Semester V and VI) S.N.D.T. 
Women's University Examination at 95.42% as against the University result of 76.72%.

As we march on the pathway of progress, what comes to my mind is that – “Success comes to those 
who work hard and stays with those, who don't rest on the laurels of the past.” The academic 
calendar of the college is replete with the achievements of our students in numerous Inter-
Collegiate, State and University level competitions.  This year too our students bagged 5 medals in 
the Regional and 2 Gold medals in the Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav organized by S.N.D.T. 
Women's University, Mumbai. The accomplishments of the students in various other competitions 
are praiseworthy.

Today education means much more than merely acquiring knowledge. It is acquisition of both 
knowledge and skills to bridge the gap between the requirements of education and industry. Thus 

 

 

“s>Ak„„ti AÒi) priS(±t”

FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
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"Opportunities don't happen, you create them." -Chris Grosser
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the college has initiated highly prolific and professional courses like 1) Tally. ERP 9 
Professional Accountant Course 2) Certificate Course on Computer Concepts (CCC) of 
NIELIT 3) Training programmes for Diploma in Banking and Finance Course of IIBF 4) 
Preparatory classes of IBPS for  Bank P.O. and Clerk Examinations 5) A Course in 
English Proficiency and Accuracy through DELL and 6)Training Classes of English 
Language Proficiency through SCOPE certified by Cambridge University, to enable our 
students to face the formidable challenges of the future. 

To make the students more resourceful and proficient, lectures on C.V. preparation, 
interview skills and communication skills, guest lecturers of senior Bank Managers, bank 
and industrial visits, career counseling sessions, summer internship with HDFC Bank 
and campus interviews were organized by the Career Guidance and Placement Cell of the 
college. Also keeping in view the paramount significance of the safety and security of girl 
students, since February, 2014, till date total eight batches of Self-Defence Workshop in 
collaboration with Police Headquarters, Surat have been organized and approximately 
258 students have been trained.

Aristotle once said that, “Educating the mind without educating the heart is no 
education at all.”  So to instill the ethos of moral values and principles and to sensitize 
the students, NSS unit of the college and Alumni Association have organized different 
Community Outreach Programmes like Blood Donation Camp, Visits to Old-age Home, 
Girls' Juvenile Home and Homes of differently abled children, Tree Plantation, Civil 
Defense Training Workshop, Being Human Week-Donation week etc. 

Also to bring about a revolutionary change in the overall personality and attitude of 
college students and to render them to become reformers, thinkers and visionaries of 
tomorrow, many awareness programmes like seminars on  “Blood and Eye Donation 
Awareness”, “Protection of Women and Girl Children from Sexual Harassment”, “181- 
Mahila Helpline Awareness”, “Bharatvasi on Duty - an awareness campaign for national 
cause”, “Role of Social Organisations in the Society”, “Thalassemia Awareness and 
Check-up Camp” , “ Right to Information Act”, “ Road Safety”, “Traffic Rules”, etc. 
were conducted.

I am particularly indebted to our elite Vanita Vishram Management for their support by 
conferring substantial amounts upto - to the deserving and meritorious 
students of the college in the form of Scholarships, Free-ships and Cash Prizes.

Though we are proud of our many successes, it is our mission to strive higher, no matter 
how many goals we reach along the way. At the end, I pray and wish that we continue to 
do what we have always done to produce conscientious, responsible and confident 
women of tomorrow .

` 5,00,000/

Dr. Abhilasha V. Agarwal
Principal

With Warm Regards

FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

"I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that won't work." -Thomas A. Edison
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Mr. Mihir Mehta
President
Vanita Vishram

It gives me immense pleasure to pen down a few words for the twelfth volume of 
ABHISARG – the annual magazine of Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce. 
On this occasion, I take the opportunity to congratulate the college and convey my best 
wishes on behalf of the entire team of Vanita Vishram Management

The management of Vanita Vishram has always been eager to serve the noble cause of 
spreading women's education so as to make them self-reliant and independent. In this 
journey the contribution and input of Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce has 
been commendable. This year has been a very eventful year of alteration and adjustment, 
as the college advances in affiliation from S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai 
towards Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat. Nonetheless, it gives me immense 
satisfaction to see that the college has maintained its standard of excellence in academics 
and commitment to quality education by imparting modern education to the students so 
that they may occupy a better place in today's competitive world and develop all round 
personalities retaining the beauty of mind and intellect as well as of soul.

In this regard, I take the opportunity to acknowledge the dynamic leadership of its 
Principal, Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal and the untiring efforts of the entire team of Vanita 
Vishram Women's College of Commerce. Their efforts have resulted in the overall 
development of the Vanita Vishram institution as well as the College

I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to all our fellow members and comrades 
of Vanita Vishram Management, Surat for their dedication and hard work that has 
ensured that our flag is always flying high. The role played by its members in the overall 
development of the institution which has enabled the execution of the various co- 
curricular and cultural activities in the institute is also appreciated.

I believe, that in the years to come, armed with commitment and perseverance in the 
pursuit of knowledge and education, the College will continue to prosper and serve the 
country for good. I pray that the Almighty God continues to bless this college as well as 
all the members of the Vanita Vishram family, including the students, parents, and all 
those associated with this institution.

 

Best Wishes…

"No one can make you feel inferior without your consent." -Eleanor Roosevelt
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I congratulate Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce on the launch of the twelfth 

issue of its Annual Magazine entitled ABHISARG and extend my best wishes on behalf of 

the Surat Administrative Committee of Vanita Vishram. In addition to the numerous 

achievements of the institute this is yet another important milestone in their curricular and 

co-curricular activities.

Founded in the year 1907, Vanita Vishram has served as an institution devoted to the 

upliftment and empowerment of women through education, spanning over more than 100 

years. With absolute commitment to serve the needy in society, Vanita Vishram has 

catered to the academic requirements of girls from Pre-school section to the Graduate 

levels. With a sense of pride and satisfaction, I would like to say that Vanita Vishram 

Women's College of Commerce has kept up with the high traditions of the institution. This 

year of the college passed through a transition phase of switching affiliation from S.N.D.T 

Women's University, Mumbai to Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat so as to 

comply with the mandate received from the Govt. of Gujarat. Nevertheless, even in this 

difficult phase it is satisfying to witness the successful continuation of the journey of our 

college by putting in unstinted efforts towards value based quality teaching. It is 

heartening to know that this year too the college has produced incredibly talented students 

who have commendable achievements to their credit in various fields.

The above achievement is the fruit of dedication, sincerity and hard work put in by the 

members of the entire team of the college under the able leadership of the Principal Dr. 

A.V.Agarwal. I take this opportunity to congratulate all the members of teaching and non-

teaching staff of the institution for their untiring efforts to bring more laurels to the 

college.

I am sure that this college would continue to make a significant contribution in educating 

the students in such a manner that they could build up strong character so that they can face 

the challenges in life more successfully.

Dr. P. K. Desai
Chairman, Surat Administrative Committee
Vanita Vishram, Surat

Best Wishes…

“Build your own dreams, or someone else will hire you to build theirs.” -Farrah Gray
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Nelson Mandela said “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to 
change the world.” Truly, there is no better investment for a society than education, and in 
particular women's education. Educating women of the nation is the first step towards 
women empowerment. In this seemingly male- dominated world, nurturing the dream of 
having a full-fledged separate institution of higher learning especially for females; itself 
deserves accolades. And, I profoundly acknowledge the relentless pursuits and sterling 
contribution of Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce in the direction of women 
empowerment through quality education.

I was overwhelmed to see the tremendous amount of potential of the students when I was 
invited as the Chief Guest in the Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony of the college. 
“Appreciation is a wonderful thing: It makes what is excellent in others, belong to us 
also.”I believe that honoring the students for their achievements represents the true spirit of 
a college. These hard working, articulate young girls are a credit not only to the college but 
also to the society at large. It is through this event that I got a glimpse of the high standards of 
academics, skills of students and commitment of the Principal and staff of the college.

I must say that I was very much impressed to note the outstanding result of the college and 
the remarkable achievements of the students in the academic and co-curricular activities. I 
commend the efforts of this well known academic institution that perseveres to accomplish 
multi-faceted development of its students and shows commitment to achieve excellence in 
whatever it undertakes. 

Lastly, I congratulate Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce on the launch of the 
twelfth issue of its annual magazine ABHISARG and also extend my best wishes to the 
institute for a progressive future ahead.

Dr. Dakshesh Thakar
Vice Chancellor
V.N.S.G.U., Surat

Best Wishes…

VNSGU
VEER NARMAD SOUTH GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, SURAT

"What seems to us as bitter trials are often blessings in disguise." -Oscar Wilde
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I congratulate the entire team of Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce on 
the publication of the twelfth issue of college annual magazine named ABHISARG. I 

th
visited the college as the Guest of Honour on the occasion of their 18  Annual Prize 
Distribution Ceremony. It was a pleasant experience to be a part of the event and 
witness the brimming talents receive rewards for their efforts.

The first and foremost duty of an academic institution is to value the efforts of its 
students. It not only inspires students to achieve greater heights of success but also 
creates in them a sense of taking pride in whatever they do, no matter how small a 
thing is. Keeping exactly this in mind, I appreciate the endeavors put in by the college 
to recognize the talents of its meritorious students and present them with various 
categories of awards as a token of appreciation and encouragement.

Just one visit to the college, made me feel the ambience of benchmark educational 
inputs geared up in the direction of empowerment of women through academics, 
curricular and co-curricular activities. It was a sheer joy to see the happy faces of the 
students as they marched smartly on the stage and collected their prizes. 

It is quite evident from the extra-curricular activities carried out by the college that it 
is wedded to the goals of tapping students' potential and transform it into their 
comprehensive growth. I extend my appreciation to the Principal and staff members 
of the college and hope that the students continue to achieve many more laurels and 
accolades in diverse activities.

Finally, I extend my best wishes to the college for a glorious future and success in all 
its endeavours.

Prin. Dr. Mahendrasinh Chauhan
Syndicate Member
V.N.S.G.U., Surat

Best Wishes…

Dear Madam,    

VNSGU
VEER NARMAD SOUTH GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, SURAT

"The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life is to give it away." -Anonymous
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Vanita Vishram Women’s college of Commerce has not only established its 

credibility as one of the premier institutions for women’s education in the city, 

but is also instrumental in enhancing the futuristic status of the women in the 

society. It was a privilege for me to visit the college for the Inter-collegiate 

competitions where I was invited as the Chief Guest. 

The stress free ambience and the healthy environment of the college impressed 

me. I must say that it was indeed a pleasant experience for me as the whole event 

was organized wholeheartedly with a great spirit. The commitment of the staff 

and their involvement was quite visible. The role of the Principal in managing 

the entire event was conspicuous. She worked with lot of zeal. I strongly believe 

that organizing such events provide platform to tap the potential of talented 

students in diverse fields. Participation of students from almost all the local 

colleges gave them the much needed exposure and the opportunity to expand 

their horizons and go beyond the boundaries of the classroom walls. I hope that 

the institute will organize many more such events in the future. 

I extend my kindest wishes to the college with the confidence that it will continue 

to excel and achieve new heights. 

Dr. Kiran Pandya
Prof. and Head
Department of Human Resource Development
V.N.S.G.U., Surat

Best Wishes…

Department of 

HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT 

Dear Madam,  

"The distance between insanity and genius is measured only by success." -Bruce Feirstein
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It was a pleasant experience to visit Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce 

for delivering a lecture on “Door To Happiness – How to Manage a Stressful 

Life”. The responsible attitude of your college is clearly reflected for selecting this 

particular issue which is of utmost importance for the students to combat the 

challenges posed by the fast pacing competitive world. I think it is the right time to 

educate the young minds and give them proper guidance through the right channel.

I am quite impressed by the overwhelming response of the students who not only 

showed interest but also actively participated in the seminar, making it lively and 

interactive.

I extend my best wishes to the institute for scaling greater heights. Lastly, I wish the 

students to face the challenges of life with confidence and happiness.

The Principal
Vanita Vishram Women’s College of Commerce
Surat.

Dr. Nirmal Choraria
H. O. D., Dept. of Pediatrics
Chairman & C. E. O.
Nirmal Hospital Pvt. Ltd., Surat.

Best Wishes…

Nirmal Hospital Pvt. Ltd.

TM

Dear Madam,

“Courage is like a muscle. We strengthen it with use.” -Ruth Gordon 
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To,

The Principal

Vanita Vishram Commerce College,

Athwagate,

Surat.

Respected Principal,

I am highly thankful to your college and you, for your invaluable contribution in the 

creation of such wonderful informative program. Participation of students and culture 

of the college shows the co-operation and eagerness for knowledge and innovative 

thoughts in our society.

Democracy is defined by Abraham Lincoln as “Government of People, by the 

people, for the people”. Keeping this in mind our intention is to awake people through 

RTI and spread knowledge about their rights as citizen of India. RTI is a source 

through which people can fight for their rights. I would like to spread the knowledge as 

much as possible. Our society is also very supportive but they just need direction to 

overcome from the problems they are facing due to lack of knowledge.

I convey my sincere thanks to all students of your Institute for their interest. It will be 

my pleasure to conduct such other future sessions to spread knowledge in society.

Mr. Ajay Jangid
Member: NCPRI
Activist & Trainer

Best Wishes…

“You may be disappointed if you fail, but you are doomed if you don't try.” -Beverly Sills
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It was a pleasure to conduct the Civil Defense Training Programme in your 

college. It is my firm conviction that students carry the rich values and 

traditions imbibed in college to greater heights. I applaud the endeavours of the 

college to ingrain values of social service, discipline, compassion and 

awareness in the students by promoting such informative and knowledge 

rendering programmes.

The healthy and harmonious environment of the college and the enthusiastic 

participation of the students in the programme is commendable. I am sure that 

through such awareness programmes and initiatives your college will 

transform our youth to the best citizens endowed with humanistic values who 

are capable of expanding the horizons of development and bliss for our country.

With Best Wishes and Blessings for the future!

Mr. A. B. Kadam
Police Inspector
(Civil Defence)
Surat

_bttkf/ltt.mtk./;ttjtebt/391/15rltgtk*tf lttdtrhf mtkhHtKt yltu 
rsjjtt btuBmx[uxlte fatuhe. mte/7 ctnwbttGe rctjzekdt lttltvtwht, mtwh;t.

Best Wishes…

To
The Principal
Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce
Surat.

Dear Madam,

“A woman is the full circle. Within her is the power to create, nurture and transform.” -Diane Mariechild 
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Being a parent, my first & foremost priority is the happiness of my child. From 

every aspect I would ensure that my daughter enjoys her life to the fullest, 

studies well & at the same time her safety is of prime importance for me. Once 

the students bid farewell to their school life, they are like free birds. They 

should be shown the right path in life. 

Being a parent, it is my responsibility to ensure that my daughter gets 

admission in the right college where studies & co-curricular activities go hand 

in hand. According to me, Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce is 

the apt one for my child. Education is a pre-requisite to a decent & upright 

living. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the relentless efforts of the 

Principal Madam Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal & her entire team of dedicated 

Professors for providing excellent education to the students. Besides studies, 

co-curricular activities are also given equal importance. Also, the college 

provides value added courses which help in grooming the skills of my daughter 

& all other students. 

I am happy to say that the students here get various opportunities to showcase 

their talents. I am sure that by the time my daughter completes her graduation 

from Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce; she would be moulded 

into a fully fledged individual with all the good qualities required. I extend my 

greetings and best wishes to the college for their future endeavours.  

Mr. Darayas .B. Cooper
Surat District President of NBSII

Krav Maga Instructor for Surat Police & Women Self Defense In Suraksha Setu 

Guinness World Record Holder 2014.

Parent of B.Com. Part-I Student

Best Wishes…
FROM PARENT

“I'm not afraid of storms, for I'm learning to sail my ship.” -Louisa May Alcott 
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Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce is a perfect place where, “Dreams meet 

Opportunities”, where Principal Madam being the strong pillar, professors being the 

storehouse of knowledge and the college premises with its positive vibes adds 5 stars to the 

name of the college .

Students remember college as three years of bliss, a symbol of freedom and self-discovery  

to develop practical life skills like, how to react to difficult life situations & bring out the 

best within you. The college offers all it has & as a father it makes me proud that my 

daughter is a part of this wonderful institution. She became the Cultural Secretary of the 

college along with scoring distinction marks in her examination. Celebration of various 

days, Workshops, Donation Camps, Counselling by various experts, Self-defence Camps, 

Personality Development and providing scholarships to students, NSS Camp and Inter-

collegiate competitions have not only made her self-confident but also taught her to 

maintain the balance between her academics and co-curricular activities. This college has 

uplifted the personality of my daughter by providing her with immense opportunities.

Vanita Vishram provides effective education in a conductive environment and also 

develops creative thoughts in young minds with emphasis on Cultural milieu. Students 

who come from diverse backgrounds are offered the widest possible scope and all round 

growth. It nurtures qualities such as leadership, discipline, organizational capability and 

managing skills. This college provides a platform to actualize students' talents and 

encourage them to mould their passion into profession.

I heartily thank honourable Principal Madam and all the professors for their guidance and 

all the moral values that they have imbibed in today's youth.

I extend my gratitude to this commendable institution and wish that Vanita Vishram 

continues to prosper in future.

Mr. Rakesh Shroff
Senior Manager
Khushi Enterprises
Parent of B.Com. Part-II Student

Best Wishes…
FROM PARENT

“Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one's courage.”  -Anais Nin 
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School for 14 years, college for 3 years and then you work till you die!  So, it 
goes without saying that one's college life is the most important part of one's 
life.

From time to time I have seen my daughter growing more responsible 
towards her life. College life imparts the necessary confidence in a child to 
step in the outside world and mould one's personality for better. Admitting 
my daughter in a reputed college like VVWCC has given me more reasons to 
come up and write this article. 

Infrastructure wise the college is well established. The activities that the 
college comes up with to boost the student's creativity and knowledge are 
commendable. The college is also very well equipped with the sports 
complex and canteen facilities. 

College has made her a confident person with reference to her curricular 
interest and academic performance. Her happiness while going college 
reflects that my decision of admitting my daughter in this college was 
fruitful. 

Now I agree with the college motto “to provide diverse opportunities 
through quality education” which is not only written but also followed and 
implemented.

Thank you!! 

Mr. Gopal Selarka
Panel officer (POY)
Reliance Industries Ltd.   
Parent of B.Com. Part – III Student

Best Wishes…
FROM PARENT

"Life is not about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself." -Lolly Daskal
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A big Hello to all! It is indeed exciting for me to share my experiences as the GS of college for the 
academic year 2015-16, through the platform of Abhisarg. For me, this was the most fantastic and 
life transforming year of my life. The post of GS gave me a chance to explore more of my talent 
and of course provide me with a wide platform to enhance my abilities. 

Though it was my First year in college, I was fortunate enough to be blessed with everyone's love 
and appreciation. My happiness knew no bounds when I was elected as the GS. The task was full 
of responsibilities but I was able to manage all the turns and twists on time. Although initially I 
found it a challenge to co-ordinate the wide range of activities at college but with the help of 
Principal Madam, things were managed excellently. Her guidelines and motivational words 
made my journey as a GS of college a most remarkable one.

I feel highly satisfied that I could be a part of such a college where student life is not only fun-
filled but imbibed with life learning experiences too. Here at VVWCC, celebrations and 
opportunities to prosper go hand in hand. Thus Students' Council organized Fresher's Party, 
different festive days like Balloon Day with Social Message, Library Day, Kite Flying Day by 
donating Laddoos, Chikis and Kites with social message to the children of Balashram, Vanita 
Vishram Prayogik Shala and Children Day Care - Anganwadi, Surat etc. 

The college also provided a platform for Inter-collegiate competitions all round the year where 
students got a chance to compete with other college students and prove their skills. On one hand 
we planned for everyone's fun, but along with it guest lectures, seminars and workshops remained 
a customary feature of the college throughout the year. To nurture the soft side of our personality 
and to realize our role as responsible citizens, activities like Blood Donation, visits to various 
NGO's, Donation Week, Civil & Self Defense Training etc. were carried out. Also campus 
recruitment was organized which provided for our first step towards the outside world. Last but 
by no means the least, the Annual Function, the Prize Distribution and Farewell Function were the 
three major events which put the capabilities of Students' Council to acid test. But we were glad 
that with the support and guidance of our faculty members, these events proved to be a great 
success leaving us with memories to cherish for life time.

I might fill this book writing about the college and my experience, as it's never ending experience. 
I earnestly thank the Principal Madam - my guiding angel, the motivating and ever supporting 
teachers, my backbone in the form of Students' Council team. Truly becoming the GS was a big 
“U-Turn” and the most cherishing year of my life. 

Ms. Shubhangi Khandelwal

General Secretary

B.Com. Part-I 

Being General Secretary: 
An Enriching Experience!!!

Best Wishes…

"Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower." -Steve Jobs
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As I consider to pen down my experiences in the Vanita Vishram Women's College of 
Commerce, all that I can reflect upon is pure joy and fulfillment. The three precious years 
of my life in my beloved college have been in fact the most enriching years and enhanced 
my overall personality. 

Apart from insightful adherence to the curriculum, I was always guided for my overall 
development and also learnt the vital lessons of honesty, empathy, management and 
leadership skills. My life took a beautiful turn when I was elected as the General Secretary 
of Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce. Thus now I could practice my 
leadership and management skills and grow as a person along with the development of my 
fellow mates by organizing a number of events, competitions, and various days in the 
college. 

College days have been full of fun and frolic and we enjoyed the celebrations of various 
days some of which also carried social messages. The various seminars, workshops and 
field trips organized by the Career Guidance Cell have proved to be a boon for our life as a 
student and our future career prospects. The various Inter-class and Inter-collegiate 
Competitions provided us with the ever needed platform to exhibit our skills and talents in 
various fields like music and dancing, fine arts and sports.

 I would like to show my earnest gratitude towards my supportive and hard working 
Students' Council Team for having faith in me for post of General Secretary. I am heartily 
grateful to my teachers for their valuable guidance and unconditional love towards me and 
all the students. Last but not the least, I would like to offer a heartfelt gratitude to my 
mentor, my guru- the Principal Madam, without whose wonderful and unconditional 
support this journey was not possible. 

The narration of my experiences with VVWCC are legendary. I am bonded to the 
institution for an eternity and as I sum up with all mixed emotions, thanking everyone for 
their support, love, guidelines and faith in me, I am filled with hope for the success and 
ever growing glory which Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce rightly 
deserves. 

Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce
-A Propel to Blossom, Boost and Prosper

Best Wishes…

Ms. Ruchi Mehta
General Secretary
B.Com. Part-III

"The starting point of all achievement is desire." -Napoleon Hill
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Greetings to all!

It gives me great pleasure to hold the post of the President of Alumni Association of the 
college – a place where I got the opportunity to give wings to my dreams and learnt to 
achieve perfection in whatever I do. I am very grateful to our Principal Madam for having 
faith in me and providing me the opportunity to prove my worthiness by rendering my best 
of services to the college. 

College days are the most beautiful days and when I look back to those days I find myself 
surrounded with pleasant memories. There is so much I learnt during the three years from 
2003 to 2006 of my college life. No sooner did I join the college when I was flooded with 
ample knowledge and opportunities to develop optimally and excel in various fields. The 
college provided me a platform to groom my overall personality and transformed a 
mediocre girl to become an achiever. I consider myself fortunate being a part of the 
environment where teaching learning experiences were gratifying, where guest lectures, 
seminars and celebration of various days brought the best out of me and the personal 
concern and motivation by the professors inculcated in me the confidence to attain 
success in all walks of life. I feel delighted to get connected to the college again through 
the means of Alumni Association and witness the progress and development of the college 
year after year. 

This year too we had many meetings and activities conducted under the banner of Alumni 
Association and became part of the various events of the college like Fresher's Day, 
College Establishment Day, Annual Function, Blood Donation Camp, Sports Day, 
Farewell etc. All these activities are a barometer of the progress of the college which I am 
able to witness being an integral part of the Alumni Association.  

Through the platform of this college magazine I call upon all the past students to be the 
members of the Alumni Association and experience the joy to unite with their roots; and 
witness the phenomenal success of the college with each passing year.

Being President of Alumni Association: 
A Privilege

Best Wishes…

Ms. Pooja Sharma
President
Alumni Association- 2015-16

"Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day-in and day-out." -Robert Collier
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thWith an eye on the grand success of the Maiden Alumni Meet on 29  February 2012, the 
college thrived upon the opportunity of promoting the membership drive as far as the Alumni 
Association is concerned. Since then the managing committee of Alumni Association has met 
at least twice a year to chalk out plans and events for an active participation of Alumni in the 
college activities and thereby providing a forum for interaction between past and present 
students. 

thOn 11  March 2015, an Alumni Association Annual General Meet was organized. 
Approximately 130 past students remained present. In the said programme, the Body of 
Alumni Association, 2014-15 and 25 alumni were felicitated for their achievements in 
professional front and the managing committee of the previous academic year was substituted 
by the following members for the academic year 2015-16: 

Body of Alumni Association

Ms. Pooja Sharma

Ms. Radhika Mehra

Ms. Manisha Agarwal

Ms. Neha Gulati

Dr. A.V. Agarwal (Principal) 

President : 

Vice –President : 

Secretary : 

Treasurer : 

Ex-officio Patron :  

Ms. Jyotishika N. Rathi
Ms. Anju Chandrashekhar
Ms. Janvi Dalwani
Ms. Kinjal Jain
Ms. Arzoo Pandey
Ms. Shreya Vishwakarma
Ms. Kajal Rajput
Ms. Bhawna Poddar
Ms. Akanksha Pandey

Managing Committee : 

Alumni Association of the college has led from the forefront in organizing activities and 
managing programmes like College Establishment Day, Freshers' Party, Exhibition of Hand-
made Products, Blood Donation Camp, Annual Function, International Women’s Day 
Celebration, Campus Recruitments etc.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION- VVWCC, 2015-16

"Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear-not absence of fear." -Mark Twain
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RESULT OF SEMESTER-I TO VI EXAMINATION 

Appeared

Distinction

First Class

Second Class

Pass Class

ATKT/Fail

College Result 

2014-15 (in%)

Result Semester-
I

Semester-
II

Semester-
III

Semester-
IV

Semester-
V

Semester-
VI

277

90

74

69

13

31

88.81

278

75

88

74

21

20

92.81%

245

16

85

82

7

55

77.55%

250

13

81

105

38

13

94.80%

267

17

73

90

34

53

80.15%

262

38

100

100

14

10

96.18%

RANK-HOLDER IN S.N.D.T WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY-2014-15

Ms. Sonali Virani

&

Ms. Shaziyabano Saiyed

Secured Highest Marks in the Subject of Specialization-
Financial Accounting & Auditing Papers-I to VI.
Awarded Late Mr. Jayant K. Ranade Prize for securing 
highest marks by the Hon. Vice Chancellor of S.N.D.T. 
Women's University.

Year

Performance at B.Com. Part-III University Examinations

P
er
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n

ta
ge
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80%
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7
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8
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9
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0
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-1

2
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3
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4

College 
Result

University
Result

GLIMPSES OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 2014-15

2014-1
5

"Only put off until tomorrow what you are willing to die having left undone." -Pablo Picasso
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SHINING STARS OF THE COLLEGE 2015-16

· First Prize in 'Essay Writing Competition (English)' in the Grand Finale 
of Yuva Mahotsav, 2015-16 of S.N.D.T. Women's  University, Mumbai 
and won a Gold Medal.

· First Prize in 'Essay Writing Competition (English)' in Regional Yuva 
Mahotsav, 2015-16 of S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai.

· First Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Book Review Competition organized 
by S.P.B. English Medium College of Commerce, Surat.

· First Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Book Review Competition' 
organized by Rotary Club of Surat Round Town, Surat.

· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Super Speaker Contest' organized by 
SCOPA Sarvajanik Education Society, Surat.

· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Elocution Competition' organised by 
Smt. G.N. Pandya Commerce College, Bhestan.

· First Prize in 'Essay Writing Competition' organized by Vama Shakti 
and won Cash Prize of  ̀ . 5001/-

· Second Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Book Review Competition' 
organized by Udhna Academy Education Trust, Surat.

· Third Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Elocution Competition' organized by 
D.R.Patel & R.B. Patel Commerce College, Surat.

Ms. Shivani Shroff of B.Com Part-II secured

Ms. Steffi Shaji of B.Com Part-II secured  

· Second Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Elocution Competition (Hindi)' 
organized by Smt. MMP Shah College, Mumbai.

· Second Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Book Review Competition' 
organized by S.P.B. College of Commerce, Surat.

· Third Prize in 'Solo Singing Competition' organised by Evening 
Commerce College,Surat.

Ms. Varshakumari Mishra of B.Com Part-II secured 

· First Prize in 'Essay Writing Competition (Hindi)' in the Grand Finale 
of Yuva Mahotsav, 2015-16 of S.N.D.T. Women's University, 
Mumbai.

· First Prize in 'Essay Writing Competition (Hindi)' in the Regional Yuva 
Mahotsav, 2015-16 of S.N.D.T Women's University, Mumbai. 

Ms. Twinkle Ahuja of B.Com Part-II secured

· Third Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Badminton (Individual & Team)' 
Tournament organized by S.N.D.T Women's University, Mumbai 
hosted by Women's College of BCAS & H.Sc., Loni.

· ‘Most Promising Player' Award in Sr. Inter-Collegiate Badminton 
Tournament organized by S.N.D.T Women's University, Mumbai 
hosted by Women's College of BCAS & H.Sc., Loni. 

· Participated in the West Zone Inter-University Badminton 
Tournament of S.N.D.T. Women's University held at Lakshmibai 
National Institute of Physical Education, Gwalior.

"We become what we think about most of the time, and that's the strangest secret." -Earl Nightingale
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Ms. Firdausjahan Saiyed of B.Com Part-III secured

Ms. Shikha Agrawal of B.Com Part-II secured

· Third Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Gujarati Song Competition' organized 
by Udhna Academy Education Trust.

· Third Prize in Sr. Inter-Collegiate '70's Karaoke Singing(Solo)' 
organized by Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce, Surat.

Ms. Nashra Shaikh of B.Com Part-III secured

· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Arabic Mehndi Competition' in Aluna 
Mahotsav-2015 organized by Surat Channel.

· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Arabic Mehndi Competition' in Aluna 
Mahotsav-2015 organized by Surat Channel.

· Third Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Traditional Mehndi Competition' in Aluna 
Mahotsav-2015 organized by Surat Channel.

Ms. Azba Zirak of B.Com Part-III secured
th· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Salad Decoration Competition' in 13  

National Horticulture-Herbal Fair & Flower Show organized by Surat 
Municipal Corporation.

Ms. Sweety Goyal of B.Com Part-III secured  

· Second Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Poster Making Competition' organized 
by J.Z. Shah Arts and H.P. Desai Commerce College, Amroli .

· Third Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Salad Decoration Competition' organized 
by J.Z. Shah Arts and H.P. Desai Commerce College, Amroli.

· Second Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Power Point Presentation' organized by 
SCOPA Sarvajanik Education Society, Surat.

Ms. Bulbul Chidipal of B.Com Part-II secured

· First Prize in Inter-Collegiate 'Jewellery Mehndi Competition' 
organized by K.P. College of Commerce.

Ms. Aditi Parekh of B.Com Part-I secured

SHINING STARS OF THE COLLEGE 2015-16

"The only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary." -Vidal Sassoon
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“The great aim of education is not knowledge but action." Herbert Spencer

Keeping up the traditions of the college, this year too our students participated and performed 
outstandingly in the Regional and Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav (Maharashtra, Gujarat & M.P 
Regions) organized by the Department of Students' Welfare, S.N.D.T. Women's University.  

th thNearly 28 students took part in the Regional Yuva Mahotsav held on 30  to 31  August, 2015 
organized by Department of Students' Welfare, S.N.D.T.Women's University, Mumbai hosted by 
Premlila Vithaldas Polytechnic College , Mumbai and  won two Gold medals and three Silver 
medals in Individual Literary and Fine Arts Events . Likewise a team of 5 students represented the 
college at the University level in the Grand Finale of the S.N.D.T. Yuva Mahotsav at Churchgate, 

th thMumbai held on 6  to 7  September, 2015 and eventually bagged 2 Gold medals in the domain of 
Literary Events.

WINNERS - S.N.D.T. REGIONAL AND GRAND FINALE YUVA MAHOTSAV 2015-16

The Institution takes pride in their magnificent success and extends its best wishes to 
each student for future endeavours.

Sr. 

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Name

Ms. Shivani Shroff 

Ms. Twinkle Ahuja  

Ms. Varshakumari Mishra

Ms. Rashida Bagasrawala 

Ms. Karishma Kuperkar 

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-II

Class Event

Essay Writing(English)

Essay Writing (Hindi)

Essay Writing (Hindi)

Collage Making

On-the-Spot Painting

First

First

Second

Second

Second

First

First

-

-

-

Position in 

Regional 
Yuva 

Mahotsav

Grand Finale
Yuva 

Mahotsav

Glorious Achievements of VVWCC Students in Regional 
& Grand Finale of S.N.D.T. Yuva Mahotsav, 2015-16
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"Too many of us are not living our dreams because we are living our fears. " -Les Brown
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First Row (Sitting):

Left to Right:

Second Row (Standing):

Left to Right:

Ms. Nirma Morker,  Ms. Trusha Shukla,  Ms. Nita Mehta,  Mr. Amit Shakpal, 

Mr. Rahul Nalavade, Ms. Varsha Kedaria.

Ms. Arupa Panigrahi, Ms. Payal Moradiya, Ms. Nishreen Baxamusa, Ms. Sapna Desai, 

Ms. Nanda Bothra, Ms. Heena Dalal, Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal (Principal), 

Mr. Himanshu Thakkar, Mr. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya, Mr. Shivang Maheta, 

Mr. Tejal Parekh, Ms. Rashmi Agarwal.                                                                           .

College Family 2015-2016

24

"The function of leadership is to produce more leaders, not more followers." -Ralph Nader
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FACULTY MEMBERS 

                                           NON-TEACHING STAFF MEMBERS

Qualification Designation

Ph.D., M.Com. (Gold Medalist),
B.Ed., NET in Commerce

PrincipalDr. Abhilasha V. Agarwal

Name

B.Com. Sr. Clerk

B.Com. Jr. Clerk

B.Com. Jr. Clerk

Peon

Peon

Peon

Peon

Ms. Nita Mehta

Ms. Nirma Morker

Ms. Trusha Shukla

Ms. Varsha Kedaria

Mr. Amit Shakpal

Mr. Ritesh Surati

Mr. Rahul Nalavade 

M.Com., PGDMM, NET in 
Commerce & Mgmt., SLET in 
Commerce, Ph.D. (Pursuing)

Asst. Professor in Accountancy

M.Com., NET & SLET in 
Commerce

Asst. Professor in Commerce

Mr. Himanshu Thakkar

Ms. Nanda Bothra

M.A. (Gold Medalist), NET in 
Economics, Ph.D. (Pursuing)

Asst. Professor in EconomicsMs. Heena Dalal

M.A., B.Ed., SLET in English,
M.Phil. (Pursuing)

Asst. Professor in EnglishMs. Sapna Desai

M.Phil., M.Com., NET
& SLET in Commerce

Asst. Professor in AccountancyMr.  Ghanshyam  
Bhomachiya

M.Com., NET in Commerce Asst. Professor in Accountancy Ms. Nishreen Baxamusa

M.A. in Economics Asst. Professor in Economics 
(Part-Time)

Ms. Arupa Panigrahi

M.Sc. (IT), M.B.A. (C.I.S.) Asst. Professor in ComputerMr. Tejal Parekh

M.B.A., NET in Management Asst. Professor in Commerce & 
Business Law (Visiting Faculty)

Ms. Rashmi Agarwal

M.Sc.(Statistics) Asst. Professor in Statistics for 
Business (Visiting Faculty)

Ms. Payal Moradiya

Mr. Shivang   Maheta M.Lib., NET in Library Science Librarian

Ms. Roshni Bhagat M.P.E., B.P. Ed., M. Phil. (pursuing) Asst. Professor in Physical Education 
(Visiting Faculty)

Staff Profile

"Success is liking yourself, liking what you do, and liking how you do it." -Maya Angelou
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Faculty Members' Involvement In Research 
& Development Programmes, 2015-16

Participated in One Day National Workshop on ''Companies 
Act 2013 & Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India'' jointly 
organized by Sheth C.D. Barfiwala College of Commerce, 
Surat and Surat Branch of WIRC of ICAI and Surat Branch of 
WICASA on October 17, 2015.                                                  
Presented a Research Paper entitled "Understanding the 
reasons for lack of quality education of M.Com against 
M.B.A. and measures for enhancing the value of M.Com 
vis-à-vis M.B.A." in a One-Day National Conference on “The 
Status of Commerce Education in India” organized by Gujarat 
Law Society's H.A. College of Commerce, Ahmedabad on  
January 2, 2016.                                                                          

.

.

Dr. Abhilasha V. Agarwal – Principal

Participated in One Day State Level Symposium on "Research: 
Writing, Publication and Analysis" organized by Shree 
Ramakrishna Institute of Computer Education and Applied 
Sciences, Surat on October 3, 2015.
Presented a Research Paper entitled "Women Empowerment- 
A Reality or A Myth" in a UGC & ICSSR sponsored National 
Seminar on “Understanding Women Empowerment: Journey 
So Far And The Path Ahead” organized by Department of 
Sociology and Economics, Veer Narmad South  Gujarat 
University, Surat on  October 27-28, 2015.

                                         

                                

.

.

Prof. Heena Dalal

Published a Research Paper entitled "Horrors of Violence 
and Abduction: The tales of Women in Partition Literature" 
in Contemporary Discourse: A Peer Reviewed International 
Journal (ISSN: 0976-3686) Volume-7, Issue-1, January 2016. 
Published a Research Paper entitled "The Significance of 
the Sense of Fact in Literary Research" in Sahityasetu- A 
Literary E-Journal (ISSN: 2249-2372), Year-5, Issue-5, 
Continuous Issue-29, September-October 2015.                         
Published a Research Paper entitled "Realism and The 
Contemporary Novel: A Study of Anita Desai's In Custody" in 
Research Journal of English Language and Literature 
(RJELAL) ISSN:2395-2636(P):2321 – 3108(E)Volume-3, 
Issue-4, December 2015.                                                              

.

.

Prof. Sapna Desai

"We will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends." -Martin Luther King Jr.
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Faculty Members' Involvement In Research 
& Development Programmes, 2015-16

Successfully completed the Orientation Programme of UGC 
sponsored Special Summer School on "Research Methodology 
(Commerce)" conducted at the Singhad Institute of Business 
Administration and Computer Application, Lonavala, Dist. Pune 
from May 5 to May 31, 2015 under the UGC Scheme and has 
obtained Grade 'A'.                                                                        
Participated in One Day National Workshop on "Companies Act 
2013 & Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India" jointly 
organized by Sheth C.D. Barfiwala College OF Commerce, Surat 
and Surat Branch of WIRC of ICAI and Surat Branch of 
WICASA on  October 17 , 2015.                                                
Presented a Research Paper entitled "Understanding the 
reasons for lack of quality education of M.Com against M.B.A. 
and measures for enhancing the value of M.Com vis-à-vis 
M.B.A." in a One-Day National Conference on “The Status of 
Commerce Education in India” organized by Gujarat Law Society's 
H.A. College of Commerce, Ahmedabad on  January 2, 2016.
Invited to conduct a guest lecture under "Youth Leadership 
and Community Development Programme" organized by 
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports held at R.V. Patel College 
of Commerce, Amroli on December 22, 2015.                                 
Registered as a Ph.D. student under the Department of Commerce, 
Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat in 2015.                 

.

.

.

.

Prof. Himanshu Thakkar

Successfully completed the Orientation Programme of UGC 
sponsored Special Summer School on "Research Methodology 
(Commerce)" conducted at the Singhad Institute of Business 
Administration and Computer Application, Lonavala, Dist. Pune 
from May 5 to May 31,2015 under the UGC Scheme and has 
obtained Grade 'A'.                                                                          
Participated in One Day National Workshop on "Companies 
Act 2013 & Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India" jointly 
organized by Sheth C.D. Barfiwala College OF Commerce, Surat 
and Surat Branch of WIRC of ICAI and Surat Branch of WICASA 
on October 17, 2015.                                                                     
Published a Research Paper entitled "Quality of Work Life-An 
Alternative Approach for Managing the People at Work 
Place" in HESMA- A Multi Disciplinary International Journal 
(ISSN:2319-5959),  Volume-2 Issue-3 April-May-2015.            
Published a Research Paper entitled "Social Banking in India-An 
Effective Tool for Sustainable and Inclusive Growth" in HESMA
- A Multi Disciplinary International Journal (ISSN:2319-5959), 
Volume-2 Issue-9 Oct. Nov-2014.                                                 .

 .

.

.

Prof. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya

"We must be the change we wish to see." -M.K. Gandhi
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1. Professional Certified Courses:
Professional courses help students in earning a privilege and a cutting edge over others in 
the present global scenario. In keeping with the said view, the college has initiated 
various career-oriented courses like: 
· A Course in English Proficiency and Accuracy through DELL & SCOPE

· IBPS Bank- P.O. and Clerical Exams Training Course

· Tally. ERP 9 Professional Accountant Course

· Diploma in Banking and Finance of IIBF

· CCC Certification Course of NIELIT

2. Personality Development and English Language Fluency Programme:

3. Remedial and Extra-coaching Classes for Slow and Advanced Learners:
Remedial classes are conducted in order to stress the basics in a given subject. The faculty 
members devote additional attention and time towards remedial teaching meant 
especially for students who appear to be significantly behind the expected level of the 
class. These classes act as a "safety valve" for struggling students, allowing them to work 
at a more appropriate level and at a pace comfortable to them. Whereas, extra-coaching is 
provided to students who are advanced and are confident about basic concepts. Both the 
classes are designed to encourage students to ask as many questions as necessary to 
understand a subject, rather than feeling pressured to learn everything immediately. 

4. Students' Council – Perfect Planners and Effective Co-ordinators :
The Students' Council elections are conducted just after the commencement of the 
academic year. With the formation of the Council and the Committees, extra and co-
curricular activities are planned for the entire academic year. It is commendable that the 
Council Members headed by the General Secretary manage the respective events 
(competitions, seminars, guest-lectures, Days' Celebration, NSS activities, etc.) as per 
the direction and guidance of the Principal and the faculty members.

5. Short-Term Computer Courses:
The institute boasts of a well-equipped computer lab wherein short term computer 
courses like MS Office, CCC and Tally. ERP 9 Professional Accountant course and many 
more are conducted for the students. Many students avail the benefits of these courses 
and gain an expertise in computer literacy. The institute has also obtained 
acknowledgement as the Facilitation Centre for CCC from National Institute of 
Electronics and Information Technology

 
E

So, to help our girls with their studies 
and develop their personality, a programme in “Acquiring Fluency in English” without 
charging any fees is run by the college. It is a programme that is interactive with 
discussion and audio visual presentations. Besides improving their Speaking Skills the 
girls get an opportunity to groom their personality and refine their thought process 
through this programme.

nglish is the universal language in the world. It is also the medium of education at 
graduation and post graduation levels. A lot of students have substantial knowledge of 
English in schools and are fairly comfortable with reading and writing. However, they 
hesitate while speaking because of lack of fluency. 

 

Best Practices…

"If you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it." -Margaret Fuller
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6. Aptitude Test for the Students:
The statistics reveal that 70 % of world's recruitment companies use aptitude test as a 
part of their recruitment procedure. These types of tests often permit potential 
companies to learn more about candidate's personality and abilities. Therefore, the 
college also conducts an aptitude test on premises in order to make students know 
their intelligence quotient, their strengths as well as their preference for a particular 
vocation.

7. Career Counselling and Expo:
Career guidance and counseling programmes aim at providing assistance and advice 
to students to make them more and better informed in their future educational and 
career choices. It also helps the students to realize their strengths and weaknesses by 
instilling self-awareness, decision making skills, planning skills, personality 
development etc. Therefore, the college keeps seminars, guest lectures and 
workshops at regular intervals. Simultaneously, career expo is also organized twice a 
year to bridge the gap between potential employees and the industries. 

8. Orientation Programme for Students and Parents:
An Orientation Programme for students and parents is organized in the beginning of 
the academic year in order to make them aware about the academic scenario,                 
infrastructure, teaching-learning methodology and other support systems of the 
Institute. In other words, an attempt is made to create conducive environment for a 
congenial interaction between college authorities and stakeholders. 

9. Parents' Meet – A Forum for Mutual Discussion:
We at Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce believe that our objective is 
not only to impart education but also realize the dreams, aspirations and expectations 
both of students and their parents. Thus, in order to create a sense of goodwill, 
trustworthiness and familiarity, Parents' Meet is organized as and when required 
during the course of the year. Parents are regularly updated about the performance 
and attendance of their ward. 

10. Medical & Thalassemia Check-up – Gateway to Positive Health:
Medical Check-up camp is organized in order to ensure the awareness of good 
physical health amongst students. It covers blood test, eye check-up, dental check-
up, Thalassemia check-up etc. 

11. Gynaec Counselling – The World of Women:
Regular counselling sessions by leading gynecologists of the city aim at being eye-
openers for the students regarding modern-day gynaec ailments. Most importantly, it 
gives an opportunity to the students to interact with the experts and thereby find a 
solution to their troubled state of health.   

12. SMS Notification – Messenger of VVWCC:
The institute has initiated the practice of the Short Messaging System (SMS) to 
notify the students as well as the Alumni about various seminars, workshops, career 
guidance sessions, campus interviews etc. conducted by the College.

13. Scholarships for Meritorious Students:
The institute provides substantial amount as academic scholarships to the 
meritorious and deserving students. Such provisions are intended to promote 
academic excellence amongst students. The detailed list of the conferred scholarship 
is as follows: 

"Don't compromise yourself. You are all you've got." -Janis Joplin
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Eligibility CriteriaSr. No. Name of the Student
Percentage/

Marks
Amount 

( )`

More than 85% in 
12th Standard
(GSHE Board)

1. Agarwal Richa
2. Shaikh Zubiyha

86.40%
85.06%

5000/-
5000/-

Topper/s in the Professional 
Examinations(except 
entrance exam)

1. Bafna Riya 
(CS Foundation Examination 
conducted by ICSI)

5th Rank
(in Surat)
17th Rank
(in India)

1

2

Toppers in College 
Examination in 
B.Com.Part-I,II and III

519/600
519/600

4

Subjectwise Highest 
Marks in University at 
B.Com Part-III Exam

1500/-
1500/-

3

5000/-

1. Virani Sonali 
2. Saiyed Shaziyabano
(Highest Marks in Spl.-Financial 
Accounting and Auditing Paper I to VI) 

Subject-wise Highest Marks 
in B.Com. Part-I,II & III 
Annual Examination

B.Com Part-I
Shah Pinkal 
Bafna Riya  
Shaikh Asma Tara  

st   1 Rank
nd2  Rank
rd3  Rank
rd3  Rank

86.92% 
86.83%
86.75%
86.75%

5000/-
4000/-
1500/-
1500/-

6

B.Com Part-I 
1. Shaikh Asma Tara 
2. Malik Shereen
3. Khadela Vrunda 
4. Bafna Riya   
5. Chhajed Ashmika 
6. Ahuja Twinkle
7. Shah Pinkal  
8.  Shah Pinkal 

169/200
168/200
159/200
199/200
199/200
195/200
195/200
184/200

B.Com Part-II
1. Zirak Azba
2. Zirak Azba
3. Soni Pooja
4. Zirak Azba 
5. Kejriwal Manisha 
6. Zirak Azba 

146/200
149/200
134/200
180/200
195/200
143/200

B.Com Part-III
1. Dassharma Anwesha
2. Mujawar Misba 
3. Motwani Honey 

139/200
139/200
146/200

Best Student 1. Ms. Mishra Varsha 5000/-

89000/-TOTAL

B.Com Part-II
1. Zirak Azba 
2. Dalal Sobiya   
3. Kejriwal Manisha 

st   1 Rank
nd2  Rank
rd3  Rank

77.17%
74.33%
73.33%

5000/-
4000/-
3000/-

B.Com.Part-III
1. Shah Krishi  
2. Jariwala Fatema 
3. Saiyed Shaziyabano 

st   1 Rank
nd2  Rank
rd3  Rank

76.08%
74.92%
74.83%

5000/-
4000/-
3000/-

5 Subject
English
Economics
Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy
Bus. Maths
Bus. Maths
Comm.Geog.

2000/-
2000/-
2000/-
1000/-
1000/-
1000/-
1000/-
2000/-

Subject
English
Economics
Commerce
Comp.A/C          
ElectiveA/C
Bus. Law

2000/-
2000/-
2000/-
2000/-
2000/-
2000/-

Subject
English
Economics
Commerce 

2000/-
2000/-
2000/-

5000/-

Best Practices…

Scholarship For Meritorious Students

"I think the key is for women not to set any limits." -Martina Navratilova
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14. Provision of Free-ship : 
The college lives up to the motto of Women Empowerment not only by means of words but 
also through actions. In this regard, the Vanita Vishram Management allots free-ship to the 
students' with a weak financial status. The amount of  ` 70,460/- has been provided as 
Free-ship to the nine students of this college for pursuing their studies. 
15. Cash Prize :
A substantial amount of  ` 41,000/- is awarded as Cash Prize not only to appreciate the 
winners of University, National, State, District and City level achievers but also to 
encourage them further to continue this journey of achievements.

Sr. No.
Event &

Competition
Name of the 

Winners
Class

Organized 
By

Position
Amount

(`)

Essay Writing 
(English) 

Essay Writing 
(Hindi)

Ms. Shivani 
Shroff 

B.Com. 
Part-II

Department of 
Students' Welfare,
S.N.D.T Women's 
Uni. Mumbai.

First 

First 

3000/-

3000/-

1.

2.

Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav of S.N.D.T. University

Badminton 
Tournament
(Individual)

Ms. Steffi 
Shaji

Dept. of Physical 
Edu. , S.N.D.T 
Women's Uni., 
Mumbai & 
Women's College 
of BCAS & 
H.Sc, Loni.

B.Com. 
Part-II Third 3000/-

3.

4.

Elocution 
Competition (Hindi)

Second 3000/-5.

Sr. Inter-Collegiate Sports Tournament of S.N.D.T. University

Ms.Twinkle 
Ahuja

B.Com. 
Part-II

Badminton 
Tournament
(Group Event)

Ms. Steffi Shaji
Ms. Rahila Dadani 
Ms. Rumana General
Ms. Fatema Sabuwala

B.Com. 
Part-II
B.Com. 
Part-III

Third
Third
Third
Third

1500/-
1500/-
1500/-
1500/-

Smt.MMP Shah 

College, Mumbai.

Ms.Varsha Mishra B.Com. 
Part-III

A.  Cash Prize conferred by Vanita Vishram Management to the winners in 
Competitions at State/University Level

B.  Cash Prize conferred by Vanita Vishram Management to the winners 
in  Competitions at Regional level

Sr. No.
Event &

Competition
Name of the 

Winners
Class

Organized 
By

Position
Amount

(`)

Essay Writing  

(English)
Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Twinkle Ahuja

Ms. Rashida B.

Ms.Karishma Kuperkar

Ms. Varsha Mishra

B.Com. 

Part-II
Dept. of Students' 
Welfare, S.N.D.T 
Women's 
University, 
Mumbai hosted 
by PVP College, 
Mumbai

First 

First 

2000/-

2000/-

1.

Regional Yuva Mahotsav of S.N.D.T. University

B.Com. 

Part-II

Essay Writing 

(Hindi)

Collage 

Making 

On the Spot 

Painting 

Essay Writing 

(Hindi)

2.

3.

4.

5.

B.Com. 

Part-III

B.Com. 

Part-II

B.Com. 

Part-III

Second

Second

Second

2000/-

2000/-

2000/-

“The Way Get Started Is To Quit Talking And Begin Doing.” -Walt Disney
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C. Cash Prize conferred by Vanita Vishram Management to the winners 
in Competitions at City/District Level

Rotary Club 

Sr. No.
Event &

Competition
Name of the 

Winners
Class

Organized 
By

Position
Amount

(`)

Arabic Mehndi
Ms. Nashra Shaikh
Ms. Firdaus Saiyed

B.Com. P-II

Surat 
Channel

First 

Second

500/-

500/-
1.

Inter-Collegiate Aluna Mahotsav 2015 

B.Com. P-IITraditional Mehndi 

‘Dance Surat Dance'

2.

3.

Ms. Firdaus Saiyed

Ms. Nikita Sharma Third 

500/-

500/-

Poster Making

Prayer 

Salad Decoration

Rangoli 

Best Out of Waste

Book Review 

Book Review

Mehndi (Jewellery)

Elocution 

Karaoke solo singing 

Elocution 

Book Review

Gujarati Song 

Salad Decoration 

Quiz

Ms. Sweety Goyal

Ms. Rajul Surana

Ms. Sweety Goyal

Ms. Ayushi Dhelriya

Ms. Bhavika Soni

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Varsha Mishra

Ms. Aditi Parekh

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Shikha Agrawal

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Shikha Agarwal

Ms. Azba Zirak

Ms. Harshada More

Ms. Neetu Saini

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-I

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-III

B.Com. P-I

J. Z. Shah 
Arts and 
H.P. Desai 
Commerce 
College, 
Amroli

Second

Third

Third

Third

Third

First 

First

Second

First

Second

Third

Third

Second

Third

First

Second

Second

Third

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Inter-Collegiate Competitions

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

500/-

250/-

250/-

500/-

B.Com. P-III

S.P.B. College 
of Commerce,
Surat

S.K.P. College

Vanita Vishram 
Women's  College 
of Commerce

D.R.B.College

Udhna Academy 
Education Trust, 
Surat

Surat 
Municipal 
Corporation

SCOPA 
Sarvajanik 
Education 
Soc.

(Athwa Zone)

Gujarat Khel 
Mahakumbh, 
2015

Ms. Chanchal Choudhary

Power Point 
Presentation

Artificial Floral 
Arrangement 

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-III

Second

First

Third  

500/-

500/-

500/-

Ms. Bulbul Chidipal

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Chandni Tiwari

Super Speaker

Chess Tournament

Elocution 

Solo Singing 

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Varsha Mishra

B.Com. P-II

B.Com. P-III

G.N. Pandya
College 

Third  

First 500/-

500/-K.P. Eve.College 

 “Don’t Let Yesterday Take Up Too Much Of Today.” -Will Rogers
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Dr. Dakshesh Thakar, the Vice-Chancellor of V.N.S.G.U., Surat,  
thwho was invited as the Chief Guest in the '18  Annual Prize 

Distribution Ceremony 2015-16' being honoured  by Dr.  P.K. Desai-
Chairman, SAC Vanita Vishram.                                                      .

Dr. Mahendrasinh Chauhan, Syndicate Member of V.N.S.G.U., Surat, 
thwho was invited as the Guest of Honour in the '18  Annual Prize 

Distribution Ceremony 2015-16' being greeted by Shri Haresh Mehta-
Hon. Secretary, SAC, Vanita Vishram.                                               .

Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal honouring Dr. Nirmal Choraria, Chief 
Pediatrician & Chairman, Nirmal Hospital Pvt. Ltd. who was invited 
to conduct a seminar on 'Door to Happiness : How to manage a 
stressful life?'                                                                                   .

Dr. Kiran Pandya, Prof. and Head, Dept. of MHRD, V.N.S.G.U., 
Surat, who was invited as the Chief Guest in  'Inter-Collegiate 
Competitions 2015-16' organised by our college being felicitated by 
Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal.                                                                          .

Dr. Ami Yagnik, Social Activist & Consulting Surgeon who was 
invited to conduct a Seminar on 'Women Empowerment' being 
greeted by Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal.                                                      .

Mr. S.V. Hardikar, Deputy General Manager, Bank of Baroda, Surat 
invited as a Chief Guest in '3rd Annual Certificate Distribution 
Ceremony 2015-16'.                                                                            .

Famous Laughter Therapist, Mr. Kamlesh Masalawala, who was 
invited to conduct a Session on 'Stress Management Through 
Laughter' being felicitated by Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal.                      .

Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal greeting Mr. Manoj Mistri, Vice President, 
HDFC Bank, Surat  who was invited for  'Campus Recruitment' by 
HDFC Bank.                                                                                         .

33

“It’s Not Whether You Get Knocked Down, It’s Whether You Get Up.”-Vince Lombardi

Gallery of Dignitaries
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Co-curricular Activities of the College

Parents' Orientation Programme rd3  Annual Certificate Distribution Ceremony 2015-16

International Women's Day Celebration Alumni Association Meet

An Awareness Programme on '181 Mahila Helpline' Book Fair

Job Fair Visit to HDFC Bank

Visit to Indian Diamond Institute Miss Vanita Vishram Contest

34

“We May Encounter Many Defeats But We Must Not Be Defeated.” -Maya Angelou
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N.S.S. Activities

Blood Donation Camp Thalassemia Check-Up Camp

Workshop on World Yoga Day Tree Plantation

Self Defence Training Camp Civil-Defense Training Camp

Food Donation in Civil Hospital under Donation Week Celebration Annual N.S.S. Camp- N. P. B. Vruddhashram

Medical Check-up Celebration of Uttrayan at Anganwadi 

35

 “We Generate Fears While We Sit. We Overcome Them By Action.” -Dr. Henry Link
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Celebration of Various Days

Rose Day Celebration at Vruddhashram Entrepreneur Day

Celebration of 69th Independence Day Princess & Tiara Day

Group Day with Social Message Library Day Celebration

Saree Day Celebration Celebration of 153rd Birthday of Swami Vivekanand

World Preventive Health Care Day Vasant Panchmi Celebration

36

 “Creativity Is Intelligence Having Fun.” -Albert Einstein
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Seminar on 'Breast & Cervical Cancer' by  
Dr. Poornima Nadkarni

Seminar on 'Importance of Breast Feeding' by
Dr. Ketan Bharadva

Seminar on 'Career in Banking' by Dr. Jatin Naik

Session on 'Scientific Temper' by Prof. Suryakant Shah Workshop on 'Protection of Women and Girl Children 
from Sexual Harassment' by Ms. Priti Joshi

Workshop on 'Road Safety & Traffic Awareness' by 
Ganga Automobiles 

Guest Lecture on 'Effective use of RTI Act' by
Mr. Ajay Jangid

Activities for Personal and Professional Enhancement

Guest Lecture on 'Career Guidance on UPSC,GPSC 
& Competitive Exams' by Mr. Rajesh Bhavsar

37

 "A real entrepreneur is somebody who has no safety net underneath them." -Henry Kravis
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All-Round Development of Students through Competitions

Inter-Collegiate Elocution Competition Inter-Collegiate Karaoke Singing Competition

Inter-Collegiate Poster Making Competition Collage Making Competition

Chess Competition Master Chef Competition

Clay Modeling Competition Talent Hunt Competition

Cake Decoration Competition Mahendi Competition

38

 "Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to pause and reflect." -Mark Twain
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th 
18 Annual Function cum Fashion Show

Betiyaan as Idols of Bravery 

Theme : Betiyaan - The Pride of Our Nation 

Beti Padhao 

Betiyaan as Brides Betiyaan as Multitasker 

Betiyaan in Sports Betiyaan - Spectacular Divas 

Betiyaan - Bond of two families Betiyaan as Professionals 

Betiyaan - Source of Infinite Strength Betiyaan - The Pride of Our Nation

"The successful warrior is the average man, with laser-like focus." -Bruce Lee
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Winners of Essay Writing Competition of  'Grand Finale 
Yuva Mahotsav', organized  by Students' Welfare 
Department of S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai.

nd2  Prize Winner of Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Elocution 
Competition' organized by Department of Physical 
Education, S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai.          .

st nd1 & 2  Prize Winner of Sr. Inter-Collegiate 'Book Review 
Competition'  organized by SPB English Medium College of 
Commerce, Surat.                                                                           .

Winners of Inter-Collegiate Senior 'Badminton (Team) 
Tournament' organized by Department of Physical 
Education, S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai.          .

Winner of Inter - Collegiate 'Badminton Tournament' org. 
by S.N.D.T Women's University, Mumbai and a participant 
of Inter- University 'Badminton Tournament' held at Gwalior.

Winners of Mahendi & Dance Competitions of 
'Aluna Mahotsav - 2015' organized by Surat Channel.

Champions of Inter-Collegiate 'Super Speaker Contest' 
organized by SCOPA Sarvajanik Education Society, Surat.

Treasure House of Talents

st1  Prize Winner in Inter-Collegiate 'Mahendi Competition' 
organized by Sir K.P. College of Commerce, Surat.         .

 "If you genuinely want something, don't wait for it--teach yourself to be impatient." -Gurbaksh Chahal
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College Events at a Glance

The academic year 2015-16 has been replete with innumerable activities in line with the 

institutional prospective plan. A glimpse of the events has been outlined below:

Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities

· Orientation Programme for B.Com Part-I , II and III Students  and Parents
· Students' Council Selection and Oath-taking Ceremony
· Self-Defence  & Civil Defense Training Camps
· Inter-Collegiate Elocution, Karaoke & On the Spot Poster Making Competitions
· Intra-Collegiate Literary, Fine Arts, Dance & Music Competitions 
· Celebration of Being Human Week-Donations at Civil Hospital, Bhikshuk Gruh, 
   Children Home for Girls and Prathmik Schools managed by SMC.
· Uttrayan Celebration donating Kites and Chikis to the children of Anganwadi,         
   Balashram and Vanita Vishram Prayogik Prathmik Kanyashala.
· Rose Day Celebration with the old people of  Shri Bhartimaiya Vruddhashram
· Celebration of Sardar Vallabbhai Patel & Swami Vivekanand Jayanti 
· Medical Checkup , Eye Checkup, Dental Checkup & Thalasemmia Checkup Camps
· Workshops, Seminars & Guest Lectures

rd· 3  Annual Certificate Distribution Ceremony
· Annual Function & Prize Distribution Ceremony
· Job Fairs & Campus Interviews 
· Industrial & Institutional Visits
· Picnic to Essel World, Mumbai
· Yoga  & Meditation Workshop
· Tree Plantation
· Blood Donation Camp
· 7 Days Annual N.S.S. Camp
· Freshers' Party
· Bank Visits 
· Aptitude Tests 
· Book Fair
· Farewell Function 
· Alumni Association Meet

· Yoga Day
th· 18  College Establishment Day

· Back-to- School Day
· Friendship Day
· Teacher's Day
· Twin Day
· Autograph Day
· Library Day
· Entrepreneurship Day
· Princess & Tiara Day

· Triplet Day
· International Women's Day
· Balloon Day with Social Message
· Group Day with Social Message
· Sports Day
· Laughter Day
· Cap & Tie Day
· Odd Day
· Independence Day
· Dabba Party Day

“DAYS” CELEBRATION

"Don't let the fear of losing be greater than the excitement of winning." -Robert Kiyosaki
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Activities Organized in 2015-16

Conducted ByActivitiesDate Sr. No.

Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal- Principal         

Dr. Jatin Naik, AGM, SPCBL

Mr. Rajesh Bhavsar,
Founder Chairman, RACE, Surat

10/6/15 

12/6/15

12/6/15

1.

2.

3.

Orientation Programme for 
B. Com. Part-II & III Students

Guest Lecture on 'Career in Banking'

Seminar on 'Career Guidance Focusing 
UPSC, GPSC and Bank Competitive Exams'

Dr. Bhupesh Chavda,  Director, Hari 
Om General Hospital, Surat in 
association with a Panel of Doctors 
from Family Physician Association 

16/6/154. Seminar on 'Blood and Eye Donation 
Awareness'

Ms. Rasika Mahurkar, CSR Person, 
West Region, Honda Motorcycles 
and Scooters India in association 
with Ganga Automobiles, Surat 

17/6/155. Workshop on 'Road Safety Awareness'

Mr. Sudhir Patel and Team, Divine 
India Youth Association, Surat

18/6/15 & 

19/6/15

6. Two-Day Yoga and Meditation Workshop 

Dr. Naila Inamdar, Communication 
& Soft Skills Trainer

25/6/157. Guest Lecture on 'Communication Skills'

Mr. Pamir Shah, Certified 
Self-Defense Trainer in association 
with Police Headquarters, Surat

26/6/15 to 

11/7/15

8. 15-Day Self Defense Workshop

Mr. Ajay Jangid, RTI Activist 
& Trainer, Member- NCPRI

02/7/159. Seminar on 'Effective use of RTI Act'

Dr. A.V. Agarwal, Principal03/7/1510. Orientation Programme for 
B.Com. Part-I Students and Parents

Mrs. Priti Joshi, Advocate & Notary
& Mr. Pamir Shah, Certified 
Self-Defense Trainer in association 
with Police Headquarters, Surat

06/7/1511. Workshop on 'Protection of Women and 
Girl Children from Sexual Harassment'

Dr. Mitsu Doshi, Director, 
Me & Mummy Hospital, Surat

08/7/1512. Guest Lecture on 'Breast & Cervical Cancer'

Students' Council & Alumni 
Association

09/7/1513. 18th College Establishment Day

N.S.S. Unit & Alumni Association 
in collaboration with Surat 
Raktadan Kendra, Lions Club 
& Family Physicians Association

09/7/1514. Blood Donation Camp

Dr. Nirmal Choraria, Chief 
Pediatrician & Chairman, Nirmal 
Hospital Private Ltd,  Surat

15/7/1515. Seminar on 'Door to Happiness: 
How to manage a stressful life?'

Cultural Committee17/7/1516. Intra-Class Salad Decoration Competition

Cultural Committee20/7/1517. Intra-Class Rangoli Competition

PI  A. B. Kadam, Dr. P.P. Mistry- 
Chief Warden & Prof. Vijaybhai 
Patel-Divisional Warden, 
Civil Defense Dept., Surat

20/7/15 to 

24/7/15 

18. Civil Defense Workshop 

Dr. A.V. Agarwal, Principal21/7/15 19. Students'  Council Selection
& Oath Taking Ceremony

Sports Committee22/7/15 20. Intra-Class Badminton (Singles) and 
Table Tennis (Singles) Tournaments

Debate & Elocution  Committee24/7/15 21. Intra-Class Poetry Recitation Competition

Mr. Hiten Patel, Founder, 
Bharatvasi on Duty

25/7/15 22. Seminar on 'Bharatvasi on Duty 
-An awareness campaign for national cause'

Mr. Manthan Desai, Director 
Synergii Classes, Surat

26/7/15 23. Guest Lecture on 'Exploring avenues 
of being a Company Secretary'

"Two roads diverged in a wood and I  took the one less traveled by, and that made all the difference." -Robert Frost 
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Activities Organized in 2015-16

Conducted ByActivitiesDate Sr. No.

Cultural Committee27/7/15 24. Intra-Class Poster Making Competition

CNBC and Reliance Digital 27/7/15 25. 'All India Gujarat College Quiz' Contest

Radio City RJs from Radio city 91.1 28/7/15 26. 'CITY KA CJ' Contest 

Mr. Brijesh Verma, Trainer, 
RTO, Surat      

29/7/15 27. Workshop on 'Traffic Awareness'

Cultural Committee29/7/15 28. Intra-Class  Best Out Of 
Waste Competition

Cultural Committee30/7/15 29. Intra-Class Mahendi Competition

Debate & Elocution Committee31/7/15 30. Intra-Class Elocution Competition

Students'  Council01/8/15 31. Freshers' Party

Dr. Neerav Jariwala, President 
Surat Pedriatic Association, 
Dr. Salim Hirani, Head, Pedriatic 
Association, Surat and 
Prof. Roshni Vakilna, Food 
& Nutrition Dept., SPTMC, Surat.

03/8/15 32. Seminar on 'Breast Feeding and Work 
– Lets Make It Work”

Sports Committee03/8/15 33. Intra-Class Table Tennis, Chess, 
Carrom Tournaments

Mr. Darayas Cooper & his Team in 
Collaboration with Police Head 
Quarters, Surat

03/8/15 to 

07/9/15

34. 21 day workshop on Self Defense

Cultural Committee05/8/15 35. Intra-Class Book Review 
& Clay Modeling Competition

Students'  Council05/8/15 36. Suit Day Celebration 

Dr. Ami Yagnik, Social Activist 
& Consulting Surgeon

05/8/15 37. Seminar on 'Women Empowerment'

Cultural Committee06/8/15 38. Intra-Class Collage Making Competition

Cultural Committee07/8/15 39. Intra-Class  Patriotic Song, Instrumental, 
Vocal, Classical Solo & Group 
Song Competitions

Ms. Hetal Gajjar, SRO, 
National Group

07/8/15 40. Seminar on 'Overseas Education'

Students' Council08/8/15 41. Back to School Day Celebration

Cultural Committee10/8/15 42. Intra-Class  On the Spot Painting 
Competition 

Students'  Council11/8/15 43. Hat/Cap Day Celebration

Cultural Committee11/8/15 44. Intra-Class Cartooning & Bhajan 
Competitions

Ms. Bhumika Dilkhush, CEO, 
London Test & Training Centre, Surat

12/8/15 45. Intra-Class Cartooning & Bhajan 
Competitions

Cultural Committee12/8/15 46. Intra-Class  On-the-spot Photography 
Competition

Mr. Bharatbhai Shah, President,                  
Chhanyado Trust in association with 
South Gujarat Productivity Council

13/8/15 47. Seminar on 'Role of Social Organisations 
in the Society'

Dr. Vimal Rathi-Dentist in association 
with South Gujarat Productivity Council

13/8/15 48. Seminar on 'World Preventive 
Health Care Day'

Debate & Elocution Committee13/8/15 49. Intra-Class Quiz Competition

Students'  Council13/8/15 50. Pink Day Celebration

N.S.S. Unit & Students'  Council21/8/15 51. Tree Plantation 

"You must expect great things of yourself before you can do them." -Michael Jordan
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Activities Organized in 2015-16

Conducted ByActivitiesDate Sr. No.

16/9/15

16/9/15

18/9/15

19/9/15

23/9/15

24/9/15

26/9/15

28/9/15

13/10/15

Twin Day

Workshop on ‘Business Communication 
Skills’

Intra-Class Cake Decoration & 
Autograph Day Competition 

Intra-Class Master Chef Competition

Celebration of Group Day with 
Social Message 

Entrepreneur Day Celebration

Princess & Tiara Day Celebration

Navratri Celebration with Garba Competition

Seminar on ‘Life and Scientific Temper’

Students’  Council

Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Managing 
Director, Desire Foreign Languages 
Training Institute

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Prof. Suryakant Shah, Vice 
President, Satya Shodhak Sabha

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

13/10/15

16/10/15

20/10/15

23/10/15

27/10/15

28/10/15

28/10/15

03/11/15

04/11/15

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

Workshop on ‘181- Mahila Helpline 
Awareness’

Seminar on ‘Career Opportunities in 
Gems & Jewellery Industry’   

Visit to Indian Diamond Institute

V.N.S.G University Students’  
Council Election

Visit to Surat People’s Co-operative Bank

Visit to HDFC Bank

Seminar on ‘Vigilance Awareness’

Essay Writing Competition on the Birth 
Anniversary of Shri Sardar Vallabbhai Patel

Seminar on ‘No Crackers for this Diwali’

Ms. Savita R Chavda, Counselor, 
Katargam Police Station

Mr. Ankit Bhojak, Manager,
Indian Diamond Industry, Surat

Career Guidance Committee

Dr. A.V. Agarwal, Principal

Career Guidance Committee

Career Guidance Committee

Mr. Satishchandra V. Hardikar, 
Deputy General Manager, Bank 
Of Baroda, Surat

Debate & Elocution Committee

Mr. Amrit Nahar, Member, 
NGO-Sahar, Surat

72. 30/11/15 to 
6/12/15

Annual N.S.S. Camp at Nirmala Pranjivan 
Bhagat Vruddhashram, Bhatha, 
Hazira Road, Surat 

N.S.S. Unit

04/9/15

14/9/15

Inter-Collegiate Elocution, Karaoke & 
On-the-spot Poster Making Competitions 

Seminar on ‘Employment ability Skills’

Cultural , Debate & Elocution 
Committee 

Ms. Neha Saxena, Head, VLCC 
Institute of Beauty & Nutrition

52.

53.

05/12/15

10/12/15

18/12/15

21/12/15

21/12/15

23/12/15

26/12/15

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

Stationery Donation to Prathmik 
Shala – 1 & 2, Bhatpore

Seminar on ‘Thalassemia Awareness’

Job Fair

Thalassemia  Check-up for B. Com-I 
Part - II, III Students

Seminar on ‘Motivation’

Sport’s Day

Picnic to Essel World

N.S.S. Unit

Dr. Ashok Parikh, Chief Operations 
Manager, Surat Raktdan Kendra 

Placement Cell & Alumni 
Association

N.S.S. Unit in association with 
Surat Raktdan Kendra

Mr. Vasudev Patel, Proprietor, 
Vasudev Consultancy

Sports Committee & Alumni 
Association

Tour Committee

"Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is what keeps you going." -Jim Ryun
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Activities Organized in 2015-16

Conducted ByActivitiesDate Sr. No.

83.

84.

05/1/16

05/1/16 to 

11/1/16

Aptitude Test Counseling 

Being Human Week-Donation Week

National Training & Consultancy, NG

N.S.S. Unit & Alumni Association

85. 07/1/16 Triplet Day Celebration Students’  Council

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

09/1/16

12/1/16

12/1/16

13/1/16

16/1/16

18/1/16

19/1/16

19/1/16

20/1/16

Odd Day

Celebration of 153rd Birthday of Swami 

Vivekananda

Laughter Day Celebration

Uttrayan Day Celebration

Saree Day & Ms. Vanita Vishram Contest

Balloon  Day with Social Message

White Day Celebration

Book Fair

Guest Lecture on ‘Campus Recruitment’

Students’  Council

Debate & Elocution Committee

Mr. Kamlesh Masawala, 

Laughter Therapist

N.S.S. Unit, Students’  Council 

& Alumni Association 

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Students’  Council

Library Committee & Alumni 
Association

Mr. Manoj Mistry-Vice President, 
HDFC Bank, Mr. Kashyap Kotak
- Regional Service Manager, H.R.
Mr. Vastav Pandya-Regional 
Head, H.R.

95.

96.

30/1/16

30/1/16

Awareness on ‘Silk Market & Sericulture 

activities’

Visit to MHRD & Mass Communication 

Dept., VNSGU

Mr. V. Ramesh, Deputy Director 

(Inspection), Central Silk Board

Career Guidance Cell

30/12/1580. 3rd Annual Certificate Distribution 
Ceremony

Career Guidance Committee

81.

82.

04/1/16

05/1/16

Guest Lecture  on “How to face an 

Interview” 

Library Day Celebration

Ms. Priyanka Desai, Faculty MBA, 

NGIITM, National Group

Library Committee

97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

02/2/16

06/2/16

10/2/16

11/2/16

12/2/16

Aptitude Test

18th Annual Function & Fashion Show

Seminar on ‘Career Choice’

Medical Check-up Camp

Vasant Panchmi Celebration

Endeavour Career Pvt. Ltd.

Cultural Committee

Mr. Shubhendu Bhattacharya, Professor, 
Amity Global Business School

N.S.S. Unit 

Students’ Council

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

13/2/16

26/2/16

01/3/16

08/3/16

19/3/16

19/3/16

Rose Day with Vruddhashram

Musical Morning

18th Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony 

International Women’s Day 

Farewell Function 

Alumni Association Meet

N.S.S. Unit & Students’ Council

Students’ Council

Students’ Council

Students’ Council

Students’ Council 

107. Alumni Association

"People rarely succeed unless they have fun in what they are doing." -Dale Carnegie
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Participation of Students in Various Events & 
Inter-Collegiate Competitions, 2015-16

Conducted/Hosted ByEventDate Sr. No.
No. of 

Participants

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

21/6/15

17/7/15 to 
28/8/15

29/7/15

17/8/15

20/8/15 & 
21/8/15

1/9/15 & 
2/9/15

11/9/15

13/9/15

15/9/15

15/9/15

16/9/15

15/10/15

19/10/15

02/11/15

12/12/15

09/1/16

05/1/16 &

06/1/16

08/1/16 to 10/1/16

19/1/16

20/1/16 to 23/1/16

29/1/16

31/1/16

07/2/16

12/2/16

15/2/16

International Yoga Day

Inter-Collegiate Prayer, Salad Decoration, 
Rangoli, Poetry Recitation, Poster Making, 
Best Out of Waste, Mahendi, Elocution, 
Book Review, Patriotic, Sanskrit ‘Shlok’, 
Quiz, Essay, Drawing, Debate, Bhajan, 
Singing, Elocution, Mono Acting

Aluna Mahotsav

All India Essay Contest on Nuclear 
Science and Technology

Sr. Inter-Collegiate Carrom, Table Tennis, 
Chess, Yoga & Elocution Competitions

Sr. Inter-Collegiate Basketball, Badminton 
and Essay Writing  Competitions

Digital Saksharta Abhiyaan 
Examination

Inter-Collegiate Elocution Competition

Book Review Competition 

Inter-collegiate On-the-Spot 
Painting Competition

Late Shri Thakorbhai Nathubhai Patel 
College Elocution Competition

Inter-Collegiate Yoga Tournament

Inter-Collegiate Kabaddi Tournament

Inter - Collegiate Badminton 
& Table Tennis Tournament

Bhartiya Sanskruti Gyan Pariksha 

Annual Inter College Competition-
PRATIBHA PARV (Talent Xpress)

Inter-Collegiate  Poetry Recitation 
& Handi Craft Competitions 

43rd Youth Festival

Gujarat Khel Mahakumbh 2015

INFERNO Competitions

The Invincibles – 2016

Inter Collegiate Salad & Floral 
Decoration and Quiz Competition

Athletics Meet 

Super Speaker and Super Cultural 
Contests-2016

Esaay Writing Competition

VNSGU at Sarthana

J.Z. Shah Arts & H.P. Desai 
Commerce College, Amroli, Surat

Surat Channel

Department of Atomic  Energy, GOI

Shri  M.M.P. Shah College of Arts 
& Commerce, Mumbai

Dept. of Physical Edu. S.N.D.T. 
Women’s University, hosted by Women’s 
College of  BCAS & H.Sc, Loni.

National Digital Literacy Mission  

Satya Sai Seva Trust, Gujarat

Rotary Club of Surat

Sir K.P. College of 
Commerce, Surat

D.R. Patel & R.B. Patel 
Commerce College, Surat.

Shri J.D. Gabani Commerce College, Surat

Shree J.B. Dharukawala 
Mahila Arts College, Surat

Vanita Vishram Trust

Dev Sanskruti Vishwavidhyala, Haridwar

Udhna Academy Education Trust, 
Surat 

K. P. Commerce College, Surat

VNSG University

Sports Authority of Gujarat

SDJ International College, Surat.

DBIM, VNSGU.

Surat Municipal Corporation

Sports Dept.,VNSG U

SCOPA Sarvajanik Edu.Soc.

Vama –Shakti

40

26

4

5

10

16

55

1

1

2

1

5

7

22

42

6

4

19

13

11

19

15

5

19

6

26.

27.

28.

29.

27/2/16

27/2/16

29/2/2016

3/3/2016

Mahayudh-2016

Pragya Parv 

Aesthetic -2016

V TV Nariratna Award 2016

Bhagwandas Mahaveer College

Smt. G.N. Pandya Commerce College

Evening Commerce College

V TV News

22

4

3

22

 "A goal is not always meant to be reached; it often serves simply as something to aim at." -Bruce Lee
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"Be miserable. Or motivate yourself. Whatever has to be done, it's always your choice." -Wayne Dyer
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“Do What You Can With All You Have, Wherever You Are.” -Theodore Roosevelt
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“You Are Never Too Old To Set Another Goal Or To Dream A New Dream.” -C.S. Lewis
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STUDENTS' COUNCIL -2015-2016

S.Y. & T.Y. of S.N.D.T. Women’s University B.Com. 

F.Y. B.Com. of V.N.S.G.U.

 “Reading Is To The Mind, As Exercise Is To The Body.” -Brian Tracy
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STUDENTS' COUNCIL -2015-2016

President

General Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretaries

Chairperson

Secretaries

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairperson

Secretary

Chairpersons

Secretary

Members

NamePostCommittee

Prin. Dr. A. V. Agarwal

Ms. Ruchi Mehta

Mrs.  Heena Dalal

Ms. Shivani Shroff 

Mr. Tejal Parekh

Ms. Shivani Sharma

Mr. Himanshu Thakkar

Ms. Sneha Dugar

Mr. Shivang Maheta

Ms. Chandni Tiwari

Mrs. Heena Dalal

Ms. Divya Kandelwal

Ms. Chitra Vyas

Ms. Priya Sheth

Ms. Pooja Soni

Ms. Drashti Selarka

Mrs. Nishreen Baxamusa

Ms. Mariyum Kunda

Ms. Kajal Singhal

Ms. Steffi Shaji

Ms. Savita Chaudhary

Ms. Shakshi Laddha

Mrs. Nanda Bothra

Ms. Ruchika Kabra

Mr. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya

Ms. Suruchi Mishra

Mrs. Sapna Desai

Ms. Megha Nihlani

Mr. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya, 

Mrs. Heena Dalal  &                          

Mrs. Nishreen Baxamusa

Ms. Hitakshi Sharma   

Ms. Simran Lalwani

Ms. Ria Sen

Ms. Mayuri Daga

Ms. Shivani Chandak

Ms. Shikha Agarwal

Ms. Chandani  Jain  

Ms. Simran Lalwani 

Ms.  Hitakshi Sharma 

  

Class

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-II

B. Com P-III

B. Com P-III

Cultural Committee 

Sports Committee

Debate & Elocution 

Committee

Library  Committee

Cleanliness Committee

Discipline Committee

Career Guidance Cell

Tour Committee 

Magazine Committee

Anti-Ragging & Anti-Sexual 

Harassment Committee

Class Representatives

S.Y. & T.Y.  of S.N.D.T. Women’s University B.Com. 

“Either you run the day or the day runs you.”-Jim Rohn
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F.Y. B. Com of V.N.S.G.U. 

STUDENTS' COUNCIL -2015-2016

Sr. No. Committee Post

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal 

Mr. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal

Ms. Jemini  Domadiya 

Ms. Heena Dalal

Ms. Jemini  Domadiya

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal

Ms. Roshni Bhagat 

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal

Ms. Jemini  Domadiya

Mr. Himanshu Thakkar

Ms.  Harkirankaur Sardar 

Ms. Radhika Saraf 

Ms.   Nanda Bothra

Ms. Eshitakumari Chordia 

Ms.  Arwa Kothari 

Ms. Sapna Desai

Ms.  Eshitakumari Chordia 

Ms.  Radhika Saraf 

Ms. Nanda Bothra

Ms.  Arwa Kothari

Ms.  Harkirankaur Sardar

Mr.  Ghanshyam Bhomachiya

Ms.  Harkirankaur Sardar 

Ms.  Jemini Domadiya     

Ms.  Arwa Kothari

Ms. Heena Dalal

Ms.  Jemini Domadiya

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal

Ms.  Radhika Saraf

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Member

Chairperson

Secretary

Members

Chairperson

Secretary

Members

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8..

9.

Finance Committee

Cultural Committee

Gymkhana Committee

Elocution Committee

Educational Tour Committee

Magazine  Committee

Planning Forum  Committee

Anti-Ragging Committee

Anti-Sexual Harassment 

Committee

Name of the Students

President Prin.  Abhilasha V. Agarwal

CLASS REPRESENTATIVE 

Class Division Name

F.Y. B. Com.

Ms. Jemini  Domadiya
Ms.  Eshitakumari Chordia

Ms.  Shubhangi Khandelwal
Ms.  Arwa Kothari

Ms.  Radhika Saraf
Ms.  Harkirankaur Sardar

I

II

III

“When you reach the end of your rope, tie a knot in it and hang on.” -Franklin D. Roosevelt

General Secretary
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Cultural Committee Report

Art and culture are indispensable elements of comprehensive education. So the paramount 
importance of cultural activities in preparing students for real life and strengthening their 
personal skills cannot be questioned. These activities are a means to enhance social interaction, 
leadership, healthy recreation, self-discipline and self-confidence. The overwhelming 
participation of students in a range of cultural events is truly appreciable.  

Organization of Intra-Collegiate Competitions: The College organized varied and novel 
Intra-collegiate competitions like ' Salad Decoration', 'Clay Modeling',  'Best Out Of Waste', 
'Mehandi', 'On-the-spot Photography', 'Patriotic Song and Group Song', ' Bhajan Recitation', 
'Mono Acting', 'Rangoli', 'Collage Making', 'On-the-spot Painting', 'Poster Making', 
'Cartooning', 'Cake Decoration', 'Master Chef Competition'  and 'Handmade Products' etc. for 
drawing out the latent talents of students.

Celebration of Various Days: The college organized a 'Freshers' Party' to extend a cordial 
welcome to the newcomers in the college family and mark the beginning of the cultural events. 
Progressing with a mood of euphoria and excitement various days imbibing social cause and 
messages were celebrated in the college round the year like Balloon Day with Social Message, 
Library Day, Kite Flying Day by donating Laddoos, Chikis and Kites with social message to 
the children of Balashram, Vanita Vishram Prayogik Shala and Children Day Care - 
Anganwadi, Surat etc., Rose Day with the old people of  Shri Bhartimaiya Vruddhashram, 
Traditional Day, Save Girl Child Day, Group Day with social message, etc. were celebrated by 
the students with enormous zeal. 

thAnnual Function -cum- Fashion Show: 18  Annual Function-cum-Fashion Show was 
thcelebrated on 6  February 2016. Approximately, 124 students participated vigorously in 12 

events which were interwoven with the theme of 'Betiyaan- The Pride of our Nation'. 54 
students showed their talents and beauty through ramp walk under fashion show.   It 
included diversified performances imbibed with a social message. 

 rdAnnual Prize Distribution Ceremony: It was organized on 3  March, 2016. Dr. Dakshesh 
Thakar, Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, Surat graced the 
occasion as its Chief Guest and Dr. Mahendrasinh Chauhan, Syndicate Member, Veer Narmad 
South Gujarat University, Surat as the Guest of Honour respectively. A substantial amount of 
`89,000/- was awarded as Scholarship to the meritorious students of our college and Cash prize 
of worth `41,000 to the achievers in co-curricular activities along with Trophies, Certificates 
and Medals by Vanita Vishram Management.

Farewell Function: B.Com. Part – I and II students organized a wonderful farewell function on 
th19  March 2016 for B.Com. Part – III students which was also attended by the members of 

Alumni Association of the college.  

Participation &Achievements in Regional and Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav of S.N.D.T. 
University: This year too 28 of our students took part in the Regional Yuva Mahotsav and 5 
students in the Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav organized by the S.N.D.T Women's University, 
Mumbai and eventually bagged 5 medals in Regional in the domain of Literary and Fine Arts 
events and 2 Gold medals in Grand Finale in the domain of Literary events.

“Accept the challenges so that you can feel the exhilaration of victory.”- George S. Patton
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Participation & Achievements of Students in Inter-Collegiate Competitions 2015-16
Our students not only participated but also won prizes in various Inter-Collegiate 
Competitions organized by the different colleges of VNSGU and S.N.D.T. Women's 
University and amazed everyone with their talents. 

· 4 students participated in 'Aluna Mahotsav-2015' organized by Surat Channel and 
3 students won prizes. 

rd· 19 students participated in 43  Yuva Mahotsav organized by VNSG University. 
· 26 of our students participated in Inter-Collegiate Prayer, Salad Decoration, 

Rangoli, Poetry Recitation, Poster Making, Best Out of Waste, Mehndi, 
Elocution, Book Review, Patriotic, Sanskrit 'Shlok', Quiz, Essay, Drawing, 
Debate, Bhajan, Singing, Elocution, Mono Acting competitions organized by J.Z. 
Shah Arts & H.P. Desai Commerce College, Amroli, Surat and out of which 5 
students won prizes.

· 4 students participated in Inter-collegiate On-the-spot Painting and Handi Craft 
Competition organized by Sir K.P. College of Commerce, Surat.

· 6 students participated in Annual Inter College Competition-PRATIBHA PARV 
(Talent Xpress) organized by Udhna Academy Education Trust, Surat and 1 

rdstudent won 3  Prize in Gujarati Song Competition along with Cash Prize of 300/.
· 6 students participated in Inter-collegiate Competitions organized by our college 

rdand 1 student won 3  Prize in 70's Karaoke Singing Competition.
· 5 of our students participated in Cultural Events of INFERNO Competitions 

organized by SDJ International College, Surat.
·  11 students participated in various events organized under Suman 2016- Flower 

Show of Surat Municipal Corporation and 2 students won prizes.
· 19 students participated in various cultural events organized by SCOPA 

Sarvajanik Education Society, Surat.

The participation and achievements of students in various competitions and activities is 
certainly worthy of praise. The college appreciates the efforts of all Students' Council 
members and volunteers who have been helpful in making the cultural events a success. 
We applaud the accomplishments of all achievers and encourage them to keep up with 
their good work.

Chairperson
Prof. Heena Dalal

Secretaries 
Ms. Shivani Shroff 
Ms. Jemini Domadiya 

Cultural Committee Report

“In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can.” -Nikos Kazantzakis
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Debate And Elocution Committee Report

Education is a journey that may take a number of years; however, that journey is not complete 
without gaining balanced literary experiences. Therefore, to promote the habit of reading 
amongst students and to ensure the development of critical thinking in them, the college had 
organized Intra-Collegiate and Inter-Collegiate competitions pertaining to literary domain. 
These events provide a platform to the students for exhibiting their creativity, originality, 
potential, confidence and communication skills.

Organisation of Inter-Collegiate Competitions: Our college had organized Inter 
Collegiate Competitions on 4th September, 2015 pertaining to the domain of literature, music 
and fine arts which included  Elocution Competition ,70's Karaoke Singing(solo) 
Competition and  On-The-Spot-Poster-Making Competition. Dr. Kiran Pandya, Senate 
member as well as Professor and Head of MHRD department of VNSGU was invited as 
Chief Guest for the programme. Also eminent and well known personalities of different 
fields graced the occasion as judges. Approximately 68 students from 24 colleges of VNSGU 
participated in the Programme and made it a huge success. 

Organisation of Intra-Collegiate Competitions: Competitions like Quiz, Debate, 
Elocution, Poetry Recitation, Book Review and Essay-writing were organized between 
24/07/2015 and 13/08/2015 with an aim to polish the skills of expression and presentation.

Organisation of a Book Fair: To make reading good books a natural cultural practice and to 
institutionalize reading habits among students, a Book Review Competition wherein many 
students reviewed the books of well know writers was organized. Also a Book fair was 
organized under Library Day celebration in the college premises and students purchased 
books in large numbers to make the event a grand success.

Participation & Achievements in Literary events of Regional and Grand finale Yuva 
Mahotav of S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai: Ms. Shivani Shroff and Ms. Twinkle 
Ahuja won First Prize in English and Hindi Essay Writing Competition respectively in 
Regional as well as in Grand finale Yuva Mahotsav. While  Ms. Varsha Mishra won the 
Second Prize in Hindi Essay Writing Competition at Regional Yuva Mahotsav.

Participation & Achievements in Inter-Collegiate Literary Events:

· 5 students participated in 'All India Essay Contest on Nuclear Science and 
Technology' organized by Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy.

· 55 students participated in 'Digital Saksharta Abhiyaan' organized under National 
Digital Literacy Mission.

· 1 student participated in 'Elocution Competition' organized by Sathya Sai Seva 
Organization, Gujarat. 

· 1 student participated in 'Book Review Competition' organized by S.P.B. College of 
Commerce, Surat and 2 students won prizes.

· 2 students participated in 'Sr. Inter-collegiate Elocution Competition' organized by 
Dept.of Physical Education, S.N.D.T Women's University, Mumbai and one student 

ndwon 2  Prize.

“Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it.” -Charles R. Swindoll
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Chairperson 
Prof. Himanshu Thakkar

Secretaries 
Ms. Sneha Dugar 
Ms. Harkirankaur Sardar 

· 1 student participated in 'Book Review Competition  organized by Rotary Club 
stof Surat Roundtown and won 1  Prize.

· 1 student participated in 'Late Shri Thakorbhai Nathubhai Patel College 
Elocution Competition' organized by D.R. Patel & R.B. Patel Commerce 

rdCollege, Surat and won 3  Prize along with a Silver Coin and a Cash Prize of  
`301/-

· 6 students participated in 'Annual Inter College Competition-PRATIBHA 
PARV (Talent Xpress)' organized by Udhna Academy Education Trust, Surat 

ndand one student won 2  Prize in Book Review Competition along with a Cash 
Prize of  ̀ 500/-

· 6 students participated in 'Inter-collegiate Competitions' organized by our 
ndcollege and 1student won 2  Prize in Elocution Competition.

· 3 students participated in 'Essay Writing Competition' on the Birth Anniversary 
of Shri Sardar Vallabbhai Patel Jayanti organized by Veer Narmad South 
Gujarat University, Surat.

· 42 students participated in 'Bhartiya Sanskruti Gyan Pariksha' organized by Dev 
Sanskruti Vishwavidhyala, Haridwara.

· 2 students participated in Inter-Collegiate 'Poetry Recitation Competition' 
organized by K. P. Commerce College, Surat.

· 19 students participated in '43rd Yuva Mahotsav' organized by Veer Narmad 
South Gujarat University, Surat.

· 19 students participated in 'The Invincibles – 2016' organized by Department of 
Business & Industrial Management, VNSGU.

th· 4 students participated in Inter Collegiate 'Quiz Competition at 15  Swami 
Vivekanand National Book Fair-2016' organized by Surat Municipal 

ndCorporation and a team of  2 students won 2  Prize.
· 19 students participated in various events organized by SCOPA Sarvajanik 

Education Society, Surat and 2 of our students won Prizes in 'Power Point 
Presentation' and 'Super- Speaker Contest' and also bagged Championship 
Rotating Trophy for 'Super- Speaker Contest'.

· 6 students participated in 'Essay Writing Competition' organized by Vama-
stShakti and one student got 1  Prize along with a Cash Prize of  ̀ . 5001/-  

The college expresses great satisfaction and pleasure at the remarkable achievements of 
its students and expects that they will keep up the good work of bringing recognition and 
success to the Institution.

'

Debate And Elocution Committee Report

“What you do today can improve all your tomorrows.” -Ralph Marston
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Sports Committee Report

Academic learning and sports education are the complements of each other. They resemble 
the two sides of the same coin. The participation in organized sports offers the chance for 
students to enhance their physical and social skills. It not only teaches the students to 
maintain their physical stamina, but also inculcates in them the habits of obedience, 
discipline, the determination to win, will power, etc. They get the qualities of the 
leadership, sharing, team spirit and tolerance from the sports. Considering the same, the 
college organized and participated in various Inter and Intra-Collegiate Competitions in 
the domain of sports. The participation of students was impressive and their performance 
was exceptional. 
Two-Day Workshop on Yoga and Meditation: 93 students actively participated in the 
Memory Booster Yoga, Meditation, Colour Therapy and Acupressure workshop 

th thconducted by Mr. Sudhir Patel from 'Divine India Youth Association, Surat' on 18  and 19  
June, 2015.
Organisation of Daily Sessions on Yoga : With a view to enhance the vitality of the mind 
and body of the students, daily sessions on Yogasanas and Pranayams were conducted in 

ththe college premises from 10  of October, 2015 onwards. Around 55 students enrolled for 
the same and received the maximum advantage. They gained an insight on the importance 
of Yoga & Meditation and were also taught meditation techniques which they could grasp 
easily. 
Organisation of Indoor Sports Tournaments: 66 students enthusiastically participated 
in various games at Intra-class level like Badminton, Billiards, Carrom, Table Tennis and 

rd
Chess Tournaments conducted on 3  July, 2015 respectively and gave an applauding 
performance.
Organisation of Annual Sports Day: The Annual Sports Day of the college was 

rd
organized on 23  December, 2015 wherein more than 200 students participated 
enthusiastically. Outdoor games were organized as part of the same. The events like 100m 
& 200m Run, Discus Throw, Javelin Throw, Shot Put, Long Jump, Kabaddi, Kho Kho, 
Cricket, Tug Of War, etc. were organized. Medals and Certificates were awarded to the 
winners of the respective events.  
Participation and Achievements in Inter-Collegiate Sports Tournaments: Our 
students participated in the Inter-Collegiate Sports Tournaments organized by the Physical 
Education Department of S.N.D.T. Women's University, Mumbai , as well as Sports Dept. 
of VNSGU during the year.

· 12 students participated in the 'Surat Women's Open Championship' at district 
thlevel held on 10  July, 2015 for the games of Badminton, Lawn-Tennis as well as 

Table-Tennis. 
· 10 students enthusiastically participated in the Carrom, Chess, Table-Tennis and 

Elocution competitions hosted by the M.M.P. Shah College of Commerce, 
th stMatunga on 20  and 21  August, 2015.

· 16 students participated in the tournaments for Badminton, Basketball as well as 

· Ms. Steffi Shaji from B.Com. Part-II represented the College and SNDT Women's 
University in an Inter University West Zone Badminton Tournament held at 
Gwalior.

“A creative man is motivated by the desire to achieve, not by the desire to beat others.”- Ayn Rand
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Chairperson 
Mr. Tejal Parekh

Secretaries
Ms. Shivani Sharma 
Ms. Shubhangi Khandelwal

Essay Writing Competitions hosted by Women's College of Home Science and 
st ndB.C.A., Loni on 1  and 2  September, 2015

·

· 5 students participated in the Inter-Collegiate Yoga Competition organized by 
th

Shri J. D. Gabani Commerce College, Varachha, Surat on 19  October, 2015.
· A team of 7 students participated in the Kabaddi Tournament organised by J. B. 

st
Dharukawala Mahila Arts College, Varachha, Surat on 21  October, 2015

· 24 students participated in the Badminton and Table Tennis Tournaments 
ndorganised by the Vanita Vishram Trust on 2  November, 2015. All the first three 

positions in Badminton were secured by the students of our college.
· 11 of our students participated in various Sports Events of INFERNO 

Competitions organized by SDJ International College, Surat. 
· 5 students participated in Athletics Meet of VNSGU. 

· 13 students had participated in various games like Basket Ball, Badminton, 
Chess, and 100m Run, Discus Throw and Javelin Throw at Gujarat Khel 

rd
Mahakumbh-2015 and 1 of our student named Ms. Chandni Tiwari secured 3  
Position at Athwa Zone Level  in the game of Chess. 

To excel in sports, nearly 150 students practice regularly at the newly built Vanita 
Vishram Sports Complex for various sports like Billiards, Badminton, Lawn-Tennis and 
Chess. The laurels won by our students have made the college proud. We extend our 
heartfelt congratulations to all our achievers.

. Team of four students of Badminton 
remained Second Runners-up and Ms. Steffi Shaji from B.Com. Part-II won a 
Bronze Medal in the Individual Event for the same and secured a Title of 'Most 
promising Player' . 
2 of our students got selected for the SNDT University Coaching Camp of 
Badminton and Basketball. 

Sports Committee Report

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.” -Mark Twain
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N.S.S. COMMITTEE REPORT 

It is of vital importance to help channelize the energies and capabilities of youth towards nation building 
activities.  N.S.S. units of the college have a key role to play in this regard. They provide an opportunity 
for the personality development of the students as well as for the upliftment of society. A sense of 
participation in national reconstruction and inculcation of social responsibility can be created in the 
youth by providing creative outlet for their energies through National Service Scheme. Thus, in the 
academic year 2015-16, 194 students enrolled themselves in the N.S.S. unit. With the sole objective of 
selfless social service, the N.S.S. unit of the college had organized the following activities: 

stTree plantation: A Tree Plantation programme was conducted on the 21  of August 2015, under the 
guidance of the Principal Dr. Abhilasha Agarwal. The students of NSS along with the NSS In-charge 
Smt. Heena Dalal planted about100 plants on the campus ground and expressed their feelings towards 
environment awareness through the slogans of “SAVE TREES SAVE EARTH” .
Awareness Programmes: To make our students reformers, thinkers and visionaries of tomorrow, many 
awareness programme were conduted during the year:
1. Breast-Feeding Awareness programme on 3/8/2015 by Dr. Neerav Jariwala- President of Surat 

Pediatric Association, Dr. Salim Hirani- Head, Surat Pediatric Association and Prof. Roshni 
Vakilna of Food & Nutrition Department of SPTMC was organized.

2. Blood and Eye Donation Awareness programme was organized on 16/6/15 by Dr. Bhupesh 
Chavda,  Director Hari Om General Hospital Surat in association with a Panel of Doctors from 
Family Physicians' Association and Surat Raktdan Kendra.

3. Protection of Women and Girl children from Sexual Harassment awareness seminar  was 
conducted on 6/7/2015 by Mrs. Priti Joshi Advocate & Notary & Mr. Pamir Shah Certified Self-
Defense Trainer in association with Police Headquarters, Surat. 

4. Breast and Cervical Cancer awareness seminar was organized on 8/7/2015 by a renowned 
gynecologist Dr. Mitsu Doshi, Director Me & Mummy Hospital, Surat. 

5. Women Empowerment related awareness lecture was organized on 5/8/2015 by Dr. Ami Yagnik- 
a Social Activist & Consulting Surgeon, Abhinav Hospital Ghod Dod Road, Surat.

6. Bharatvasi on Duty - An awareness campaign for national cause was organized on 24/7/2015 
by Mr. Hiten Patel, Founder, Bharatvasi on Duty. 

7. Role of Social Organisations in the Society titled guest lecture by Mr. Bharatbhai Shah Head 
Chhanyado Trust in association with South Gujarat Productivity Council, Surat was organized on 
13/8/2015.

8. World Preventive Health Care Day related awareness seminar was organized on 13/8/2015 by 
Dr. Vimal Rathi South Gujarat Productivity Council, Surat.

9. 181- Mahila Helpline Awareness Programme was conducted on 13/10/2015 by Ms. Savita R 
Chavda, Counselor Katargam Police Station, Surat.

10. No Crackers this Diwali titled awareness lecture was organized on 4/11/2015 by a Surat based 
NGO named Sahas.

Celebration of Various Days: The N.S.S. unit of the college organized celebration of days like Group 
Day with Social Message, Communal Harmony Day, Save Petrol Day, Fitness Day, Hindi Diwas, Save 
Girl Child Day, Balloon Day with social message, etc. Also International Yoga Day was celebrated on 
21/6/2015 by participating in the yoga event organized by VNSGU at Sarthana, Surat. Thus these days 
are intended to create not only an atmosphere of fun, joy and excitement amongst students but also to 
make them realize their social and moral obligations. 

th thAnnual N.S.S. Camp: A 7-day Annual N.S.S. Camp has been organized from 30  November to 6  
December, 2015 at Nirmala Pranjivan Bhagat Vruddhashram, Bhata Hazira Road, Surat in which 22 
N.S.S. volunteers participated. In this camp, activities like prayers in morning-evening, cleaning of 
Vruddhashram along with its temple, offering services to the senior citizens, yoga, sports, cultural 
programme, bhajan, garba and other activities were conducted. Apart from this, during the day time, the 
students took active involvement in social activities conducted in the neighbouring areas outside the 

"There is more hunger for love and appreciation in this world than for bread." -Mother Teresa 
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Vrudhdhashram.  They organized rallies on various vital social issues like 1) Importance of 
Cleanliness 2) Beti Bacchao Beti Padhao 3) Save Environment 4) No Smoking, No Alcohol for 
creating awareness among the masses. Also the students went door to door and collected old 
newspapers and junk from homes and the money acquired from the sale of junk was utilized to donate 
stationeries to five municipal schools of Bhatha, Surat. All these activities aimed at developing 
student's personality through community service. 
Visits: 
1. 50 students visited Shri. Bhartimaya Ananddham Vruddhashram, Surat as a part of the Rose 

Day celebrations and offered the lovely roses to the senior citizens as a token of love,  sensitivity 
and warmth towards them and which in turn was equally reciprocated.  

2. 40 students visited Balashram, Vanita Vishram Prayogik Shala and Children Day Care - 
Anganwadi, Surat and celebrated the joyful festival of Kite Flying by donating Laddoos, 
Chikis and Kites with social message to the children. 

Camps: 
th1. Blood Donation Camp: It was organized on the occasion of College Establishment Day ie. 9  

July, 2015 with the generous assistance and kind co-operation of Surat Raktadan Kendra and 
Family Physicians Association. Present students, faculty members and even the alumnus of the 
college donated blood which is a noble deed. 

2. Self-defence Training Camp: As a part of the government initiative of Women Empowerment 4 
Self Defence workshops of 15 days each were conducted from June to September by Mr. Pamir 
Shah-Certified Self-Defense Trainer and Mr. Darayas Cooper-Martial Arts' Trainer and 
Guinness World Recorder Holder , in association with Police Head Quarters, Surat. Taking 
advantage of the invaluable opportunity 108 of our girls got enrolled in the camp in the current 
academic year too. 

3.  Civil Defense Workshop : was conducted from 20/7/2015 to 24/7/2015 by P.I.  A. B. Kadam , 
Dr. P.P. Mistry, Chief Warden & Prof. Vijaybhai Patel-Divisional Warden of Civil Defense, 
Surat.

4. Thalassemia Awareness and Check-up Camp : was organized in collaboration with Surat 
th stRaktadan Kendra on 12  December, 2015 for B. Com Part II & III students & 21   December, 

2015 for B.Com Part – I students to create awareness about the same.
5. Medical Check-up Camp : was organized on 11-13 February 2016 for B.Com Part-I students 

along with Hemoglobin and Dental check-up by Dr. Bhupesh Chavda-Director Hari Om 
General Hospital Surat.

These camps proved to be an eye-opener to all the students of the college in terms of overall physical 
health.            
Celebration of Being Human Week: N.S.S. volunteers motivated all the students of the college to 
observe Being Human Week in which the students organized donations like 
1. Woolen Clothes, Toiletries & Snacks donation: It was organized on 8/1/16. These donations 

were made to the needy people residing in Bhikshuk Gruh & Children Home for Girls, Surat.
2. Note-books & stationery donation: It was organized on 5/1/2016 & 6/1/2016. These donations 

were made to the underprivileged students of various Prathmik Shala run by SMC as a 
expression of compassion towards them.  

3. Biscuits Donation: It was organized on 9/1/16. This humble contribution was made towards the 
patients of Civil Hospital, Surat. 

These social awareness-oriented activities help the college in transforming its students into more 
responsible citizens of the country. 

   

Chairperson 
Prof. Heena A. Dalal

N.S.S. COMMITTEE REPORT 

"We could never learn to be brave and patient if there were only joy in the world." -Helen Keller 
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Report of Career Guidance and Placement Cell

The Career Guidance Cell of the College is a dynamic body functioning to provide 
wholesome development to the students. Students are adequately trained in preparing 
resumes, handling group discussions and attending personal interviews. This facilitates 
in choosing out a right career path and equipping them for an effective job search. The 
college has State-of-the-art facilities for conducting seminars, guest lectures and 
workshops which are organized to focus on the job-related abilities for career 
advancements of students.

A Placement Cell also functions simultaneously with the Career Guidance Cell wherein 
we keep the detailed records of the present as well as past students who are desirous to 
take up various kinds of jobs. It operates round the year to facilitate contacts between the 
recruiters and the students. Also Campus Interviews are conducted in the college 
ensuring job opportunities for the students.

Professional and Vocational Courses: The following professional and vocational 
courses are offered by the college for the augmentation and professional escalation of 
students. During the Academic Year 2015-16 total 191 students got enrolled and took the 
benefit of these courses:

· Training Classes for Diploma in Banking and Finance Course of Indian Institute of 
Banking and Finance (IIBF)

· Training Classes for IBPS Bank P.O. and Clerical Examination in collaboration with 
RACE

· A Course in English Proficiency and Accuracy through DELL 

· Tally. ERP 9 Professional Accountant Course in collaboration with ICPA

· A Course in English Language Proficiency through SCOPE (Society for Creation of 
Opportunity through Proficiency in English) certified by Cambridge University 

· Certificate Course on Computer Concepts (CCC) through National Institute of 
Electronics and Information Technology (NIELIT) 

· A Training Programme in “Acquiring Fluency in English” has been started free of 
cost in order to develop the ability to speak English fluently, confidently and 
impressively.

Annual Certificate Distribution Ceremony: To celebrate the success and to honour the 
rdachievements of the students, the college organized '3  Annual Certificate Distribution 

thCeremony' on 30  December 2015 which was graced by Mr. S.V.Hardikar, Deputy 
General Manager, Bank of Baroda, Surat  as the Chief Guest and Mr. Chetan Trivedi , 
Vice President, HDFC Bank, Surat as the Guest of Honour. Also,  Dr. Jatin Naik, 
Assistant General Manager, Surat Peoples Co-op Bank Ltd., Mr. Amresh Upadhyay, 
Founder & CEO, First ERP Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and  Mr. Pamir Shah, world 
renowned Martial Arts and Self-defence trainer were invited as special guests for the 
occasion. Around 255 students were felicitated for successfully completion of 
vocational courses offered by the college during last academic year 2014-15.   

“Life is about making an impact, not making an income.” -Kevin Kruse
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Job Fairs: Job Fairs have been conducted twice. They were conducted in Three Phases 

· CV and Interview Preparation session

· Orientation by the interviewing organization

· Campus Interviews
Prominent Banks and Companies like HDFC Bank Ltd., Country Club, Indian Business 
Pages, S.C.I.T Placement Service, I.D.T., Endeavor Careers, Intricate Fashions, Tally Institute 
of Learning, conducted campus interviews for the students and recruited them in coveted 
positions. Around 75 candidates faced the interviews. Not only the existing students but also 
the past students got the opportunity to get placement through these campus interviews.

Visits to Banks: During this academic year visits to HDFC Bank Ltd., The Sutex Co-operative 
Bank and Surat People's Co-operative Bank were organized in order to help students to get 
clarity regarding the banking operations at the administrative as well as the branch levels. 
They gained the knowledge of overall administrative operations, functioning of the loan and 
the treasury departments, electronic clearing system and routine branch operations like fund 
transfer (NEFT, RTGS etc.), clearing, functioning of ATM, cash counting, note recognition, 
operations of various accounts etc. The enthusiastic and co-operative staff gave an in-depth 
explanation of banking operations to the students. This visit proved satisfactory and 
meaningful in creating awareness amongst students about how a bank operates internally. 

Educational and Industrial Visits: Students of B.Com. Final year were taken for visits to 
Indian Diamond Institute, MHRD and Department of Mass Communication and Journalism 
of VNSG University. These visits were planned keeping in mind the diverse opportunities 
which can be made available to the students after passing their graduation. 

Boosting Entrepreneurial Spirit: The students were given opportunities to recognize and 
develop their entrepreneurial talent through participation in Exhibition cum Sale organized by 
Vanita Vishram Institute for Garment and Fashion Designing, Master Chef and Best out of the 
Waste Competition. They displayed and marketed their hand-made items and gained practical 
experience of dealing with the customers.

Placement Cell Activities: The registered students of the Placement Cell are regularly 
informed through messages as well as notices about different job openings throughout the 
year. The cell works as an intermediary and it not only provides job related information to 
students but also guides them apply in various organizations looking for candidates. Thus, 
students have been sent to reputed organizations of Surat like Surat People's Co-opreative 
Bank, Triveni Fashions, Endeavor Careers, HDFC Bank Ltd., L.P. Savani School, G.D. 
Goenka School etc

Seminars, Workshops & Guest Lectures: Seminars, Workshops & Guest Lectures 
pertaining to diverse areas were arranged for the students to create awareness, keep them 
updated about career options after B. Com. and to expand their limited horizon of knowledge 
and experience. Given below is the detailed list of the same:

Report of Career Guidance and Placement Cell

“Whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe, it can achieve.” -Napoleon Hill
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Chairperson 
Prof. Nanda Bothra

Secretaries 
Ms. Ruchika Kabra 
Ms. Arwa Kothari

Report of Career Guidance and Placement Cell

Sr. No. Workshops / Guest Lectures / Seminars for Enhancing Academic Excellence

Dr. Jatin Naik, Assistant General Manager, The Surat People’s Bank, Surat conducted a Guest Lecture on 
‘Career in Banking’ on 12/6/2015

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Mr. Rajesh Bhavsar, Founder Chairman, Rachna Academy of Career Education, Surat conducted a Seminar 
on ‘Career Guidance focusing UPSC, GPSC and Bank Competitive Exams’ on 12/6/2015 & 15/6/2015

Dr. Bhupesh Chavda, Director, Hari Om Genreal Hospital, Surat in association with a Panel of Doctors from 
Family Physicians Association conducted a Seminar on ‘Blood and Eye Donation Awareness’ on 16/6/2015

Ms. Rasika Mahurkar, CSR Person, West Region, Honda Motorcycles and Scooters India in association 
with Ganga Automobiles, Surat conducted a Workshop on ‘Road Safety Awareness’ on 17/6/2015

Mr. Ajay Jangid, RTI Activist & Trainer, Member, NCPRI conducted a Seminar on 
‘Effective use of RTI Act’  on 2/7/2015

Dr. Mitsu Doshi, Director, Me & Mummy Hospital, Surat conducted a Guest Lecture on ‘Adolescence – 
A period of confusion, curiosity & confidence’ on 8/7/2015

Dr. Nirmal Choraria, Chief Paediatrician  & Chairman, Nirmal Hospital Private Ltd., Ring Road, 
Surat conducted a Seminar on ‘Door to Happiness : How to manage a stressful life ’ on 15/7/2015

CS Manthan Desai, Director, Synergii Classes,Surat conducted a Guest Lecture on ‘Exploring avenues of  
being a Company Secretary’  on 24/7/2015 & 6/8/2015

Mr. Brijesh Verma, Trainer, RTO, Surat conducted a Workshop on ‘Traffic Awareness’ on 29/7/2015

Ms. Hetal Gajjar, SRO, National Group conducted a Seminar on ‘Overseas Education’ on 7/8/2015

Ms. Bhumika Dilkhush, CEO, London Test & Training Centre conducted a Seminar on 
‘Business English’ 12/8/2015

Ms. Neha Saxena, Head, VLCC Institute of Beauty & Nutrition Seminar on ‘Employability Skills’  
on 14/9/2015 

Mr. Abhishek Sharma, Managing Director, Desire Foreign Languages Training Institute  Workshop on 
‘Business Communication Skills’ on 16/9/2015

Prof. Suryakant Shah, Vice President, Satya Shodhak Sabha Seminar on ‘Life and Scientific Temper’ 
on 13/10/2015

23.

24.

Mr. Ankit Bhojak,  Manager, Indian Diamond Industry, Surat Seminar on ‘Career Opportunities in Gems 
& Jewellery Industry’ on 16/10/2015   

Mr. S. V. Hardikar, Deputy General Manager, Bank of Baroda, Surat conducted a Seminar on ‘Banking 
and safety awareness week’  on 28/10/2015

Dr, Ashok Parikh, Chief Operations Manager, Surat Raktdan Kendra conducted a Seminar on ‘Thalassemia 
Awareness’ on 10/12/2015

Mr. Vasudev Patel, Proprietor, Vasudev Consultancy, Surat conducted  a Seminar on ‘Motivation’  
on  21/12/20015

Ms. Priyanka Desai, Faculty MBA, NGIITM, conducted a Guest Lecture  on ‘How to face an Interview’ 
on 4/1/2016 

Mr. Janak Parekh, Counsellor, National Training & Consultancy conducted a seminar on ‘Aptitude Test 
Counseling’ on 5/1/2015

Team Of Pranvayu Medical Magazine conducted a seminar on 'Arogya Jagruti Programme' on 24/2/2016

Dr. Ketan Bharadva, Surat conducted a seminar on 'Importance of Breast Feeding'  on 23/2/2016

Obstetrician & Gynecologist Dr. Purnima Nadkarni, 21st Century Hospitals Private Limited & Test Tube 
Baby Centre, Surat conducted a seminar on 'Breast & Cervical Cancer'  on 24/2/2016

Mr. Nishant Singh Chauhan, Head Nishant Academy, Surat conducted a Guest Lecture on “Career options after 
graduation” on 25/2/2016

“Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value.” -Albert Einstein
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Ragging & sexual harassment are now defined as an act that violates or is perceived to violate an 
individual's dignity. It has ruined countless innocent lives and careers. So, as per the guidelines of UGC 
and the Supreme Court an Anti- Ragging & Anti-Sexual Harassment Committee has been established in 
the college to provide a healthy and congenial atmosphere to the staff and students.
Objectives:
The committee was constituted to meet the four basic objectives:
a) To develop the guidelines and norms for a policy against ragging and sexual harassment
b) To develop principles and procedures for combating ragging and sexual harassment.
c) To work out details for the implementation of the policy.
d) To prepare a detailed plan of action, both short and long term.
Provisions: The following strategies are maintained in our college to prohibit ragging & sexual 
harassment.
· The college ensures that all employees understand the policies & procedures for dealing with

harassment
· Actions are taken to eliminate discriminatory jokes, posters, graffiti, e-mails and photos at the 

college.
· The college takes sufficient measures to identify the harasser immediately and warns that his/her 

action is of offensive nature.
· Any victim may complain in writing to the Principal or to Anti- Ragging & Anti-Sexual Harassment 
Committee which would be kept confidential.
Activities and Awareness Programmes:
The following activities were conducted by the Anti- Ragging & Anti-Sexual Harassment Committee to 
spread awareness amongst students and parents' during the academic year 2015-16:
· Parents' and students' Orientation Programme.

· 4 Self Defence workshops were conducted from June to September by Mr. Pamir Shah-Certified 
Self-Defense Trainer and Mr. Darayas Cooper-Martial Arts' Trainer and Guinness World Recorder 
Holder, in association with Police Head Quarters, Surat.

· 6 day Workshop on 'Civil Defense' between 20/7/2015 and 24/7/2015 was conducted by PI A. B. 
Kadam, Dr. P.P. Mistry, Chief Warden & Prof. Vijaybhai Patel, Divisional Warden, Civil Defense. 

· A Workshop on 'Protection of Women and Girl Children from Sexual Harassment' was 
conducted on 6/7/2015 by Mrs. Priti Joshi Advocate & Notary & Mr. Pamir Shah Certified Self-
Defense Trainer in association with Police Headquarters, Surat.

· A Seminar on 'Effective use of RTI Act' was organized on 2/7/201 by Mr. Ajay Jangid, RTI Activist 
&  Trainer, Member, NCPRI. 

· A Seminar on “Women Empowerment” was organized on 5/8/2015 by Dr. Ami Yagnik- a Social 
Activist & Consulting Surgeon, Abhinav Hospital Ghod Dod Road, Surat. 

· Workshop on  '181- Mahila Helpline Awareness'  was conducted on 13/10/2015 by Savita R 
Chavda, Counselor, Katargam Police Station.

Thus the committee functions to provide a neutral, confidential and supportive environment for students 
and staff members and  promotes awareness about ragging and  sexual harassment through educational 
initiatives that encourage and foster a respectful and safe campus environment.

Chairpersons – 
Prof. Heena Dalal 
(Anti-Sexual Harassment Committee)
Prof. Nishreen Baxamusa 
(Anti-Sexual Harassment Committee)                                                 
Prof. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya 
(Anti-Ragging Committee)

Secretaries – 
Ms. Hitakshi Sharma 
Ms. Mayuri Daga
Ms. Simran Lalwani 
Ms. Shivani Chandak
Ms. Ria Sen
Ms. Shikha Agrawal

ANTI-RAGGING & ANTI-SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
COMMITTEE REPORT

 “I attribute my success to this: I never gave or took any excuse.” -Florence Nightingale
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Winners in Different Intra-Collegiate 
Competitions, 2015-2016
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Ms. Varsha  Mishra 

Ms. Rajul Surana

Ms. Karishma Kuperkar

Ms. Sweetydevi Goyal 

Ms. Vrunda Khadela

Ms. Pooja Bhugar

Ms. Priya Rathod

Ms. Bimlesh  Singh

Ms. Yogita Suthar

Ms. Shweta Rathi

Ms. Snehal Shah

Ms.Vanshika Soni

Ms.  Varsha  Mishra

Ms.  Sweetydevi Goyal

Ms.  Sweetydevi Goyal

Ms. Pooja Bhugari

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Manali Bela

Ms. Haritha Nair

Ms. Twinkle Ahuja

Ms. Karishma Kuperkar

Ms. Prachi Shah

Ms. Monika Jain

Ms. Shivani Shroff

Ms. Zainabbanu Khatri

Ms. Ummehanee Bangdiwala                         

Ms.  Safkat  Saiyed

Ms.   Asma Chandiwala 

Ms.   Aarusha Zirak                                   

Ms. Marziah Munshi 

Ms.  Shikha  Agrawal

Ms. Chandraprabha Bhugari

Ms. Harshita Khemani

Ms.  Aarusha Zirak                                   

Ms. Fatema Sabuwala

Ms. Pooja Bhala

Ms. Dipika Bachhawat

Ms.Jenisha Narola

Ms. Riya Puri

Ms. Rajul Surana

Poetry Recitation 

Poster Making 

Best Out Of Waste 

Mehndi (Traditional)

Mehndi (Arabic)

Mehndi (Designer)

Elocution 

Clay Modelling 

Collage Making 

Book Review 

Quiz 

Essay Writing 

On-the-spot Painting 

Cartooning 

Debate 

Patriotic Song Singing 

(Group Song)

Singing Light Vocal (Solo)

Singing Western Vocal (Solo)

Patriotic Song Singing (Solo)

Cake Decoration

Master Chef 

Miss Vanita Vishram

24/7/2015

27/7/2015

29/7/2015

30/7/2015

31/7/2015

05/8/2015

06/8/2015

06/8/2015

13/8/2015

17/8/2015

18/8/2015

19/8/2015, 

21/8/2015

07/8/2015

07/8/2015

07/8/2015

07/8/2015

18/9/2016

19/9/2015

16/1/2016

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com, Part-II

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com, Part-II

B.Com, Part-II

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com.Part-III 

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-II

B.Com.Part-III

First

Second 

First

Second 

First

Second 

First

Second 

First

Second 

First

Second 

First

First

First

Second

First

Second

First

First

First

First

Second

First

First

“

“

“

“

“

First

First

Second

First

First

First

Second

First

Name of the Competitions Name of the Student Class

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

  

15

16

   

17

18

19

20
st1  Runner Up
nd

2  Runner Up

“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity.” -Amelia Earhart
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Winners in Different Intra-Collegiate 
Sports Competitions

I - Individual Events

II  - Team Events 

Name of the Competitions Name of the Student Class

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-III

Ms. Shubhangi Khandelwal

Ms. Namrata Ruhela

Ms. Nargish Shaikh

Ms. Shivani Thakur

Ms. Priyanka Biswal

Ms. Pooja Shinde

Ms. Neha Goswami

Ms. Sumankunwar Devda 

Ms. Palak Sharma

Ms. Namrata Ruhela

Ms. Harkirankaur Sardar

Ms. Monika Sharma

Ms. Khushboo Sharma

Ms. Lalita Mali

Ms. Rahila Dadani 

Kabaddi Tournament

Basket Ball Tournament

23/12/15

23/12/15

1

2

First

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

First

“

“

“

“

“

Ms. Chandni Tiwari

Ms. Ajab Sonaseth

Ms. Palak Sharma

Ms. Nashra Shaikh

Ms. Fatema Sabuwala

Ms. Kanisha Shah

Ms. Deepmala Baldeva

Ms. Jyoti Jain

Ms. Kanisha Shah

Ms. Dhara Sanghvi 

Ms. Ashita Kedia

Ms. Palak Sharma

Ms. Ashita Kedia

Ms. Shivani Thakur

Ms. Palak Sharma

Ms. Saloni Tapadiya

Ms. Saloni Tapadiya

Ms. Payal Jain

Ms. Saloni Tapadiya

Ms. Priyanka Biswal

Ms. Ayushi Dhelriya

Ms. Shivani Chandak

Chess Competition

Carrom Competition

Table Tennis Competition

Billiards Competition

Badminton Tournament

Javelin Throw Tournament

Discus Throw Tournament

Shot Put Tournament

Suryanamaskar Competition

Long Jump  

100 mts Running

03/8/15

03/8/15

03/8/15

22/8/15

22/8/15

23/12/15

23/12/15

23/12/15

23/12/15

23/12/15

23/12/15

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-I

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-III

B.Com. Part-II

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-III

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-I

B.Com Part-II

B.Com Part-II

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

First

Second

Name of the Competitions Name of the Student Class

1.

2.

3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

 “Definiteness of purpose is the starting point of all achievement.” -W. Clement Stone
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In this era of Information Technology, Computers are an integral part of life and so is 

computer education. Learning about the computer basics followed by a practical 

experience of using a computer is the key to computer education.

So the college provides with a well-equipped computer lab. with all essential softwares 

installed. The students can access computer laboratory anytime between 7:00 am to 3:00 

pm.

Computer education with technical knowledge is also equally important to build up a 

strong career. Being a student, it is not enough to know simply the basics of computers, it is 

rather more advantageous to acquire a thorough knowledge, proper understanding and 

develop a professional approach towards computers.

Keeping this in mind and considering the IT skills required in general for a commerce 

graduate, we have started many career oriented courses in the college.

· Tally. ERP 9: With the objective of developing the essential skills required to 

apply theoretical knowledge of accounting to practical situations, our college has 

initiated the Tally. ERP 9 Professional Accountant Certified Course in 

collaboration with ICPA – an authorized Tally Academy of Tally Solutions Pvt. 

Ltd. since 2010. Till Last academic year 185 students got training and 

successfully completed this course.  In this academic year, 26 students got 

enrolled for Tally. ERP 9 course.

· Certificate in Computer Concepts (CCC): The College has started to provide 

on-campus CCC training to the students. This course aims to provide knowledge 

of hardware/ software, MS Office, Email & Internet. The syllabus & examination 

of this course are from NIELIT, an autonomous body established by Govt. of 

India (formerly known as DOEACC). Our college has also obtained “Facilitation 

Centre” from NIELIT in the A.Y. 2014-15. Till last year 31 students enrolled and 

successfully completed this course. This year 47 students have taken training of 

CCC.

Looking at the contemporary scenario, such value-added courses have been introduced on 

nominal charges in order to give an extra edge to our students in terms of professional 

skills and knowledge.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Tejal Parekh
Computer Lecturer & Lab. In-Charge

Marching Towards A Digital World

“Life isn’t about getting and having, it’s about giving and being.” -Kevin Kruse
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Diploma in Banking and Finance Training Course: The college aims 

of educational system and 
industries. For this the college runs training programme for DBF of Indian Institute of 
Banking and Finance (IIBF) since 2013 to make our students professionally qualified and 
competent personnel for the banking and finance industry. Till date 186 students have 
enrolled themselves in the said course. Our vision behind starting this programme is: 

1. To provide an opportunity to the students to get an additional qualification along 
with B.Com. and thereby augment their professional skills. 

2. To empower the young aspiring girls to assess better employment opportunities 
in today's competitive world. 

3. To fulfill the demands of Banking Sector by providing qualified individuals. 
4. To provide competitive edge to our students. 

The training sessions are conducted by Dr. Jatin Naik-AGM of Surat People's Bank Ltd. 
and Prof. Himanshu Thakkar. Along with subject-related interactive sessions, regular 
mock tests, Summer Internship, Bank Visits and Guest Lectures by Banking Experts with 
designated posts are also conducted. Students are regularly updated with information 
regarding other Banking courses and examination to ensure successful entry in the 
Banking Sector. 

Training Classes for Bank Probationary Officer and Clerical Exams: Adding yet 
another milestone to the journey of enhancing employability of the students after GKS - 
Advance Banking Professional course and Diploma in Banking & Finance, the college 
has started training classes for Bank Probationary Officer and Clerical Exams, conducted 
by The Institute of Banking Personnel Selection in collaboration with Rachna Academy 
of career Education Private Ltd.

thThe pioneering batch for this prolific course was started on 20  November 2014 having 
strength of 21 students. The course aims to build careers in public sector banking, which 
is one of the most preferable jobs for females in respect of job profile and salary. To 
increase the overall knowledge of the students, the training classes have been designed in 
a way that not only encompasses the syllabus but also provides for Test Practice Sessions 
and focus on Group Discussions, Interview Skills, and General Awareness. In this 
Academic year 6 students got enrolled under the same course.

I hope that we keep up the success and act as a building block in the prospective shining 
career of our students. 

to empower the 
students for accessing better employment opportunities in the age of knowledge based 
economy and bridge the gap between the requirements 

Prof. Nanda Bothra
Programme Co-ordinator

Creating an Edge in the Banking Sector

“Life is what happens to you while you’re busy making other plans.” -John Lennon
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DELL: It is required of any learner to have a good command of the language for 
communication purposes, with clarity and accuracy being vital for effective and efficient 
communication.  The language laboratory is very useful to acquire such proficiency in a 
language It provides students with the technical tools to get the best samples of 
pronunciation of the language. The laboratory's collection is designed to assist learners in 
the acquisition and maintenance of aural comprehension, oral and written proficiency and 
cultural awareness. Hence, the language laboratory has become the need of the hour in any 
language learning process for communication. 

So, Vanita Vishram Women's College of Commerce initiated the concept of language 
laboratory in the year 2012-13. The laboratory is equipped with Words Worth: English 
Language Teaching – a teaching, learning software prepared by ACTUNIV Group 
supported with headphones. In the academic year 2014-15, 17 students finished three 
years of DELL and were awarded certificates for successful completion of Word Worth 
PREP I, II and III coursework. In the academic year 2015-16, 35 students have enrolled 
themselves for the course. After completing three levels successfully, it is expected from 
the learners that they will be able to express themselves in English not only proficiently 
but also accurately.

SCOPE: Keeping in mind the Language Proficiency of students', the college also 
initiated the SCOPE (Society for creation of Opportunity through the Proficiency in 
English) Exam for students' in the year 2014-15. The assessment partner in this 
Programme is Cambridge ESOL. Training classes for SCOPE Exam are conducted in 
collaboration with ACTUNIV- Ahmedabad .In the very first year, 40 students enrolled 

ththemselves in the Programme. The exams for SCOPE were conducted on 13  Nov. 2014 
and 40 students received the SCOPE Cambridge English Language Assessment 
certificates from SCOPE, Gujarat. This year too, 38 students have enrolled themselves in 
the SCOPE Programme to derive the benefit of learning language through innovative 
methods.  

 

Prof. Sapna Desai
Programme Co-ordinator

Refinement of Language skills through Digital 
English Language Lab and SCOPE

 “We become what we think about.” -Earl Nightingale
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Civil Defence training:

Defense is a program that provides guidance 
and assistance in preparing for, responding to and recovering from public emergencies that result from 
conflict or natural disasters.

So keeping in view the vital significance of students' important and unavoidable role in disaster 
management, a 5- Day Civil Defense workshop was conducted on the college premises in collaboration 
with the Civil Defense Force, Umra Division, Surat. Dignitaries like PI  A. B. Kadam, Dr. P.P. Mistry- 
Chief Warden & Prof. Vijaybhai Patel-Divisional Warden, Civil Defense Dept., Surat had personally 
rendered training to 50 students. This workshop covered the Training Programme on Basics of Disaster 
Management, Crisis Management, Emergency Management and Civil Protection.

 We were also guided and motivated by experts to fulfill 
our duties as responsible citizens of the society. Topics covering steps for prevention taken before, 
during and after the disaster and the tactics and mechanization to be adhered for minimizing the losses 
during Calamities and Earthquake were emphasized.

This awareness workshop truly made us prepare to deal with any situation in case of disasters and render 
a helping hand to the fellow citizens in case of emergencies. 

Self Defence Training: Also the college runs a 'Self Defence Programme' in collaboration with Police 
Headquarters, Surat as the world no longer remains a safe place for women with incidents of rape and 
eve teasing increasing every other day. Like every year, this year too 4 Self Defence Training Camps 
were conducted from June to September, One  by Mr. Pamir Shah-Certified Self-Defense Trainer and 
three camps by Mr. Darayas Cooper-Martial Arts' Trainer and Guinness World Recorder Holder, in 
association with Police Head Quarters, Surat. Since February, 2014 till date approximately 258 students 
have been trained. Through these on-campus training camps the girl students learnt a lot about 
protection and the importance of moving forward and being on the defence.

thAlso on the occasion of the celebration of International Women's Day on 8  March 2016, a programme 
was organized wherein the students were guided on the topics of Self-Defence Training, Emergency 
Helpline Services for Women, Various Crimes Perpetrated Against Women and How to Counteract 
them, Rights of Women, etc. Our girls exhibited their skills by giving a demonstration on self-defence 
techniques in the presence of Smt. Bhaktiben Thaker - E-Div. who presided over the function as the 
Chief Guest. 

Thus through this 5 day on-campus Civil Defense Training Workshop and 15 day Self Defence Training 
camps we got the confidence to handle any such situation if encountered and gained knowledge about 
self protection and our role as responsible citizens.

 A country's population is more valuable than all of the 
land, factories and other assets that it possesses. It is only people who can rebuild a 
country after a calamity or destruction. So Civil Defense forms an indispensable 
part of modern civilized society. Civil 

 

We were educated and informed about First- Aid, Rescue operations during calamities, working of Fire 
engine and Fire-Fighting, Relief work, means of protection again effects of nuclear weapons and 
dangers associated with nuclear weapons etc.

Ms. Pooja Soni
B.Com. Part-III

Civil and Self -Defence Training 
– Need of the Hour

“The mind is everything. What you think you become.”  -Buddha
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Uniqueness comes from Imagination and Imagination comes from thinking,
Thinking leads to knowledge and Knowledge makes you great!

Truly….VVWCC is a platform where we can excel not only in academics but also march 
towards progress in co-curricular activities which are vital for students to bring out the 
best within themselves and nourish their hidden talents. 

Keeping this in view our college had organized Inter-Collegiate Competitions which 
proved to be fruitful for all students participating in it. It strengthened not only our 
confidence but also self -esteem and motivated us to further polish our skills for 
perfection. The chief guest on this fortunate day, Dr.Kiran pandya-Head and Prof. MHRD, 
VNSGU, Surat added 5 stars to this competition by initiating it with the traditional Lamp 
Lighting Ceremony. 

Three competitions pertaining to the domain of Literature, Music and Fine Arts like 
Elocution, 70's Karaoke Singing (Solo) and On-the-Spot Poster-Making were conducted 
for bringing out the diverse talents latent in students. Elocution Competition was judged 
by Dr. Jimmy Kapadia, Director of Luthra Institute, Surat and Dr. Mahesh Dey, the 
Associate Professor of English Dept., VNSGU. The 70's Karaoke Singing Competition 
was judged by honourable judges Shri. Bhavin shastri, a well known Play Back singer  and 
Shri. Rajiv Vyas, a renowned singer with Sangeet visharad. The On-the-Spot Poster-
Making competition was supervised by Shri. Yogendra Patel and Shri. Rajshree Smart, 
who were invited from the Fine Arts Dept. of VNSGU to judge the competition. These 
qualified judges motivated the students and also encouraged them to achieve knowledge 
and success.

Participating in these amazing competitions helps to inculcate positive approach towards 
our talents and helps transform our dreams into reality! Nearly 64 students participated in 
these competitions from 18 colleges of Surat of various streams. I the proud student of 
VVWCC Ms. Shikha Agarwal who is passionate for singing received third prize in 70's 
Karaoke Singing (Solo) Competition & the zealous and confident student Ms. Shivani 
Shroff received second prize in Elocution Competition which was a proud moment for the 
college. Through the platform of the college magazine, I take this opportunity to thank our 
respected Principal Madam and all our Professors for always supporting, guiding and 
inspiring us by organizing such great Inter-Collegiate Competitions in our college. 

Ms. Shikha Agarwal

B.Com. Part-II

Inter-Collegiate Competitions 
– The Chance to Showcase the Latent Potential

“An unexamined life is not worth living.” -Socrates
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Variety is the spice of life. Without functions and celebrations, life becomes monotonous 
and uninteresting. Therefore, at VVWCC many grand functions like Annual Function, 
Annual Sports Day, College Establishment Day and many other events are celebrated. 
These celebrations add colour and charm to our life.

th thLike every year, this year too the 18  Annual Function of our college was celebrated on 6  
February 2016 based on the theme “Betiyaan- The Pride of Our Nation!”, with an aim to 
celebrate the accomplishments of the daughters of India in all walks of life. The theme was 
dedicated to all those daughters who have made their parents, society, country and our 
nation proud by showcasing their talents and rendering their contribution in various 
professional, educational, social, and economic fields. 
There were various performances which clearly depicted the importance of daughters and 
their role in building a meaningful and creative society. There were a total of 178 
participants. The function started at 6.30 p.m. with the welcoming of the special invitees 
who inaugurated the programme with our traditional and auspicious lamp lighting 
ceremony. This was followed by an attractive and devotional Welcome cum Invocation 
Dance to seek the blessings of the Almighty.
Thereafter began the back to back staging of meaningful and lively performances: One 
depicting daughters as brave and courageous army officers, another showing how daughters 
can conquer the world through education. Then, we had a performance resonating the 
important social message of 'Save the Girl Child', a spectacular performance portraying the 
determination and resoluteness of daughters through the example of Ms. Arunima Sinha, 
the first female amputee to climb the Mount Everest, a power packed performance 
dedicated to all the sportswomen of India, performance displaying daughters to be a source 
of infinite strength,  another performance which revolved around the theme of wedding and 
the beautiful relationship of a father and daughter had made most of the audience's eyes 
filled with tears. 
An important stage show which made the annual function unique and distinguished was the 
Fashion Show based on theme of Betiyaan. We had the beautiful daughters of VVWCC 
dressed up as brides, some in Anarkali suits, a few others in dazzling western outfits, in 
trendy gowns, some in our traditional sarees and finally we also had the students dressed up 
as professionals for the most glamorous ramp walk. The last performance was dedicated to 
all the women personalities who had made India proud by their astonishing talents. 
The function ended with our National Anthem and the audience departed with a smile on 
their face and with a big 'thank you' on their lips. I am sure everyone went away with sweet 

th and pleasant memories of a day, well planned and enjoyed. Thus this 18 Annual Function 
was a grand success which left an everlasting impression in the hearts of all the audience. 

Ms. Shimna Nambiar
B.Com. Part - I

th18  Annual Function cum Fashion Show 
– A mesmerizing treat to the eyes!

“Winning isn’t everything, but wanting to win is.” -Vince Lombardi
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VVWCC is known for its out-of-the-box teaching and pedagogy methods. One such 
programme, The Industrial Visit focuses on preparing us to learn about the day-to-day 
workings of a particular industry and understand its operational issues. This year too, the 
college arranged various visits with a view to provide practical insights of the real-time 
business environment. 

Recognizing the Indian Diamond Industry as a major source of employment in a priority 
sector like export production with scope for substantial value, the college organized visit to 
the Indian Diamond Institute, Vesu, Surat   to get exposure and  learn about workings of the 
diamond industry. Here we were given information about the various courses being run by 
the Institute in Diamond, Jewellery and Gemology through a Presentation. Then a display of 
the jewellery designs both handmade and computer aided were made available to us. We 
visited various departments like department of jewellery manufacturing. We also acquired 
knowledge about how to differentiate artificial diamond from CAD diamond and what are 
precious and semi-precious stones and how to differentiate between them. Thus we got an 
opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge and provided with a glimpse of the opportunities 
available in the employment market. 

Also we visited many banks this year like HDFC Bank Ltd., The Sutex Co-operative Bank 
and Surat People's Co-operative Bank etc.  The warm and friendly staff of the banks was 
kind enough to clarify all our doubts and enlighten us on the various practical aspects of 
banking. Then, we were guided about the various banking operations which included 
knowledge about different departments which collectively handle the affairs of the bank. 
We gained the knowledge of overall administrative operations, functioning of the loan and 
the treasury departments, electronic clearing system and routine branch operations like fund 
transfer (NEFT, RTGS etc.), clearing, functioning of ATM, cash counting, note recognition, 
operations of various accounts etc. Our visit to the bank made us learn many new and 
different things about the functioning of the banks and the important role they play in the 
economy of any country.

Also, we were taken for visits to MHRD and Department of Mass Communication and 
Journalism of VNSGU. These visits were planned keeping in mind the diverse 
opportunities which can be made available to us after passing graduation. 

Thus the experience of all these visits helped us to gain a deeper understanding of business 
practices and added value to our academic and personal development.

Ms. Eshita Chordia
B.Com. Part – I

Industrial, Educational  and Bank Visits 
– Delightful Learning Experiences

“I am not a product of my circumstances. I am a product of my decisions.” -Stephen Covey
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“You have two hands, one to help yourself & second to help others”. Being a youth we should 

definitely contribute towards the development of our society, country and Nation. We should 

have the courage to think different and help needy to be self reliant. Keeping this in mind, 

every year the NSS Unit of our college undertakes and performs various social service 

activities that aim to practice national integration, social harmony & acquire leadership 

qualities along with democratic attitude in students. It also helps to utilize their knowledge in 

finding practical solution to individual and community problems. Hence the NSS Unit of 

college actively participates and ensures that everyone who is needy gets help and leads a life 

of dignity.

Like every year, this is too the NSS Unit of college organized a seven day Annual NSS Camp at 

Nirmala Pranjivan Bhagat- Vrudhdhashram, Bhatha from 30/11/15 to 6/12/15. 22 student 

volunteers took the initiative and participated in the camp. The camp was meaningful for me as 

we experienced a lot of new things and also realised our responsibilities being a youth. We 

remained present from morning 8.00 am to evening 5.00 pm.

We undertook the cleanliness activities like cleaning temple and rooms, serving lunch to old 

people, cooking and also watering the plants and gardening. We had an unforgettable time 

singing Bhajans, playing Garba and encouraging them to live their lives as second innings. We 

also arranged many games like Antakshari, Passing the Parcel, Housie for their enjoyment.

Apart from this, during the day time, we were engaged in social activities conducted in 

neighbouring areas outside the Vrudhdhashram. We organized rallies on various vital social 

issues like 1) Importance of Cleanliness 2) Beti Bacchao Beti Padhao 3) Save Environment 4) 

No Smoking, No Alcohol for creating awareness among the masses. Also the students went 

door to door and collected old newspapers and junk from homes and the money acquired from 

the sale of junk was utilized to donate stationeries to five municipal schools of Bhatha, Surat. 

All these activities aimed at developing our  personality through community service. 

Thus the entire seven days camp was memorable for all of us and finally we left 

Vrudhdhashram with the blessings of elders and all the beautiful memories that will be 

cherished for lifetime.

Ms. Shivani Shroff
B.Com. Part – II

Annual NSS Camp 2015-16 – A Memorable Experience

“Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one’s courage.” -Anais Nin
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1. Co-Curricular activities - A chance to explore the inherent talents!!
The youth of today is bubbling with energy and talent and VVWCC rightly serves 
as a platform to broaden our outlook and gives us the chance to explore the hidden 
talents in us. There are numerous and varied co-curricular activities in the domain 
of fine arts and literature carried out in the college all the year round. Many Inter 
and Intra college competitions are conducted by the college which provides us 
with an opportunity to showcase our potential and groom our overall personality. 
Also the much needed motivation and guidance is given to us by our ever 
supporting professors who inspire us to participate in as many events as possible 
and provide us with important tips and ideas to succeed. Apart from participating 
in the regular Inter and Intra college competitions, participating in the Regional 
and Grand Finale Yuva Mahotsav of the University is an experience which boosts 
our confidence and gives us the exposure to present our talents. Thus these varied 
activities organized by the college truly enhance our personality and become a 
medium to vent out the creativity and potential latent in us. 
Ms. Sweety Goyal
B.Com. Part - III

2. VVWCC - A synonym for excellence in education!
Education is the building block in one's life and there cannot be any progress 
without attainment of proper education. I am lucky to have secured admission in 
this privileged college which exposed me to the world which I didn't knew was 
possible. It is a place where the girls of new generation are nurtured, given a 
platform to enhance their skills and nourish their talents. The college has many 
special and distinctive features which make the college environment friendly, 
educative and innovative. Here education is imparted not only through the means 
of books but also through practical means by conducting seminars, workshops 
and visits. Moreover modern technology is used in classrooms to make learning 
easy and effective. Remedial classes are conducted for slow learners and personal 
attention is paid to each student to help them to perform better. Blessed are we to 
have such devoted faculty who show extra care, concern and willingness to guide 
students in every manner possible. Truly I would say that college has played a 
vital role in moulding my personality and making me confident and self-reliant in 
every aspect. 
Ms. Shimna Nambiar
B.Com. Part-I

3. Sports in college – Nurturing the sportsperson in us!
'Sound mind in a sound body' is an unavoidable necessity for all, particularly 
for a student. Games and sports are an integral part of a student's life. A student 
should study hard to be successful in competitive examinations. But, she should 
also play games and sports to enjoy the health and vigor of life. The importance of 

Students' Feedback Corner

"Real difficulties can be overcome; it is only the imaginary ones that are unconquerable." -Theodore N. Vail
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sports in well realized at our college and so students are motivated to learn various 
indoor-outdoor games as well as participate in sports at various levels. The 
present arrangement for games and sports in our college is most satisfactory. We 
have a specially designed Sports Complex in the campus which has facilities for 
various sports activities. Not only do we learn different sports but we are also 
motivated to participate in various sports tournaments at college, national and 
University level. Getting a chance to choose the sport of our own choice and 
attending regular practice sessions of varied sports like Badminton, Basket Ball, 
Carrom, Kho-Kho, Billiards, Lawn Tennis, Kabaddi, Table Tennis and many 
more leaves us refreshed after the lecture hours and makes our body fit at the same 
time. And to add more to it, we also have our Annual Sports Day which fosters 
team spirit, sportsmanship and healthy competitive spirit among students. 
Ms. Steffi Shaji
B.Com. Part - II

4. College Library - A knowledge paradise for the students!!
The Library of our college is a hub for the students to enrich themselves with 
knowledge and wisdom. A wide range of books are available in the library which 
not only provide us content related to our syllabus but also provide us information 
about the world and outside through newspapers, periodicals and magazines. In 
addition to this, the library is also well equipped with internet facility and which 
uses the updated version of SOUL software as part of the digitization process of 
library for cataloguing the books.  Also the disciplined and peaceful ambience of 
the library helps increase our concentration and builds an atmosphere to study 
effectively. It becomes a favourite spot for the students during exams.  Truly the 
resourceful college library is rightly named as the Knowledge Centre of our 
college.
Ms. Preeti Jain
B.Com. Part - II

5. DELL - Language learning made easy!!
It is said that, “Knowledge of Languages is the doorway to wisdom”. One of 
the most integral and interesting part of our college is its Language Lab which 
offers 'A course in English Proficiency and Accuracy through DELL' to enhance 
our communication skills. I feel fortunate to avail such a facility provided by the 
college, which has helped me to refine my language skills. Here language 
learning is made simple, easy and fun-filled as the learning material includes a 
variety of audio-visual exercises and each student learns at her own pace. Getting 
enrolled as a student of language lab, I have found a drastic improvement in my 
pronunciation and presentation skills which has contributed to my overall 
personality development.
Ms. Eshita Chordia
B.Com. Part -I

Students' Feedback Corner

"It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation." -Herman Melville
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6. Campus Interviews: Doorway to the world of opportunities!!
Little did I know that the next opportunity to further my career would be made 
available right outside my classroom! On-campus recruiting days and job fairs are 
unique events designed by our college. Before the campus interviews we are guided 
about facing interviews through CV and Interview Preparation session. Also details 
of the recruiting companies are made available to us through an Orientation by the 
interviewing organization. As a student, to speak with prospective employers and 
learn about their companies and what it will take to be successful in one's career is 
something that every student looks forward to as one reaches the time of graduation. 
Many Prominent Banks and Companies like HDFC Bank Ltd., Country Club, Indian 
Business Pages, S.C.I.T Placement Service, I.D.T., Endeavor Careers, Intricate 
Fashions, Tally Institute of Learning, are invited to conduct campus interviews for 
us and many of us get a chance to get recruited in coveted positions. Not only the 
existing students but also the past students derive the opportunity to get placement 
through these campus interviews. Of course, what you take away from these campus 
interviews depends on your preparation. Thus these On-campus recruiting events 
organized by the college are a great way to build rapport with companies you may 
like to work with in the future.
Ms. Ruchika Kabra
B.Com. Part -II

7. Banking Courses – The gateway to Professional world!
Bank jobs are considered as one of the most sought after career after commerce 
graduation. Career in the banks is quite promising. But in today's world of 
opportunities, challenges and competitions, we need to have a cutting edge to enter 
the banking sector. Recognizing the vast manpower requirements of the Banking 
and Finance market, the college offers training classes for IIBF's – Advanced 
Banking Professional Course and IBPS Bank P.O. and Clerical Examinations. These 
courses enable us to enhance or build skills in specific Banking and Financial 
domains and avail of the career opportunities emerging in these segments. They are 
designed to equip learners with skills that are needed by modern-day banking, 
insurance and finance. Thus these courses are a boon for those students who are 
interested in taking Banking as a career.
Ms. Ambika Sharma
B.Com. Part -II

8. Courses in Computer Laboratory: A ladder to succeed in the Hi-tech world!
My enthusiasm, zeal and anxiety to learn something new took me to the Computer 
Lab of the college. Knowledge about computers is of utmost importance in this 
digital era and we are fortunate that college offers us a fully modernized Computer 
Lab. The students not only benefit from the expertise of the knowledgeable faculty 
but also get the opportunity to prepare for future jobs by getting enrolled in various 

Students' Feedback Corner

"Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune; but great minds rise above it." -Washington Irving
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computer courses like Tally. ERP 9 and Certificate in Computer Concepts (CCC) 
of NIELIT which is offered by the college. These value-added courses help us in 
acquiring professional skills and knowledge. Thus the experience of being in the 
Lab is always very soothing and gives us a chance to become digital and techno-
savvy. 
Ms. Bulbul Chidipal
B.Com. Part -II 

9. Seminars, Workshops and Guest Lectures: Rendering practical dimensions 
to theoretical knowledge!
Seminars, workshops and guest lectures are an integral part of education at 
VVWCC. They are designed to assist students in developing educational 
objectives and matching them with career goals.  These informative seminars 
introduce us to necessary tools as well as the framework of resources and 
opportunities and help us in the transition to our chosen profession. Seminars and 
workshops such as 'Career Guidance focusing UPSC, GPSC and Bank 
Competitive Exams', 'Career in Banking', 'Exploring avenues of being a 
Company Secretary', 'Employability Skills', 'Career Opportunities in Gems & 
Jewellery Industry' and many more  help us to identify out-of-classroom campus 
opportunities and experiences that support educational and professional goals. 
These career oriented seminars assist us in developing the professional and 
academic skills that will enable us to attain our professional goals. In addition to 
this awareness seminars and workshops on 'Road Safety Awareness', 'Effective 
use of RTI Act', 'Protection of women and girl children from sexual harassment', 
'Bharatvasi on Duty - An awareness campaign for national cause', 'Role of Social 
Organisations in the Society', 'World Preventive Health Care Day' etc. facilitate 
understanding of the relationship between social responsibility, community 
service, and professional development. Thus these kind of Programmes are one of 
the most important instructional vehicles for achieving the learning and 
developmental objectives in student life.
Ms. Ami Ramaiya
B.Com. Part -III

10. Donation Week: The joy and satisfaction of giving! 
There is a proverb: 'Charity begins at home.' In other words, it begins in the near 
neighborhoods' of a person. So, like every year a Donation Week was organized in 
our college to help the deprived and needy people of our city. We visited many 
institutions and generously donated woolen clothes, stationery items, biscuits, 
medicines and such other day to day items which could give these people a decent 
living. Through these small and noble acts we learnt to value what we have. These 
simple acts made us realize that each person can do her own bit, and it would make 
a huge difference in another person's life. 

Students' Feedback Corner

Ms. Afrin Mistry
B.Com. Part -II

"Failure is the condiment that gives success its flavor." -Truman Capote
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Let's accept it, there's every reason in the world to shop online. 
The bargains are there. The selection is mind-boggling. The 
shopping is secure. Shipping is fast. Even returns are pretty easy, 
with the right e-tailers. Shopping has never been easier or more 
convenient for consumers.

But there are always risks of fraudulent websites and risks of losing money. Stay calm. 
While somewhat alarming, these situations should not keep you from shopping 
online. You simply need some common sense and practical advice. Follow these basic 
guidelines and you can shop online with confidence. Here are 11 tips for staying safe 
online, so you can start checking off items on that holiday shopping list.

1. Use Familiar Websites: Start at a trusted site rather than shopping with a search 
engine. Search results can be rigged to lead you astray, especially when you drift past 
the first few pages of links. If you know the site, chances are it's less likely to be a rip 
off. We all know Amazon. in and that it carries everything under the sun; likewise, just 
about every major retail outlet has an online store, from Target to Best Buy to Home 
Depot. Beware of misspellings or sites using a different top-level domain (.net instead 
of .com, for example)—those are the oldest tricks in the book. Yes, the sales on these 
sites might look enticing, but that's how they trick you into giving up your info.

2. Look for the Lock: Never ever, ever buy anything online using your credit card 
from a site that doesn't have SSL (secure sockets layer) encryption installed—at the 
very least. You'll know if the site has SSL because the URL for the site will start with 
HTTPS:// (instead of just HTTP://). An icon of a locked padlock will appear, typically 
in the status bar at the bottom of your web browser, or right next to the URL in the 
address bar. It depends on your browser. Never, ever give anyone your credit card or e-
mail.

3. Don't Tell All: No online shopping store needs your social security number or your 
birthday to do business. However, if crooks get them, combined with your credit card 
number for purchases, they can do a lot of damage. The more they know, the easier it is 
to steal your identity. When possible, default to giving up the least amount of 
information.

4. Check Statements: Don't wait for your bill to come at the end of the month. Go 
online regularly during the holiday season and look at electronic statements for your 
credit card, debit card, and checking accounts. Make sure you don't see any fraudulent 
charges, even originating from sites like PayPal. (After all, there's more than one way 
to get to your money.) If you do see something wrong, pick up the phone to address the 
matter quickly. In the case of credit cards, pay the bill only once you know all your 
charges are accurate. You have 30 days to notify the bank or card issuer of problems, 
however; after that, you might be liable for the charges anyway.

5. Inoculate Your PC: Swindlers don't just sit around waiting for you to give them 
data; sometimes they give you a little something extra to help things along. You need 
to protect against malware with regular updates to your anti-virus program. 

Tips for safe online shopping

"Don't let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do." -John R. Wooden
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6. Use Strong Passwords: We like to beat this dead horse about making sure to utilize 
untraceable passwords, but it's never more important than when banking and 
shopping online. Our tips for creating a unique password can come in handy during a 
time of year when shopping around probably means creating new accounts on all sorts 
of e-commerce sites.

7. Think Mobile: There's no real need to be any more nervous about shopping on a 
mobile device than online. The trick is to use apps provided directly by the retailers, 
like Amazon, Flipkart, etc. Use the apps to find what you want and then make the 
purchase directly, without going to the store or the website. 

8. Avoid Public Terminals: Hopefully I don't have to tell you it's a bad idea to use a 
public computer to make purchases, but we still will. If you do, just remember to log 
out every time you use a public terminal, even if you were just checking email. What 
about using your own laptop to shop while you're out? It's one thing to hand over a 
credit card to get swiped at the checkout, but when you must enter the number and 
expiration date on a website while sitting in a public cafe, you're giving an over-the-
shoulder snooper plenty of time to see the goods. At the very least, think like a 
gangster: Sit in the back, facing the door.

9. Privatize Your Wi-Fi: If you do decide to go out with the laptop to shop, you'll need 
a Wi-Fi connection. Only use the wireless if you access the Web over a virtual private 
network (VPN) connection. By the way, now is not a good time to try out a hotspot 
you're unfamiliar with. 

10. Know What's Too Good to Be True: The "coupon scam" offers of a free product 
with purchase, in particular an iPad (a very coveted gadget at any holiday) or even 
holiday job offers. Many of these "offers" will come in via social media. Beware even 
of your friends, who might innocently forward such a thing. Be very wary even if you 
get a message from friend claiming he or she has been robbed, especially a friend 
overseas looking for money to be wire transferred, unless you absolutely can confirm 
it by talking to him or her personally. Skepticism in most cases can go a long way 
toward saving you from a stolen card number.

11. Prefer Cash on delivery: Unless you want discount on your Credit/Debit card, go 
for cash on delivery. It will give you peace of mind.

Mr. Himanshu Thakkar
Assistant Professor in Accountancy 

 "You may have to fight a battle more than once to win it." -Margaret Thatcher
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The most famous saying said by the Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru “To awaken the people, it is 
the women who must be awakened. Once she is on the move, the family moves, the 
village moves, the nation moves”.  
Women in India face multitudinous cultural challenges like discriminatory family codes, 
lack of education, and social inequalities like eve teasing, female feticide, child abuse, 
mistreatment by their spouse, bride burning, rape etc. are only a few examples. The rapist, 
the criminal, the eve-teasers are released due to the unavailability of evidence.

resulted in convictions

unique on a global scale. These issues are very sensitive and have to be 
highlighted taking into consideration the todays' scenario. The gender inequality still 
persists in society and it can be visualized in our system too. One of the major reasons 
which hamper the economic development is the weak participation of women in politics. 
It has now become very much indispensible for the government not only to bring about 
reforms in the treatment of women but it is the need of an hour to bring awareness amongst 
the women by raising the level of dialogue on the issue of women's rights in a rapidly 
growing economy. Most of the women in India are not even aware of their rights and many 
a times their legal rights are not protected and the convict is released  which show how 
inefficient our system is .If we want the nation to progress, the family, the village we need 
to empower women by bringing an awakening amongst them through their rights. 

 Survivors 
undermine the potential for a successful prosecution. Only around 26 percent of rape cases 
tried in court in 2011 , and only four out of ten cases were reported, 
according to the National Crime Records Bureau, although these trends are not 
necessarily 

Ms. Heena Dalal
Assistant Professor in Economics

Women Empowerment – A Fact or A Myth?

"Success is most often achieved by those who don't know that failure is inevitable." -Coco Chanel
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WHAT IS GREEN MARKETING?

The marketing principle which is an initiative towards environment protection by 
obtaining ecological balance .It refers to a broader marketing concept wherein the 
production, marketing, consumption and disposal of products and services happen in a 
manner that is less detrimental to the environment. 

According to American Marketing Association (AMA), “Green Marketing consists of 
all   activities designed to generate and any exchanges intended to satisfy human needs 
or wants, such that the satisfaction of these needs and wants occurs, with minimal 
detrimental impact on the natural environment”.

HOW CAN GREEN MERKETING BE EFFECTIVELY ADOPTED?

1) Being genuine means  

a) that you are actually doing what you claim to be doing in your green marketing 
campaign and 

b) that the rest of your business policies are consistent with whatever you are doing 
that's environmentally friendly. Both these conditions have to be met for your business 
to establish the kind of environmental credentials that will allow a green marketing 
campaign to succeed. 

2) Educating your customers isn't just a matter of letting people know you're doing 
whatever you're doing to protect the environment, but also a matter of letting them 
know why it matters. Otherwise, for a significant portion of your target market, it's a 
case of "So what?" and your green marketing campaign goes nowhere. 

3) Giving your customers an opportunity to participate means personalizing the 
benefits of your environmentally friendly actions, normally through letting the 
customer take part in positive environmental action.

WHY IS GREEN MARKETING CHOSEN BY MOST MARKETERS?

 Most of the companies are venturing into green marketing because of the following 
reasons: 

a. Customer Attraction 

b. Social Responsibility  

c. Governmental Pressure  

d. Competitive Pressure  

e. Cost Reduction  

Emergence of Green Marketing 
As Corporate Social Responsibility In India

"Courage is grace under pressure." -Ernest Hemingway
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Traditional Marketing Green Marketing

Starts with the identification of needs 

of their target customers. 

Customers need is at center point 

for decision making. 

Self centered approach with short 

term orientation and without giving 

the attention to environment. 

Development of product as per their 

needs, delivering and providing the 

after sales services. 

With a aim of achieving satisfied

 customers. 

Practicing is good for company as 

well as customers. 

Remain with satisfied customers. 

Starts with the identification of the 

needs of their target customers. 

Environment needs is at the center 

point for decision making. 

Social cost benefit approach with 

long term orientation and giving 

importance to environment. 

Development of product by analyzing

ecological compatibility of the 

product, its raw material. packaging 

and reuses etc. 

Customer satisfaction in an 

environment friendly way. 

Remedy for mitigating climate 

change and global warming. 

Practicing is good for mankind as 

well as environment. 

Remain with satisfied eco-friendly 

customers. 

As Green Marketing is a new concept and is in initial stage, so a lot of efforts are needed to 
explore the new ways of producing, delivering, disposing and satisfying the human needs 
with lesser detrimental to environment. There is also a need to create awareness among the 
customers to make green marketing work as well as to make a difference by being 
environment friendly. Hence Green Marketing proves to be an effective tool of corporate 
social responsibility.

DIFFERENCE

CONCLUSION

Mrs. Nanda Bothra
Assistant Professor in Commerce

 "Sometimes you can't see yourself clearly until you see yourself through the eyes of others." -Ellen DeGeneres
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Modern civilization has progressed by leaps and bounds. It can't be denied that the 
world has progressed in all spheres of life. Life today is governed by the offshoots of 
science. Our life, these days, is certainly more comfortable than that of our ancestors.  
So can we jump to the conclusion that we are happier than our forefathers? It is a very 
puzzling question. A comparison of the life at the time of our forefathers and the life as 
it is lived today will, undoubtedly, raise the mystery-curtain.

The world of our forefathers was very different from that of today. They lived in 
villages. Scientific inventions were not made. There were no planes, no cars, movie, 
radio etc. Television and telephones were not invented. There was no electricity so 
they were deprived of all those comforts which we now enjoy with the help of 
electricity. They moved in the jolting, slow-moving carts or carriages. The life was 
simple. They were engaged in tilling the soil for a living. They got their daily needs 
easily. They had plenty of everything. There were many cool and sheltered spots for 
innocent pleasures. They took active part in all sorts of simple and innocent games. 
Contentment and happiness prevailed there.

In our modern age, life- is full of comforts and luxuries. No doubt we produce and 
consume at present plenty of goods, which our forefathers may not have even dreamt 
of. We have speedier means of transport and communication, a wide variety of 
entertainment media, improved systems of public health and hygiene, better medical 
facilities, better amenities and greater social stability and security. The progress in 
medicine has increased our life-span and conquered the most devastating diseases like 
smallpox, cholera, polio and tuberculosis, which were considered fatal in earlier 
times. Our entire life-style has undergone a complete transformation. Even the 
position of women is very different now. They are no longer confined to the four walls 
of the home but work shoulder to shoulder with men. Art and culture are now highly 
developed. In fact, no aspect of life has remained untouched these days by 
modernization. The highly sophisticated inventions at our disposal today would seem 
like miracles to our forefathers. Modern man enjoys comforts, luxuries and pleasures 
that even the kings and emperors of the past would have envied.

But are we truly happy? The meaning of the world "happiness" differs from person to 
person. Happiness depends more on our internal feelings than on the external 
advantages. And the tragedy is that in spite of all this progress, happiness and 
contentment are still eluding us. We still feel doubtful if we are really happier than our 

Are We Living Or Is Life Just Passing By?

"Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago." -Warren Buffett
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forefathers. Material civilization has, no doubt, made a wonderful stride but the moral 
development of man or moral values has been totally neglected. To offset all the 
privileges of modern civilization, we have the disadvantages like slums, pollution, 
riots and conflicts. Many people are still living in poverty. Life today is full of noise 
and congestion, hustle and bustle, hurry and worry. Life is full of stress and tension. 
There is pleasure but no contentment. On the other hand our forefathers lived a simple 
life. They had fewer wants, which they satisfied by working hard. They were strong, 
sturdy and healthy who fully enjoyed simple things of life. They had more family 
times than us. They were much social than us. They went and talked to their friends 
instead of sending a message, they wished for their birthdays directly instead of 
posting it on Facebook. Amazing technological advances have made us comfortable 
beyond the dreams of past generations. Paradoxically, we suffer from chronic, 
degenerative diseases virtually unknown a few generations ago. Rather than 
providing robust health, we see an onslaught of diabetes, obesity, cancer, heart 
disease, arthritis, allergies, asthma, and so on. Even the young are now nearly one-
third over-weight and obese. Something is seriously wrong. Our forefathers did not 
have such diseases.

It is an irony of fate that in spite of this plenty and riches, there is something which fills 
us with dismay. We are not truly happy. We are discontented. There is restlessness and 
discontent. There is the constant fear of a nuclear war which might destroy everything 
we value. We might once again be forced to live the life of our primitive forefathers. It 
is indeed paradoxical to say that we live a life of comfort but we are still less happy 
than our ancestors.

If we think that happiness consists of material comforts, no doubt we are happier than 
our forefathers. If pleasure can be called happiness we are indeed happier. But if 
contentment is happiness, our forefathers should be considered far happier than we 
are.

Ms. Sapna Desai
Assistant Professor in English

 "Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." -Dr. Seuss
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Financial Development and Growth of any country depends on the Service Sectors like 
Insurance Sector, Transportation Sector and Banking Sector etc. In these sectors, banking 
sector influenced more rather than any other sectors to the financial system in any country. No 
country can have a healthy economy without a sound and effective banking system. The Banks 
always remain the main participants of the financial system in any country. Many economists 
and financial experts believe that widely and evenly spread financial services will lead to 
reduction in disparities, strengthening and supporting economic activities of the poor which 
will ultimately result in sustainable and inclusive economic growth of a country. The banking 
industry has shown tremendous growth in volume and complexity during the last few decades. 
Despite making significant improvements in all the areas relating to financial viability, 
profitability and competitiveness, there are concerns that banks have not been able to include 
vast segment of the population, especially the underprivileged sections of the society, into the 
fold of basic banking services. In India, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has initiated several 
measures to achieve greater financial inclusion. The banking sector has also taken a lead role in 
promoting financial inclusion.

Definition of Financial Inclusion
According to Dr. K.C. Chakrabarty, Deputy Governor, 
Reserve Bank of India, “Financial Inclusion is the 
process of ensuring access to appropriate financial 
products and services needed by all sections of the 
society in general and vulnerable groups such as 
weaker sections and low income groups in particular at 
an affordable cost in a fair and transparent manner by 
mainstream institutional players”. 

Measuring Financial Inclusion 
 One of the measures of the level of financial inclusion is the Financial Inclusion Index. This 
index is based on three basic dimensions of an inclusive financial system –(1)Banking 
Penetration, (2) Availability of the Banking Services and (3)  Usage of the Banking System. 
Banking penetration is measured as a ratio of bank accounts to the total population. The second 
parameter, availability of banking services provides an indication to the number of bank 
outlets available per 1000 people to deliver financial services which include the brick and 
mortar branches, ATMs, business correspondents, etc. The third parameter evaluated on the 
basis of outstanding deposits and credits. Accordingly, the volume of outstanding deposit and 
credit as proportion on the net district domestic product is used for measuring this dimension. 
According to the value of the index, Indian States can be classified into three categories, i.e., 
States having high, low and medium extent of financial exclusion. According to the empirical 
results, Kerala, Maharashtra and Karnataka are some of the States having wider extent of 
financial inclusion as compared to other States of India. Tamil Nadu, Punjab, Andhra Pradesh, 
Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim and Haryana fall under the category of medium financial 
exclusion.

Financial Inclusion in India

 "You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough." -Mae West
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Source: RBI Working Paper on Financial Inclusion in India: A case-study of West Bengal by 
Sadhan Kumar Chattopadhyay 

Indian Approach to Financial Inclusion 
 Financial inclusion can be construed in two ways. One is countering the exclusion from the 
payment system that is, not having an access to a bank account. The second is countering the 
exclusion from the formal financial services. The Indian approach in recent years has been to 
establish the basic right of every person to have access to a bank account. This approach is based on 
the fundamental principle of 5A's of ensuring (1)Adequacy and (2)Availability of financial 
services to all sections of the society through the formal financial system covering savings, credit, 
remittance, insurance, etc. and, at the same time, increasing(3)Awareness of such services and 
ensuring (4)Affordability and (5)Accessibility of the appropriate financial products through a 
combination of conventional and alternative delivery channels and technology enabled services 
and processes.

The Reserve Bank has therefore been pursuing a multi-pronged strategy for enhancing the outreach 
of financial services including the delivery channels across all sections. The entire spectrum of the 
financial system which comprises commercial banks, regional rural banks (RRBs), urban co-
operative banks (UCBs), primary agricultural credit societies (PACS) and post offices is, therefore, 
geared for this purpose. Besides, self-help groups (SHGs) and Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs) 
also meet the financial service requirements of the poorer segments. 

Financial inclusion is not a onetime effort; 
it is an ongoing process. It is a huge 
project which requires the passionate 
involvement, dedication, commitment 
and team efforts from all the stake holders 
– the Government, financial institutions, 
the regulators, the private sector and the 
community at large. From the sporadic 
attempts of today dispersed across the 
nation, it should gather momentum and 
grow in geometric proportions and 
develop into a focused and effective movement. It requires a major mindset change in the minds of 
every individual involved in creating awareness at all levels. Technology plays a vital role in 
bringing about integration in society of all social and economic classes.Accessibility, Affordability, 
Appropriateness and Benefits determine how deep financial inclusion penetrates the social fabric 
of the village. Financial inclusion can empower even the poorest person and bring about a dramatic 
change in his fate.

Mr. Ghanshyam Bhomachiya
Assistant Professor in Accountancy

Kerala, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka

Tamil Nadu, Panjab, Andra Pradesh, 
Shikkim, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana

West Bengal, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Meghalaya, Tripura, Odisha, 
Rajastahan, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizorum, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, 

Assam, Nagaland, Manipur

"Once you choose hope, anything's possible." -Christopher Reeve
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Put Your Smart Phone Down!

Not too long ago most people lived a very different life filled with unique aspects like 
work, home, recreation, vacation, religion, etc. which were well separated from each 
other. A beautiful chance to recharge and re-energize was enjoyed by all as these aspects 
were spaced out from one another. 

We would go from work to home to a community activity, from one reality to another, 
which allowed us to shift gears and put our focus on different things. By shifting from 
work and focusing on home, for example, we could come back to work the next day fresh, 
rejuvenated, and more creative because we had a chance to shift our brain into another 
zone. Today things are much different. We live in a big inter-connected virtual world. Our 
smart phones and tablets allow us to take our email, our work, our games, our photos, our 
music- basically our entire life with us wherever we go. As a result our individual aspects 
of life have blurred into one.  Now when we are on a vacation, we are really not on a 
vacation. We are simply at work in another location with more free time. While being 
connected is good, too much of a good thing can backfire. Is this technology's fault? No! 
Don't blame the technology: blame how we use it. Also though the health hazards caused 
by such technologies are unclear, they are potentially dangerous.

So what is the solution?  It is really simple:
· We need to set specific guidelines and time limit on the usage of technology.

· Do not keep cell phone in pocket as it contributes to loss of bone density and 
fertility issues.

· Do not talk while driving as apart from being distracted, switching between cell 
towers increases the amount of Radio Frequency.

· Don't talk when your phone has a poor signal as it's the time when your phone 
struggles for a signal increasing the Radio Frequency.

· When working on a Computer or watching Television, give yourself a time limit. 
After an hour or two, get up and do something active.

Bottom Line:
Technology has its perks. But don't let it take over your life. There is still a 3D world out 
there that does not require special glasses to enjoy. Be sure to take some time away from 
technology once in a while to appreciate what came before it and what will hopefully still 
exist after it.

Ms. Nishreen Baxamusa
Assistant Professor in Business Law & Auditing

"The difference between winning and losing is most often not quitting." -Walt Disney
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Stay Positive and Be Happy, We have all heard the phrase, "look at the cup as half full rather 
than half empty". There is much truth in that concept and it illustrates an important choice 
we make in determining our Happiness, It is as simple as that, even though not always 
simple to practice. We are the only ones who own our happiness and make that choice every 
day. Just think of all the possibilities and advantages if we were to always have an optimistic 
outlook!

Man's life is a rising of sorrows and misfortunes from birth till death. He is faced with 
miseries and sorrows which haunt him day and night. But it must be remembered that 
man's sorrow is self-invited .He is himself responsible for it. One way of fighting evil is 
not to shut it from our senses. There is so much evil in the world- corruption, nepotism, 
terrorism, for instance. But it is beyond us to change what is wide spread. It is a 
misconception that the world was good in the past, and it has worsened only now. The 
world was always the same or perhaps will be always so. There is a passive way to fight 
with this evil in the world, and making the world more beautiful by pursuing positive 
thought. Keeping positive attitude towards the world make a difference in the world. 
When we are good at heart, in thought, word and deeds, we start spreading the human 
kindness. Observing the goodness around us through positive thought we can fight with 
the evil around us. You can't control everything that happens to us.  But you can control 
how you react to things. Everyone's life has positive and negative aspects whether you're 
happy or not depends greatly on which aspects you focus on. 

There is a power within you that can be called forth on demand. This Power allows you to 
transcend what most people believe are human limitations. When you make conscious 
contact with this Power, it transforms your life, because in your true nature – you are this 
Power in expression. So, start with that positive focus of an improved experience of life 
and take whatever micro steps you can. So let's spend our time wisely today and pause 
long enough to appreciate it. 

So our mind is like a parachute; it only works when it's opened. It is also like a house; one 
needs to know when to close the windows to keep the flies out. Everytime one should feel 
the moment you get is a gift. Don't waste time by dwelling on unhappy things. Spend it on 
things that move you in the direction you want to go with positivity.

Ms. Arupa Panigrahi
Assistant Professor in Economics

Positive Thinking

"When you cease to dream you cease to live." -Malcolm Forbes
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The man who holds the pen is a knowledgeable and learned man, and those who hold 
the sword become ineffective and unsuccessful. All respected well-known 
philosophers, writers, doctors, poets, engineers, and wise educated men were guided 
by the pen. Their names still live today even if they themselves are dead, because of 
their findings and doings. Today Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam is not alive but his inspiring 
thoughts will remain alive for generations to come. Such great personalities opted for 
pen to keep their thoughts alive. 

Man has made robots, airplanes, radios, TVs, computers, and electricity. We have 
found ways to communicate with other countries easily, as news travels from one end 
of the world to the other is a split second. Man is going beyond the moon today, and 
can predict weather. All this has been possible by the knowledge we have learned from 
the pen.

The pen has won many countries independences, and national leaders have used it to 
obtain the jewel of liberty. Thomas Paine published his thoughts in his weekly 
pamphlets, 'Common Sense', because of which many Americans during the American 
Revolution were persuaded to rebel against the British, and win their independence. 
Martin Luther King Jr. helped Black-White segregation end with his printed words 
and speeches. In India, Gandhiji used the pen and peacefully helped India attain its 
liberty. 

The pen writes words, and these words have power. Words have power to persuade, 
influence, dry tears, and forge smiles. Words written by pen can heal emotional 
wounds and eliminate fears. Intelligent words can make you rich, wealthy, and happy 
in the future. 

So drop the sword and pick up the pen. Unite the world and have global peace. Stop all 
wars and live without fears. The words of a pen are powerful, both good and bad. The 
words of a pen are always better than the fallen blood and gore of the sword. The 
sword will bring you nothing but death and burdens, but the pen will bring you good 
luck, peace, success, and wealth. The power of the pen is so great, that the pen will 
rule, as the sword will beg at its feet. Abolish the sword, and live in the agenda of peace 
and knowledge. No matter what, the pen is always mightier than the sword!

Ms. Rittika Jha
B.Com. Part - I

The Pen is Mightier than the Sword

 "In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different." -Coco Chanel
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Youth is the joy, the little bird that has broken out of the egg and is eagerly waiting to 
spread out its wings in the open sky of freedom and hope.
Firstly the thing that comes to my mind being a youth is that we need to set fire in our 
minds… for achieving our goals, to serve the country, to be the change….For ourselves, 
for our society, for our Nation, for Humanity.
It is the age of discovery and dreams. India has the largest youth population in the world 
today. The entire world is eyeing India as a source of technical manpower. They are looking 
at our youth as a source of talents at low costs for their future super profits. 
It's the moral values, knowledge and education that would help to nurture a sense of dignity 
and respect among our youth. If the youth power is properly directed and controlled then it 
could bring about transformational changes in humanity for its progress and bring peace and 
prosperity. My dear friends there are two major problems that the world faces. They are:
Out of 6.6 billion people in this world 2/3 of the population is below poverty line and 50% of 
the population don't have access to safe drinking water and quality education. They suffer 
with malnutrition and also do not have proper food supply… now the question here is how 
can the youth handle this? How can the youth face this situation?
My dear friends our parents have taken the initiative to make us educated so cant we in 
return spread literacy to atleast 5 of the people in the society? Can't the youth spread the 
message for water conservation? Can't we find the out of the box solutions for all such 
Questions? The answer is YES!! We Can.  We can transform this developing country to 
developed country as per APJ Abdul Kalam's Mission.
Let us all do our bit because every bit counts!
There is no Hindu India or Muslim India, no Punjabi India or Tamil India, no upper caste 
India no lower caste India or no Congress India or BJP India. There is just one India and we 
are the Youth of this India. We should have the dream to create this nation a respected rich 
and better place in the world.
The youth hopes for a world free of poverty, unemployment, inequality and exploitation of 
man by man. A world free of discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, language and 
gender. A world full of creative challenges and opportunities to conquer them. But let us 
convert these hopes in reality. 
We are the links of our great past to our grand future. We all cannot succeed if half of us are 
left behind. Let us have a mission... as missions are greater than the organisations as 
organisations are greater than the individuals who run them… a mission that we will work 
with the component of courage. The courage to think, the courage to invent, the courage to 
reach the unexplored path, the courage to discover the impossible, the courage to combat the 
problems and succeed and these are all the unique qualities of youth and I as the youth will 
work with courage to achieve success in all missions and to see the change we need to be the 
change.

Ms. Shivani Shroff 
B.Com. Part – II

Youth: The sparkling mind

"What seems to us as bitter trials are often blessings in disguise." -Oscar Wilde
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Indian culture is filled with the precious jewels of “Sanskar”. But 
with modernisation it is lost somewhere in the soul of Indians. 
Vedas are an ocean of knowledge .It gives the knowledge of 
everything. But people are now attracted towards the western 
culture. Maybe it is the cycle of “Yug”. The effect of evil things is 
more powerful. Yes, there is abolishment of blind belief & rise in 

women empowerment. But ethics of life have changed. The great Indian Gurus had 
given the way of doing business, living life etc. The concept of Yoga is derived by 
Indians but its value is lost. With the advent of gyms and modern technology, people 
are drifted towards it. Indian culture is alive as a Lotus standing up separated from the 
mud! Indian culture is a Kohinoor which has to be preserved; its extinction will be a 
great loss. A small Diya is a symbol of hope, so few lotuses can be bowed & a lot can 
be gained. It's time for alertness and time for action. The thoughts of our Gurus have to 
be regained. Indians culture is adopted by the foreigners but Indians have forgotten it. 
Vastoshanstra, Yoga, Business ethics etc. They have understood the value of the latter 
and are prospering, so it's time for us to be once again “Golden Bird” of the world, 
once again reveal our power and strength and reach at the top of the peak!! Indian 
culture is a jewel, let us preserve it. 

Ms. HarkiranKaur Sardar
B.Com. Part - I

Indian Culture – A lost jewel!!!! 

A girl is like a bird...
God's most pretty creation in the world.
The childhood of girl is their golden age.
After that the world keeps them into a beautiful cage.
This innocent dame walks the journey…
Who losses her father when she marries.
She spends all her life in serving others.
She also has a heart but no one bothers.
A dress of happiness and pleasure she wears.
But everywhere, you find a girl shedding tears.

A Girl

Ms. Sukaina Bhojani

B.Com. Part - II

"You miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take." -Wayne Gretzky
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A smile on the face makes man different from the animals. It makes 

one beautiful and attractive too. If a person doesn't smile it is very 

difficult to deal with such a man.

Once Swami Vivekananda was walking on the street with his 

disciples. One of his disciples had a sad face. Vivekananda did not like it. He said “why 

don't you keep your face covered? If you go out of your room, have a smile on your face.”

A man who cannot smile, can't enjoy life. We have seen people using different kinds of 

cosmetics. They spend a lot of money on that. Smile is the best cosmetic that makes our 

face beautiful. Moreover, it is not expensive too. We can wear a smile on face without 

paying anything. 

A smile is a powerful weapon too. We can use it to deal with our enemies. When someone 

gets angry, try this new weapon – a smile. You will turn the enemy into a friend. The words 

of Gandhiji are very important here. He says, “You are not fully dressed till you wear a 

smile on your face.”

We are here in this world just for a few years. Why should we waste our life in quarrelling 

and fighting? Why should we have a sad and sorrowful face? A smile on the face is a clear 

sign that you are happy and satisfied. A smiling face will get you many friends. You can 

smile at others and they too will be happy.

The Power Of Smile

Ms. Shimna Nambiar
B.Com. Part - I

People want to spend their life full of joy and happiness. 
But they don't worry about others happiness. Some people 
like to trouble others and bring burden to someone's life. 
There are many people, who make us sad. But we have to 
find where our happiness lies.                                                    
Sometimes people laugh at us and we feel sad. But if we 
think about that in a different manner that the laughter they 
are getting is because of us, then this kind of attitude can 
become the cause of our happiness. When we realize that 
we are the reason for someone's laughter, then it makes 
us happy too.                                                                             
The secret of life is to be happy and not care about what 
people say about us. The true secret of happiness lies 
in taking genuine interest in all details of daily life, working 
out your own salvation and not depending on others.          

.

.

.

Happiness comes from within 

Ms. Nishita Jariwala
B.Com. Part - I

"The way I see it, if you want the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain." -Dolly Parton
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Ms. Varsha Mishra
B.Com. Part - III

mtbtwYe 'wrltgtt

"The more you praise and celebrate your life, the more there is in life to celebrate." -Oprah Winfrey
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In general people do not prefer dark skin and have a liking towards the white. So 
exactly WHAT IS DARK..?? Darkness always relates to unknown. The blackness 
within it creates an unknown fear. But dark is really precious for human 
civilization.

There are lots of example of darkness that enlightens the beauty of our life. Black 
KAJAL adorns our eyes. Black CLOUDS brings rain. Lord Krishna also known as 
SHYAM attracts thousands of people. The precious DIAMOND is also born of the 
dark coal. SHADOWS are dark and black in colour but, they are always beautiful.

In our world, white skinned people are given more importance than black skinned 
people. People, through several generations have followed the same stereotype 
thought, that black people are inferior and ugly looking creatures and have been 
created to serve the white. But is it true...???

History has also traced the footprints of some famous leaders who, despite being 
black succeeded their fight against the dominance of the white and discriminate 
racism.

MAHATMA GANDHI -His ideas of peace and nonviolence are still followed by 
people. His dream to see India free of colour, caste discrimination was fulfilled.
NELSON MANDELA-He thought that racist system was deeply wrong, and he tried 
and stopped the Apartheid system. He was elected as the first black president of South 
Africa.

 Thus, this proves that man is a unique creation of God and is never to be judged by his 
skin colour or his outer beauty, but his inner qualities and the humanity he shows 
towards others.

God has made each one of us with the same intention of love and each of us is equally 
beautiful. So why distinguish between black and white and go against God's creation?
             Only in the darkness, can we see the stars...!!

Dark Night - How stunning!
Dark Hair - Enhances our beauty!
Dark Eyes - How attractive!
Dark Skin - ??? No comments!!!

Ms.  Sakina Bengali 

B.Com. Part - I

BEAUTY BEYOND COLOURS

"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm." -Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Down the memory lane

Down the memory lane
No more of those days
We used to dress up for school,
The cotton shirts, the skirts, the pants
And sweaters made of wool.

Ms. Sakshi Laddha
B.Com. Part - II

No more of those routes
We took to reach school in time,
The gates, the guards, the stands
In which the cycles stood in a line.

No more of those books
In which complicated terms were writ,
The running hands, the crooked heads,
More crooked way we would sit.

No more of those classes
Or the ten-twenty lunch breaks,
The spoon, the fork, the tuck shop coke
And the home made birthday cakes.

No more of those theories
We failed to understand,
The ABCs, the RDs and
S Chands held in our hands.

No more of those projects
For which topics were to be found,
The steps and stages, the printout pages
At last were spiral bound.

No more of those tests
We studied for day and night,
The midnight oil, the mosquito coil
When coffee topped our diet.

Now that it's all over
It's just my point of view,
If you can relate to this,
I won't be blaming you.

“It always seems impossible until it is done.” -Nelson Mandela
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Two boys walked down a road that led through a field. The younger of the two noticed a 
man toiling in the fields of his farm, his good clothes stacked neatly off to the side.

The boy looked at his older friend and said, “Let's hide his shoes so when he comes from 
the field, he won't be able to find them. His expression will be priceless!” The boy 
laughed.

The older of the two boys thought for a moment and said, “The man looks poor. See his 
clothes? Let's do this instead: Let's hide a silver dollar in each shoe and then we'll hide in 
these bushes and see how he reacts to that, instead.”

The younger companion agreed to the plan and they placed a silver dollar in each shoe 
and hid behind the bushes. It wasn't long before the farmer came in from the field, tired 
and worn. He reached down and pulled on a shoe, immediately feeling the money under 
his foot.

With the coin now between his fingers, he looked around to see who could have put it in 
his shoe. But no one was there. He held the dollar in his hand and stared at it in disbelief. 
Confused, he slid his other foot into his other shoe and felt the second coin. This time, the 
man was overwhelmed when he removed the second silver dollar from his shoe.

Thinking he was alone, he dropped to his knees and offered a verbal prayer that the boys 
could easily hear from their hiding place. They heard the poor farmer cry tears of relief 

and gratitude. He spoke of his sick wife and his boys in need of food. He expressed 

gratitude for this unexpected bounty from unknown hands.

After a time, the boys came out from their hiding place and slowly started their long 
walk home. They felt good inside, warm, changed somehow knowing the good they had 
done to a poor farmer in dire straits. A smile crept across their souls.

Ms. Mariyam Kunda
B.Com. Part -III

Do something good each day!

“You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.” -Zig Ziglar
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The moment you are in tension,
You will lose your attention.
Then you are in total confusion,
And you will feel irritation.
Then you'll spoil personal relation,
Ultimately you won't get co-operation.
Then you will make things a complication,
Then your B.P. may have to take medication.

Instead, understand the situation,
And try to think about the solution.
Many problems will be solved by discussion,
Which will work out better in your profession?
If you understand my intention,
You will never come again to tension………

Ms. Arshiya Rana 
B.Com. Part - II

Tension Prevention

Human is known to be a social animal but with time his evolution 
has taken a backward step and he has lost the element of sociality. 
Moreover he is ready to compete anyone at anytime to be the best. 
In such a condition an ability to defend yourself is indispensible. 
So comes a call for SELF DEFENCE.

In the era of competition where dangers are unexpectable and the graph of crime is 
increasing day by day a person should be well acquired with self defence skills. Even 
if we talk about women empowerment-A women is an asset for the society if she is 
able to stand for herself. Self defence fills your heart with self confidence. It ensures 
your ability to stand for yourself. Thus, self defence and self confidence walk hand in 
hand. It indicates your personality with inspiring qualities. Let us consider a situation 
where you have to face a situation where robbers have surrounded you to snatch your 
belongings or consider a situation where teasers are teasing a girl and you want to help 
her. Can you help that girl when you even cannot help yourself? Today we blame 
police security for not helping us to stop the crimes but are we helping our self? We can 
and we should help our self by acquiring self defence skills. The best way to do so is 
keeping your body fit. One can also improve his/her body fitness with karate, martial 
arts and other self defence techniques. Thus self defence is indispensible to survive in 
the coming future.

SELF DEFENCE

Ms. Eshita Chordia
B.Com. Part - I

 “Well done is better than well said.” -Benjamin Franklin
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Ms. Shagufta Qureshi
B.Com. Part - I

ystect btFjtqf nu gtthtuk rstmtu jttudt Ekmttlt fn;tu ni 
ytst rVh nbt yvtltu r’jt ft Bf mtaatt ctgttlt fn;tu ni, 

lttne Vfo Bf r;tltfu ft Cte ltt Ftqlt ft hkdt fwA ytih ni 
ctmt Vfo gtu rf rfrmt ftu jttudt rnl’q ;ttu rfmte ftu btwmjtbttlt fn;tu ni, 

stt;te-vtt;te fu lttbt vth Eklmttltu ctuat r’gtt Emt stntlt ftu 
fwA Emtu f]vtt ;ttu fwA Emtu Ftw’t ft Vhbttlt fn;tu ni, 

nbt ;ttu mttuat mtbtLtfh Cte fwA mtbtst ltnek vtt;ttu gtthtuk 
fwA Bmte ctt;tu gtu ltt’tlt vtrhk’u ctustwcttlt fn;tu ni, 

ftuEo vtqstu vt;:th ftu ftuEo mtst’tuk btuk yvtltt mth Ltqft;tu ni
gtu Bf ne ni, ctmt fwA Emtu vtqstt ;ttu fwA Emtu yvtltt Eobttlt fnu;tu ni, 

Bf ne rhJttst, Bf ne hmtbt, ctmt fwA yk’tst ct’jt stt;tu ni
Jthltt Bf ne ni, rstmtu fwA WvtJttmt ;ttu fwA htustt fh;tu ni, 

Bf ne ni mtctfe btkrstjt ctmt jtVsttu fu ;thtltu ct’jt stt;tu ni 'tum;ttuk
Jttu Bf ne btwftbt ni rstmtu fwA mJtdto ;ttu fwA stllt;t ft 'hctth fn;tu ni, 

fwA stt;tu ni btkr’htu btuk, fwA btrmst’tu fe htn yvtltt;tu ni
vth btfmt’ ;ttu mtctft Bf ni, rstmtu jttudt FtwNte fe Vrhgtt’ fn;tu ni, 

gttu Bf ne nm;te, Bf ne Jtstq’ ni rstmtltu gtu mttht stntlt ctlttgtt 
Vhf E;tltt fe fwA Wmmtu %%Ftw’t^^ ;ttu fwA Wmtu %%CtdtJttlt^^ fn;tu ni ...

nbt mtu rnl’wm;ttlt 

“It’s always too early to quit.” -Norman Vincent Peale
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Today I want to ask you all a question that..
Why people only pray for a boy but not for a girl?
Then....When in the need of education, they pray to Goddess Saraswati.
When in the need of money, they pray to Goddess Laxmi.
When in the need of strength, they pray to Goddess Durga.
Then ....WHY NOT A GIRL...?

Everyone dreams to have a mother, Everyone dreams to have a girlfriend,
Everyone dreams to have a wife but least dream to have a DAUGHTER....
"Why is it so?”

Are the daughters unbearable? Are the daughters cruel? Are the 
daughters hopeless? NO! A daughter loves her family, cares for her family 
just like a son.
Then....WHY NOT A GIRL...?

Let's have a future Pratibha Patil
Let's have a future Kalpana Chawla, Let's have a future Saina Naihwal.

Stop doing crimes,
Stop killing girl child 
No girls, 
Then no girlfriends, no wives and no more mothers 
It's all God's will and gift ,

Children are blessing from God Almighty.
Let's put our hands together 
And Save the Girl Child.
 
"Save Girls" 
 "Even they want to see the world"

Ms. Divya Modi
B.Com. Part - I

WHY NOT A GIRL?

“Go for it now. The future is promised to no one.” -Wayne Dyer
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Ms. Richa Jain
B.Com. Part - I

Relation Between Parents And Teenagers

Teenagers need love and support from their parents at the time when lots of other things in 
their life are changing. Parents can keep their relation with their teenage child strong 
through ordinary and every day activities.

Many parents feel that families become less important to children as they move into the 
teenage years. But it is necessary for parents to understand their children and the problems 
faced by them during their teenage life. It's true that the family relationships change during 
adolescence. Most young people and their families have many ups and downs during this 
age, but things usually improve by late adolescence as children became more mature.

For teenagers, parents and families are a source of care and emotional support, but when 
they find that their parents are not supporting or understanding them in their teenage time, 
they move on towards the strangers in the outside world whom they call as “friends”. In 
this way they share their problems and feelings with their friends. Thus they begin to trust 
their friends more than their parents. Many a times conflicts arise between the parents and 
their teenage children due to their friends.

Hence it can be said that teenagers are more addicted to their friends rather than their 
parents. But here are some ways to overcome such situations and build a strong 
relationship between parents and teenagers: 

1.  Spend quality time together.
2. Find a challenging activity that you both appreciate and then pursue it together 

with excitement.
3. Look for opportunities for discussion.
4. Listen more and answer less.
5. Develop a sense of humour.
6. Play together.
7. Believe and trust each other.
8. Establish boundaries.
9. Selflessly confront teenage mistakes.
10. Act on your faith and belief.

“One finds limits by pushing them.” -Herbert Simon
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They talk about women's liberation and women's rights
And you raise your voice and struggle and fight
Say you deserve to make your own choice
Act the way you want and make some noise
And when they say “fine we let you be who you want to be”
You think you have triumphed and hold your head high in glee
And say “the face of modern India is me!”

You wear your backless top and raise your champagne glass!
You defiantly hold hands with that boy in your class
No one pelts shards of morals or social etiquettes at you
No bonds to tie you down, no one you have to answer to
And you say I'm the liberal minded woman of India!

But tell me girl, how progressed are you really?
Look ahead, far ahead and see
Tell me, how high you will have climbed
Or just moved on for the sake of it?
You are bonded still, confined yet
The bonds being none but your own mind-set.

A mind that envisions a carefree youth but nothing beyond
A mind that wants to choose its road but is not willing to climb the mountain yond
That wants to run free yet not chase the horizon
That wants to dance under the stars, yet not reach out for them
Break those bonds and see, the sky ends not at the horizon
If you reach one star, there are still another million.

Will you someday be 'you'
Or be content as 'someone's somebody'?
Will you have the knife of ambition
To cut those bonds and break free?
If you are not burning to etch your name on the sky
Tell me, how liberated are you really?

Ms. Mayuri Daga
B.Com. Part - II

Hey Girl!

“Do not wait to strike till the iron is hot; but make it hot by striking.” -William Butler Yeats
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Everything has two sides, positive and negative.  In the modern age internet is boon but on 
the other hand it is a curse. Internet has so many positive   and   negative effects on people 
using it. It has helped   people to communicate   with each other easily.   It  has  also  
helped  in  making research, shopping  and  knowing  more  or  having  more  information   
about  things  happening  in  each  and  everyone's  country  and  the  world  as  a  whole.  
It  has  also  improved  upon education  thus  people  do  learn,  school  and  even  write  
exams  with  the  aid  of  the  internet.  It  has  also  helped  people  in  the  advertisement  
of  their  goods  and  services. This  has  created  jobs  for  people  and   has  made  most  
users   gain  enough  money  for  the  sustenance  of their  homes. Due   to technology  ,  
the  internet  provides  rooms   for   chatting   like  the   “facebook,”  “whatsapp”,   and  
through  sending  of  e-mails.   Due  to  this , most  people  stay  by  the   internet   
browsing   all  day  long   without  feeling  exhausted.   Internet  addiction  is  defined    as  
the  strong  desire  or  need  to  stay  by  the   computer/mobile  for  long  period   of    
time. Internet  in  some  other  way  is  gradually  causing  harm  to  the  people  who  
overuse  it.
                       
Firstly, internet   addiction    has  produced    so  many   truant   users  in  the  country 
especially  within  the youth  of  these  modern  world.   Most  youth  now  stay  long  
hours   browsing  and  chatting    with  friends   and  people  worldwide.  This   had  made  
sleeping  at  the  appropriate  time    ineffective  because  the  users always   find   
themselves   engrossed  in  the   chatting    which  leads  to  their  long hours  of  stay  by  
the  internet  which  sometimes  leads  them  into  absenting  themselves  and  being  
truant.

 Secondly, internet  addiction   has  caused  most  workers  the  harm   by  concentrating  
more  on  their  mobile phones “ facebooking,  whatsapping”,  and  even  exchanging  
messages  with   their  pals  rather  than  performing  their  roles   at  their  work places  
and  this  has  led  to  the  under development  of  most  organizations.

Furthermore, internet  addiction   has  also  enabled  people  find  dubious  ways   of  
doing  business  with   people  they  don't  know.  They  find  ways  giving  false  
information  of  themselves  in order  to  take  huge  sum  of  money   from  innocent 
people.  They  also  sneak  into  the  accounts  of  prominent  people   and  take  huge  sum  
of  money  without  the  people noticing.      

Excess use of Internet may even   have effect on the body.  Thus,  positioning   of  the  
body  can  be  affected  when  the  body  is  stressed  up. The radiation from the 
computer/mobile enters directly into the body and harm.Internet  addiction  has  also  led  

INTERNET ADDICTION

“The wise does at once what the fool does at last.” -Baltasar Gracian
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most   young  females  who  are  unemployed  into  prostitution.  This  is  because  most  of  
them  chat  with  people  they  do not  know  and   with  a  little  introduction   they  fall  into  the  
traps. Due  to  the  love  of  money,  most  of  them  contract  certain  diseases  which  has   no  
cure.

Internet   addiction  can  sometimes  influence  children   into  practicing  evil  activities   like  
the  watching  of  pornographic  materials. Internet  addiction   has  also  caused  most  youth  
of  today  the  harm  of  not  thinking   critically.  This  is  because   a  research  on  the  internet  
is  always  enough  and  the  best  for  the  youth  these  days  . This  has  led  most  youth  into  
being  lazy  and  inactive  in  whatever  they  do. They   always turn to rely on the internet for 
solution. Internet addiction has also made most youth choose role models whose life styles may 
sometime influence them negatively.

Internet  addiction can  be  solved   when  associations  are  formed  to   let  it  known  to  the  
public  the  harm  it  causes  to  stay  long  by  the  internet.   Also , parents  in  particular  should  
make  it  a  point  to  see  to  it   that  their  wards  do  not  spend  all  their  time on social 
networking sites like whatsaap, facebook, hike etc. so  they  will  be  able  to  have  enough  rest  
and  be  active. Also  there   should  be  educative  and  interesting  programs   on  the  internet  
informing  people  about  the  harm  internet  addiction  can  cause.

Ms. Pooja Kapadia
B.Com. Part - I

A 24 year old boy seeing out from the train's window shouted… 
“Dad, look the trees are going behind!” 
Dad smiled and a young couple sitting nearby, looked at the 24 year old's childish 
behavior with pity, suddenly he again exclaimed… 
“Dad, look the clouds are running with us!” 
The couple couldn't resist and said to the old man… 
“Why don't you take your son to a good doctor?”The old man smiled and said…
“I did and we are just coming from the hospital, my son was blind from birth, he 
just got his eyes today. 
Every single person on the planet has a story. Don't judge people before you 
truly know them. The truth might surprise you. 

 Everyone Has a Story in Life

Ms. Chanchal Choudhary
B.Com Part - III

“Do not watch the clock. Do what it does. Keep going.” -Sam Levenson
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“Always do your best. What you plant now you will harvest later.” -Og Mandino
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“I’d rather attempt to do something great and fail, than to attempt nothing and succeed.” -Robert H. Schuller
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“Your own resolution to succeed is more important than any other.” -Abraham Lincoln
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“What you do today can improve all your tomorrows.” -Ralph Marston
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“There is always room at the top.” -Daniel Webster
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“Small deeds done are better than great deeds planned.” -Peter Marshall
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"Everything you can imagine is real." -Pablo Picasso
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“Only I can change my life. No one else can do it for me.” -Carol Burnett
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